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PUBLIC HEARING ON THE BORDER SECURITY ENHANCEMENT PROJECT
(OTAY MESA DITCH)
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CHAIRMAN WADIE DEDDEH: I want to welcome everybody to the Senate Select Committee
on Border Issues, Drug Trafficking and Contraband. As you know, today we're taking testimony on an
important and emotional issue: the federal government's proposal to excavate a ditch on Otay Mesa
along the Mexican border.
Recently, this proposal has been much in the news and a subject of great controversy and
concern in both countries. I understand, of course, that the decision to build such a device is strictly
within the federal jurisdiction. We at the state level have no jurisdiction on that at all. However, it's
a decision that should not be made in Washington alone without local response being taken into
account. Therefore, the Select Committee has scheduled this hearing which, I hope, will both inform
members of the legislature about this proposal and permit us and our constituents a voice in the
decision-making process.
Initially, I want to assure you that I come to this hearing with an open mind. I, along with
Assemblymembers Killea, Peace, and Chacon, met in my Sacramento office last week for almost two
hours with representatives from the Immigration and Naturalization Service and the International
Boundary and Water Commission. This meeting was enlightening in that we learned about the genesis
of the proposal, which was apparently a request by Mexico to alleviate the drainage problem on Otay
Mesa. In addition, we conveyed the distress that state and local officials feel when the federal
government fails to consult them on issues of import to their constituents. I believe that we will be
hearing officially from both INS and IBWC in the near future.
Finally, I do want to denigrate the real sense of outrage that many members of this community
are feeling about the ditch.
With a balanced perspective firmly in place, I shall begin the testimony by reading a statement
that my office received yesterday from the Immigration and Naturalization Service.
And before I do that, ladies and gentlemen, it's also my privilege to introduce the members of
this panel. My extreme left, from Orange County and a part of San Diego County, Senator Marian
Bergeson, who is now in her second term as a member of the State Senate and a member of this
Select Committee. So welcome to the hearing, Senator Bergeson. To my immediate left, a former
Chief of Staff of Senator Jim Ellis who, when he vacated his seat and Assemblyman Stirling became
mbly and she is now

se~~Y-w.~UfiirLU--:L....JI:ILL_

Assemblymember from the 77th Assembly District. Welcome, Carol. To my immediate right is the
consultant, the secretary all in one. My own right-hand person on this particular Select Committee,
Marilyn Riley. With us are two Sergeants. One is here and one is picking up Senator McCorquodale,
but the gentleman here is David Olivieri. And with that, I will be introducing some more members of
the Senate and the Assembly as they arrive.
So let me proceed with the letter that I have received from INS. let me read the letter. It
says:
-1-

Dear Senator Deddeh: Thank you for taking the time to meet with Ms. Victoria Kingslien,
Director of Facilities and Engineering, and Mr. Robert Ybarra of United States Section
International Boundary and Water Commission last week. We regret that we are unable to
appear personally at your public informational hearing on March 22, 1989. However, as
we discussed, we have prepared a statement to be read at the meeting. It is enclosed.
Should you have any questions, please call Ms. Kingslien.
And so on and so forth.

And before I read this statement, it's also my privilege at this time to

introduce another gentleman who just joined this panel. He's a member of this panel and also a State
Senator from Santa Clara, a dear friend, the Honorable Dan McCorquodale. Welcome, Dan. Let me
read this statement.
Statement to the Assembly at the Public Meeting Sponsored by California State Senator
Deddeh on the Proposed Border Barrier in Otay Mesa, California.
The Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) and the U.S. Section of the
International Boundary and Water Commission (USIBWC) wish to inform the public of their
proposed undertaking on the Otay Mesa, but believe a personal appearance at this public
meeting is inopportune due to the nature and timing of their consultations with the
Government of Mexico (GOM). After the consultation process is completed with City,
County, State, and other interested parties and the GOM, a draft Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA) will be issued for review. With the draft of the EIA as a factual basis,
comments and opinions will be more informed and useful.
Nonetheless, the INS and the USIBWC want to correct some inaccuracies and
misunderstandings that have come to light about this proposed project.
It is important to describe the history of the drainage issue. In 1984, the Otay
International Center proposed to develop a site east of the Otay Mesa Port of Entry (POE)
by raising the elevation of the land. This would create storm water runoff which must be
controlled. The City approved the construction of a concrete wall, creating a retention
pond, extending 3,000 feet east of the POE parallel to, and immediately north of, the
international boundary. The wall was intended to retain storm water in the U.S. and
release into Mexico only that amount which would have flowed there before the
construction of the Center.
·
In 1986, Mexico objected to the wall, contending that it is ineffective and that
storm drainage causes erosion and flooding in Mexico. The U.S. Commissioner of IBWC
began consultations with his Mexican counterpart in a good-faith effort to resolve the
issue in an atmosphere of good will and friendship. The result of these discussions was the
proposal by the U.S. Section of a drainage channel along the boundary. The channel would
convey the storm water to natural drainage courses which flow into. Mexico. The USIBWC
had neither the funds nor the authority to construct such a channel.
At this point, the USIBWC became aware of an INS proposal to construct an aboveground concrete vehicle barrier to the east and west of the POE because of the high
volume of illegal vehicle entries into the U.S. in this area. The barrier, as conceived by
INS, would have exacerbated the drainage problem, so the USIBWC suggested a channel as
an alternative. It would resolve the drainage issue and serve as a vehicle barrier as well.
d h
gencies agre d
· ·n
The INS wa am nable to his su es i
venture. The INS, which has authority and funding through the Immigration Reform and
Control Act of 1986, would be the lead agency, with the USIBWC providing design and
construction support.
This brings us to the current stage of development of the project. In response to a
request by the GOM, the INS and IBWC, through the Department of State, are in
communication with GOM on the proposed channel and its uses. INS and USIBWC also are
consulting with interested parties in the U.S. about the concerns they believe should be
addressed in the EIA. The Draft EIA will be circulated for comment and those comments
will be incorporated into the Final EIA. Only then will a decision be made as to what
project, if any, will be undertaken.
And this is the report. Ms. Riley, I'd like that to be in the record.
-2-

And with that, according to my agenda -and I have two pages of witnesses and I'm going to
plead with all of you to be as brief, as succinct as possible - our first person to appear is from the
office of Congressman Jim Bates, Stephen Perez. Is Steve Perez here? I don't see him. All right. I
understand Supervisor Bilbray is on his way, and I will recognize him and put him on the - have him
testify as soon as he arrives. I don't see Bob Filner. Elsa Saxod. Is Elsa here? I don't see Elsa. Well,
that's nice. I can go through the list and then quit. Is Jack Drown here? I saw Jack. Jack is here
from the sheriff's office.
MR. JACK M. DROWN: Good morning, Senator. Good morning, committee members.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: If you have a prepared statement and it's printed, I'd like to have copies
of it. Would you give it to the sergeant, please, so that could go into the record.
MR. DROWN: My name is Jack Drown. I'm the Assistant Sheriff of San Diego County for Law
Enforcement Services with the Sheriff's Department. I want to welcome you to San Diego and thank
you for allowing us to appear and give testimony before your committee this morning. I'm speaking
to you today as a representative of John F. Duffy, the Sheriff of San Diego County.
San Diego County Sheriff's Department is responsible for direct law enforcement services to
nearly 750,000 citizens in the unincorporated area in nine contract cities - an area comprising
almost 3,775 square miles of San Diego County. The department has approximately 2,000 employees,
1,300 of which are sworn deputies who staff the law enforcement and jail programs.

The

department's annual budget is approximately $90 million.
As you are no doubt aware, Sheriff Duffy has long been concerned about the lack of a secure
international border separating the United States and Mexico. His concerns relate directly to his
position as the elected Sheriff of San Diego County and his responsibility to provide for the safety
and well-being of all persons within the county and particularly those within the sheriff's direct
service jurisdiction.
The international border, as it exists today, represents little more than a survey line and it's
just about as secure. Within certain areas of San Diego County, movement across the border between
the official Ports of Entry is virtually nonstop. For all the hard work and effort put forth by the
United States Border Patrol, the chances of apprehension for those choosing to enter the United
States from Mexico illegally is relatively low. The deterrent effect of the Border Patrol is minimal.
From the standpoint of providing police services, the porous nature of our international border
presents numerous problems. These problems include crime committed by persons who have entered
the country illegally and remam m t e county; cnmes comm1 ted against persous who have entered
the country illegally; crimes committed by those who take advantage of our unsecured border by way
of smuggling narcotics, contraband, and the like; and crimes committed by residents of either country
who forge across the border, commit unlawful acts, and then return to their mother country.
Additionally, those of us in law enforcement are keenly aware of how the border situation contributes
to our vulnerability to terrorism.
I do not believe it is necessary to statistically document the problems as there are few people
who would deny that our border situation contributes to a degree of crime and to the law
-3-

enforcement concerns I have mentioned. Suffice it to say, those who enter the United States illegally
from Mexico do, to a certain extent, contribute to our local crime problem, and with increasing
frequency, many also fall victim to perpetrators of crime.
In Fiscal Year 1988-89, approximately 39 percent of the criminal homicides investigated by
sheriff's deputies involved undocumented aliens as either suspects or victims.

Likewise, I don't

believe anyone can deny the contention that the ease of entering this country legally or illegally
allows for a more or less conti.nuous flow of cocaine, heroin, and marijuana from source countries
south of the United States.

Major narcotic trafficking routes are well documented and many lead

directly into the United States by way of the southwest border.
Although the existence of law enforcement problems associated with the unsecured border may
be relatively easy to identify and document, our ability to solve such problems has been elusive to say
the least.
Federal legislation allowed millions of illegal aliens the opportunity for amnesty and a chance
to remain in our country legally.

It did not, however, provide for greatly improved economic

conditions, nor did it prove to be a significantly effective measure in countering continued illegal
immigration. And of course, the federal legislation did nothing to protect the border from siege by
drug smugglers or terrorists. While the problems of illegal immigration may be looked upon by the
federal government as having lessened, the problems of the unsecured border, as seen by local law
enforcement, only seem to increase.
The federal government is directly and solely responsible for securing the borders of this nation
against unlawful intrusion.

From the local law enforcement perspective, notwithstanding the

professionalism and competency of the Border Patrol, the government has failed in this responsibility.
That failure, without question, continues to have a negative impact on San Diego County.
Sheriff John Duffy does not oppose "the ditch." Border Patrol officials believe construction of
the ditch will in fact provide an impediment to vehicles illegally crossing the border on Otay Mesa.
The sheriff supports the Border Patrol in its efforts to reduce or eliminate the flow of illegal
vehicular traffic across the border and the attendant danger associated in pursuing such vehicles once
in the United States.
The sheriff does not believe, however, that the ditch is in any way a panacea relating to overall
border problems. The sheriff continues to believe that a high visibility of military personnel along
the border , along with accompanyiug technology, is the best solution to the problem. The mllltary ls
trained, sufficient in numbers, and represents a cost-effective approach in securing the border. The
use of the military also provides for a somewhat flexible approach to the problem that should
economic conditions in other countries improve to the point of having a diminishing effect on illegal
immigration to the United States, the military can be quickly removed.

A ditch is a far more

permanent scar.
There should be no doubt that crime associated with those who enter our country illegally can
be impacted and curtailed by enhancing border security. This is not to say in any way that all persons
who have illegally entered the United States commit crimes. The vast majority in fact do not. But
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the unsecured border provides one major element for those bent on crime, and that element is
opportunity. Securing the border will go a long ways in denying opportunity to those persons entering
our country with the intent to commit crime or those persons deported from our country for having
committed crimes while here.
Additionally, as long as there continues to be a demand for narcotics, narcotic profiteers will
attempt to provide the supply. A securer border will not dampen the nation's appetite for narcotics,
but again, it will increase significantly the risks and hazards associated with drug smuggling. As long
as we continue to maintain a border that merely represents little more than a survey line, that line
will be viewed not as hindrance to those people coming to this county to commit crime, but rather,
almost as an advantage.
I thank the committee for the opportunity to appear before you this morning.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Mr. Drown, one quick question. I think in your testimony you said "as
long as there continues to be a demand for narcotics, narcotics profiteers will attempt to provide the
supply" and so on. What are we doing, to your knowledge, to stop it at the very area where really it's
grown and developed and shipped illegally to our country?
MR. DROWN: Well, Senator, that probably is a question better put to the people involved in
federal law enforcement who have that responsibility. I do believe that there are continuing efforts,
both in terms of enforcement and also in terms of diplomatic approaches, in regards to eradication
and curtailment in source countries. The problem here in San Diego is that we happen

~o

be in a

major corridor, trafficking corridor, so we suffer the problem both ways. Not only do we have the
impact of users and abusers here in this county, but because we are in the middle of the trafficking
routes, if you will, and because trafficking in the southeastern United States has been impacted to a
degree by enforcement, we're seeing a heavier load in terms of transportation through this county.
The border situation as it is today is little bit more than a stumbling block for narcotics coming into
this country.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Thank you.
MR. DROWN: Thank you.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Any questions? Senator Bergeson for a question.
MR. DROWN: Yes, ma'am.
SENATOR MARIAN BERGESON: To what extent ••• (inaudible) ••• would the federal government
or with Immigration as far as looking at the feasibility of the ditch and its effectiveness as far as the
intent for which it is designed?
MR. DROWN:

We have not actually sat down and been consulted by the Border Patrol.

In

preparing remarks, I contacted them yesterday to ascertain that their proposal was one that they
believed in and felt that it would have some deterrent effect. One of their major concerns -and I
should not be speaking for them of course -but as it was related to me, the Border Patrol has been
involved in a number of vehicle pursuits, chasing cars that have entered the country illegally along
Otay Mesa. Some of those vehicle pursuits have ended in accident, injury, and death, and the Border
Patrol is acutely aware of the dangers involved in chasing such vehicles. They believe, and we are in
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support of their belief, that curtailing the illegal vehicle flow across the United States on Otay Mesa
would reduce the hazards that are attendant with those types of situations. So based on the
information that I had from them, we're in support of their contention.
SENATOR BERGESON: I take it from your testimony that though you don't oppose it, you feel
that there may be other ways that enforcement could be more effectively handled. Is that correct?
MR. DROWN: I would say that that's true. The ditch, if you will, is an impediment that covers
a relatively small portion of the international border within San Diego County. It apparently covers a
rather active portion of the border, but nonetheless a rather small portion of the border. And there is
a concern that putting up the ditch or any impediment such as that will eventually be overcome by
those who find it desirable to enter the country illegally.
SENATOR BERGESON:

I guess I have just a comment.

I find it incredible that when these

issues are addressed that there is not a better level of coordination, say, with local as well as the
federal officials in this particular area. Particularly, I represent Imperial County, and I know that
issue is a very significant issue with them as well, and I think there needs to be certainly a much
more concerted effort among all those individuals and agencies that are going to be dramatically
impacted by these kinds of decisions where we have few dollars. Let's put them where they're going
to do the greatest good.
MR. DROWN: I would concur with you.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Okay. Miss Bentley?
ASSEMBL YMEMBER CAROL BENTLEY: Did the Border Patrol share with you any information
about how many vehicles are coming across in this area?
MR. DROWN: No. In terms of precise numbers, they have not shared that information with us.
ASSEMBL YMEMBER BENTLEY: Or how many they're apprehending?
MR. DROWN: I think that if you were to just survey from the local newspapers and whatnot, it
appears to be a relatively common situation for pursuits to be initiated in the border area from
vehicles that have crossed at areas other than the ports, and I would suggest that that's fairly
common knowledge. But in terms of precise numbers, no.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: I understand it's between 300 to 400 vehicles a month, Miss Riley tells
me. All right. Thank you very much.
MR. DROWN: Thank you.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH:

Before I recognize Supervisor Bliau Bilbray, I'd like to recogni'ze--al·se-- -

staff persons from the following offices. This hearing has attracted a lot of interest in Sacramento,
dnd

some of the members have sent their own representative here.
From the office of our own Assemblyperson Steve Peace, Charlene - the staff people I'm going

to call, please occupy the seats. You're welcome to occupy these seats. There is a representative
from Senator Art Torres. Would the representative of Senator Art Torres please join us here. Also,
the representative of Senator Petris. And you could take these two fronts seats if anybody wishes to
have them. It's also the representative of Assemblymember Sam Farr. Would you please come and
join us here.

The only one I will not ask to come up and join us here is my own administrative
-6-

assistant, who's put up with me for 13 years, Barbara Hunsaker. You can stand up; it's all right.
It is now my privilege to introduce my own supe rvisor and a member of this board. He's a
former chairman of the board, the Honorable Brian Bilbray. Brian, you're on.
SUPERVISOR BRIAN BILBRAY: Yes, Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, thank you
very much for giving me a chance to testify here today. I'd like to first welcome you back to San
Diego; most important, the 1st District, which I happen to have t he privilege of representing, but the
district does stretch from the mountains to the ocean and is the site of the most -

more land

crossings than any other site in the world, and regretfully, some of them are not in conformance with
intemational or national regulations.
Mr. Chairman, as one of two elected officials, regional elected officials who live south of
Highway 94 - the chairman being the only other member -- it is very frustrating for those of us to
live along the border, to see the insensitivity of both our own federal government and Mexico's
federal government on border issues. There are those of us who live a long the border who have to
live with national and international issues and are constantly caught in this whipsaw effect between
the two federal governments.
This issue is not an issue, in my opinion, of physical barriers between two international-- two
national bodies. I think it's really symbolic of the insensitivity of the realities along the international
border between Mexico and the United States, and let me jog your memory. This is the only place in
the world where the first and the third world meet. It is the only place where you have massive
unemployment and a government that basically very, very strongly restricts the input of foreign
investment into their country. Next to that you have very low unemployment, practically zero, with
massive amounts of capital for investment for job generation in our country. And this imbalance is
really something that I think both federal governments ignore too much.
But talking about the ditch, I think you've been briefed about the federal governments'
intentions with this, both Mexico and the United States; and frankly, it is really a comedy of errors,
and I think it's a comedy of errors of public relations, of insensitivity, of how you communicate to the
public. Here is a project that was requested by the Replblic of Mexico to mitigate a problem that
they perceived was caused by development on this side of the border. That project, they opposed the
mitigation that the private property owner was building to try to mitigate flooding concerns in
Mexico, and they asked that the International Boundary and Water Commission address this issue.
Now, my brief into this happened to occur in Mexico City. It's sad that you have to travel 2,000
miles to get a briefing about an area that's within a mile of your home, but that's the facts of federal
systems. Basically, the IBWC - the International Boundary and Water Commission - was trying to
address a Mexico issue.
Now, it's also very, very much a reality that the INS has been looking at this issue for a long
time; in fact, let me jog your memory. You remember their original proposal was to place traffic
barriers along the border much like we have along our freeway.

Mr. Chairman, I don't mean to

support the INS in their strategy, but I find it hard to believe - I don't think that when I drive down
the freeway that I have a Berlin Wall lined between me and the traffic lanes going the other way. I
-7-

think we have a safety barrier. But I think that the issue here is not what the barrier is, not what the
ditch is, but really the bungling of the federal process.
Mexico heard a PR blitz by the Immigration people that announced this ditch as being a major
issue in the Immigration war on drugs and illegal immigration, and it was blown out of proportion by
our own people. Mexico responded in kind, blown out of proportion, hypersensitive to an issue that
they hadn't been briefed on in depth by their own commissioner from the International Boundary and
Water Commission, and so we started this whipsaw effect. Our feds said something; their feds came ·
back, and it ends up being this most frustrating public relations problem.
I'd stress to you that we do have major issues along the border that cannot be solved just by
physical barriers. We have an imbalance between the two economies, and I think that it's not only our
responsibility to make sure that there is capital available in Mexico so that they can generate the
economy that will allow these people to stay home - and let me stress, the Mexican nationals who
are coming across want to stay home. They do not want to leave home to come to the United States.
That is a necessity of inmigration that they're really faced with.

It's either that or starvation.

Flipside though is that the federal government of the United States cannot take all the blame. The
federal government of Mexico has systematically restricted foreign investment, has systematically
monopolized certain type of industries in their country, and de facto have, through their restrictions,
stopped the ability of foreign investment of generating the jobs in their country, which is their right
as a sovereign nation, but it's also their responsibility.
I only have to - I raise that issue because I think that it's too often those of us in the United
States forget that we have a prosperous economy because we have a free economic system - we do
not have a free economic system just because it's prosperous- and that other countries, if they want
to compare their prosperity with ours, they should be comparing their government regulation and
their freedoms to ours and I think they would feel more comfortable with their production if they
would reflect that.
The border issue, Mr. Chairman, with the ditch is one that was actually blown out of proportion.
The drainage issue needs to be addressed. The crossing issue needs to be addressed. But I don't think
that anyone who stands before you today and says that this issue will destroy the ability of two
sovereign nations to cooperate is speaking the truth. If someone stands before you today and says
this ditch will solve the immigration and the drug problems along this section of the

bo~der,

these

States has to be as interested, and balancing the economy is essential to America as they are in
Europ~

or in Asia.

Let me tell you, as somebody who lives on the border, it is very frustrating to see the Latin
American countries treated as second-rate and third-rate countries in the international schemes of
our State Department when we compare it to our Pan Asian or European allies.

That is very

frustrating. We are sharing this continent with Mexico and with Latin America, and we should be
sensitive to their issues. They should be sensitive to the issue of not barring·our ability to help them
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and drawing arbitrary lines.
1 would like to stress to you that the dit ch, the drainage ditch, has been taken from being a joint
effort by the International Boundary and Water and developed into basically a confrontational issue.
And as somebody who has called for the federal government to hold hearings here in San Diego
County, I want to stress again, this is a symptom of a prob lem, and we may treat symptoms, but we
need to get to the problem. And one of the major problems we have is the fact that something like
this can be blown so far out of proportion.
I just have to sort of chuckle because my family keeps our horses within a hundred yards of the
Mexican border, Mr. Chairman. We see the issue every day that we're down there with our family and
every weekend, and the ditch, as described, is exactly what ex ist s west of the San Ysidro crossing at
every spot that there is a breach in the fence.

And I ask you, if you challenge me, go along the

border fence west of the flood control channel and everywhere there is a breach in the fence, there
has been dug a three-foot-deep trench in front of it. And the difference between those trenches and
this is it wasn't made --someone didn't t ry to manipulate it into a plblic relations issue, and I think
that's what we need.
And I think maybe there's a frustration in INS, that they're being asked to do a job, and they're
not being given the tools to do a job that they, basically elected officials in Washington, are telling
them to do.

And I think those of us in elected office have to have the intestinal fortitude to say

either we're going to have laws that say this is the way it is and we're going to give our people in the
field the resources to do it, or we're going to change those laws and not give the resources and maintain those resources out there in the field. And I think that's a frustration with the people in the
field, be it Customs or be it INS, is that we, as elected officials, or the federal government, as
elected officials, make policy but then don't give the resources to execute it, and all at once we start
seeing these type of barriers being thrown up.
Mr. Chairman, I will close by saying those of us along the border would sure like to see an
ability for the international relationships to be able to negotiate in private, but somewhere down the
line before it starts coming out, for the federal governments on both sides to take the time to
communicate with us as well as they communicate with each other. The International Boundary and
Water Commission was created in the 1848 treaty of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hildago and was meant
to avoid confrontations between the United States and Mexico.

I wish that we could get them to

communicate with those of us who live along the border, either south of the border, north of the
border, as well as they've been communicating with each other, and I would like them to t
communicate to their own capitols.

to

It'd be nice to see El Paso communicate with Washington of

what's going on and try to keep the media blitz to a minimum and try to keep communication to a
maximum, because the frustration we get is confrontation. As the elephants stand and fight and play,
those of us along the border are the ones getting stomped on.
Mr. Chairman, we do have issues there. Let me close by just saying as somebody who probably
has a special interest here, there are border issues that you haven't heard about. An individual who
lives - actually, an individual who lives about 100 yards from the border one day woke up one night
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with rustlers taking his horses- had stolen his horses and taken them across the border because there
wasn't any barrier for them to keep the horses from going across into Mexico. This man violated
international law by going across the border the next night and rustling his same horses back across
the border. And this is the type of issue that I don't think those of us at the state or the county
should have to be responsible for addressing. The federal government should be able to address these
issues and secure our borders but do it without insulting everybody and his brother who's involved
along the border.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Thank you very much, Supervisor BiJbray. If I did not know for sure
where you were, I'd say you had plagiarized my speech. If you had this gavel and I sat where you sat,
I would be almost saying the same thing that you said, and I do appreciate your sentiment and feeling.
It's true, you and I are the only two people that have been elected south of Highway 94 that live in
,that area, and we're familiar with it.

I'm very grateful for your testimony, Mr. Supervisor.

I

appreciate it.
Just for the record, let me say that on March lOth - only about 12 days ago -both in the
Senate - Senator Joe Montoya - and the Assembly - Assemblyman Sam Farr - have introduced a
joint resolution that essentia_lly says the same thing. Let me quote from the one by Sam Farr. It
says:
This measure would memoralize the President, Congress, Attorney General, and
Department of Justice of the United States and the Commissioner of the United States
Immigration and Naturalization Service to postpone action on the construction of the
border ditch along the California-Mexico border and begin negotiation immediately with
Mexico to resolve this disagreement.
This is also for the record. And essentially, Senator Joe Montoya says the same thing. I see the one
by Sam Farr is coauthored by members of the Assembly -

Assemblyman Peter Chacon from this

county, Assemblywoman Lucy Killea from this county -- Senator Bergeson, who's here with us, and
myself.

And so it does represent a bipartisan position on this, and we hope that the federal

government, when they receive that, they will at least give it some attention.
It's my privilege at this time to introduce an Assemblywoman from this county, a very
distinguished person, my friend and colleague, the Honorable Lucy Killea from the 78th Assembly
District.
Any question of Supervisor BiJbray? Hearing none.
S!IPER VISOR BILBRAY: : Mr. Chairman, I'd like to thank you, I'd just like to point out that we

have been for a while now in very good cooperation with our counterparts in Mexico. In fact, San
Oiego County provides health services and cooperation.

We actually have a juvenile program in

cooperation with Mexico. I just wish the federal governments could work as well. We've been very,
very lucky to be in very good communication.
And let me just say on the positive note, recently there has been cooperation between Mexican
officials and American officials, and there are those who have criticized even that cooperation, but
we are communicating along the border. If you could send the message to the federal governments, if
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they could do half as well as us locals, we'd be a lot better off along the border.
Thank you very much.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Thank you. Thank you, Brian. Now that he's leaving, I usually don't win
with the federal government because they're bigger than you.

This is the only man I know in the

history of this county where he took on the federal government and won. And so we appreciate that.
All right.

Just for the purpose of introduction, it's my honor and privilege to introduce His

Excellency Hermilo Lopez Bassols, Consul General of Mexico in San Diego.

Your Excellency,

welcome to the hearing.
I understand the representative of Congressman Jim Bates, Steve Perez, is here. Is he here?
All right. Steve, are you going to testify?
MR. STEVE PEREZ: Yes. I have a statement here for you.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Please do. Come on. And if you are staying for the rest of the hearing,
Steve, you can join the representatives of several offices.

Steve Perez, representing my

congressman, Congressman Jim Bates.
MR. STEPHEN PEREZ: Thank you very much, Senator. Please forgive my tardiness.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: That's all right.
MR. PEREZ: Some last minute attachments here.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: I have a letter, Steve, also from the Congressman, and for the record,
that letter will go into the record.
MR. PEREZ: Okay. I have a letter from Congressman Bates that- we have some handouts out
there regarding the issue. It's letters to the Honorable Wadie P. Deddeh.
Dear Senator Deddeh: I am writing to inform you of recent actions by myself and
others in the United States Congress in regard to the proposal by the U.S. Immigration and
Naturalization Service to construct a ditch along the U.S.-Mexico border in San Diego
County.
As you know, the INS announced in January that it is planning to construct a fourmile ditch along the U.S.-Mexico border in order to facilitate drainage and deter illegal
vehicle crossings. The ditch is a joint proposal of the INS and the International Boundary
and Water Commission, and allegedly follows discussions with the Government of Mexico.
The Government of Mexico recently announced its opposition to the construction of
the ditch in light of the fact that it may be misled as to the ditch's full purpose. Given
this statement by our neighbor, I have written to Attorney General Richard Thornburgh,
requesting that the ditch proposal not be implemented at this time. I have also contacted
Secretary of State James Baker to request the Department of State intervene in this
matter immediately.
In order to initiate legislative oversight of the INS proposal, I have requested that
·
·
mittee on Wester H · h re Affairs in the House of
Representatives hold hearings on the U.S-Mexico relations as soon as possible, in the
context of which the proposed ditch and other border issues of mutual concern to our
governments will be addressed. In response to my request, the Chairman of the
Subcommittee on Western Hemisphere Affairs has agreed to conduct hearings in the near
future, at which I will testify.
While the ditch proposal does not appear to be viable, steps should be taken to
address the issue of legal immigration and drug trafficking. To this end, Representative
Hunter, Lowery, and I have requested that the Mexican Government develop a plan to
assist in the deterrence of illegal vehicle crossings at the border. We will meet with
officials from the Government of Mexico, the U.S. Customs Service, the Immigration and
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Naturalization Service, and the Drug Enforcement Agency in the near future to develop a
coordinated effort to prevent illegal immigration and drug trafficking along our border.
I commend you for holding a ptblic meeting on this important issue today, and I look
forward to working with you on this and other matters concerning the U.S.-Mexico border.
Sincerely, Jim Bates, Member of Congress.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Thank you very much, Steve. I appreciate that. And of course, the
letter of the Congressman will be part of our record. Thank you very much, and if you care to join
us, there's a seat here for you representing the Congressman.
MR. PEREZ: Thank you.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: All right. Is Bob Filner here? Not yet. All right, Elsa Saxod, Director
of the Mayor's Office of Binational Affairs.
MS. ELSA SAXOD: Good morning, Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee. I was hoping
to come here today with a resolution from the City Council of San Diego.

We held a hearing on

Monday to discuss this issue, but the Council felt that since there was no representative from INS
and/or the IBWC, that they did not want to go forward and vote on the resolution.
So just as an update, I would like to tell you that on April 19th, City Council has sent this issue
to the Rules Committee.

There will be a formal letter sent to both Commissioner Nelson and

Commissioner Gunaji, inviting them to be with us at that meeting and to be available to answer
questions and to be there to give any statements that they might want to give.
So that is basically what I was here to let you know. We did prepare a report. I believe you
might have a copy of that. The report does give what we consider to be the background from the
point of view of the City of San Diego and the information from the IBWC. I think you do have those,
and if not, I'll be happy to leave those.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: We have those.
MS. SAXOD: And that is the extent of what I have to tell you today.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Well, thank you very much. It's always a pleasure to have you testify
before any committee and representing the City of San Diego. Is there any of my colleagues who
wishes to ask a question of Miss Saxod? Senator Bergeson for a question.
SENATOR BERGESON: I guess getting back to the theme that I think is so important and that
is how we better coordinate efforts for the state, federal, and the local officials. To what extent
does, say, your office involve itself with the state as well as with the national governments?
MS. SAXOD: Well, this office, the Office of Binational Affairs, was set up to deal with issues
h

ranscend the border but we have had a lot of communication on

different issues with different members of the Assembly and the Senate.

Certainly with

Assemblywoman Lucy Killea's office we have had a lot of dialogue and we hope to continue that, and
with any of you, as matters do come up in the city that would require us either informing you on the
matters or requesting some help from all of you. So we hope to have a close relationship with all of
you and certainly with the federal government in any way we can.
SENATOR BERGESON: Well, I think the problems in the past have really been a severe lack of
communication at the state level with problems that are of concern with border issues. And though
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they are federal and everyone is assuming that, the impact is primarily on California, and the federal
government is a long way away; and when we have to deal with Washington it's obviously -

it's

cumbersome, it's bureaucratic, we don't really get to those - but we have effective representation
through Congress, in fact, of these areas.
But, for example, when we were in Mexico setting up the Trade Office, the Governor was not
aware of the ditch, had not had the opportunity to be briefed simply because it had not been brought
to the attention at the state level, and I find this just inconceivable that issues that are so
dramatically important to the state somehow are not being articulated. Now, maybe that's our fault,
but I was not aware of it either until we were suddenly confronted with it. And somehow, we've got
to build an articulation process that is going to get to t he agencies in Sacramento as well as those,
say, that are local, and I certainly would invite whatever kinds of planning that can take place that
can build better into that kind of a process that I think is going to help to resolve.
This issue is very prominent. As I say, I represent Imperial County as well, dealing with those
issues as well, and I think it's a problem that certainly is one that transcends not only counties but
most certainly of the state level. I appreciate your comments, but this is an issue that I think we're
going to have to work on.
MS. SAXOD: Thank you.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Miss Killea?
ASSEMBLYMEMBER LUCY KILLEA: Yes, I just wanted to mention that the cooperation has
gone to the extent that Miss Saxod was appointed by the City to sit on our Task Force on Mexico
when we were drafting the legislation for setting up the office in Mexico City and did attend
ceremonies there.
Also, I think part of my problem on this is seeing a lack of - having lived along the border
myself, one side or the other for a good part of my life, it's not always at the border the problems
are; it's away from the border. This is why I've - unsuccessfully so far - pushed for a very strong
policy consideration of our relationships with Mexico in Sacramento. But that's where we need it, and
I think until we build that, we're going to continue to have surprises. So, it's sometimes the signals
don't always get through from the border to other areas, and I think that's the area where we need to
work on it quite a bit.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Yes, you're absolutely correct, and I hope that the message also will get
to our new Secretary of State, and I know he's very sensitive to that because we've got to deal with
ign state of Mexico on an equal footing and equal understanding and equal basis because
they are our neighbors. And so far, unfortunately, in the last 40 years I have not seen a Democratic
or a Republican administration, I have not seen a real sincere effort to resolve some of the economic
internal problems that Mexico faces.

Not that I can, but we have, as Supervisor Bilbray said -

Germany was destroyed, Western Europe was destroyed, Japan was destroyed, and we went over there
and did everything we could to raise them from the ashes. We haven't done that to our neighbors and
for our neighbors in South America and Latin America and Central America, and that's where the
problems are, and we're going to face them, and I don't have the power to solve them.
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I'm glad to hear that Miss Saxod is on your Task Force, and she'll be effective and productive on
any task force she serves on. She doesn't serve on any one of mine, but one of these days I'm going to
get you.
MS. SAXOD: I'll come back and remind you. Thank you very much.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Thank you very much, Elsa. Thank you very much. Mr. Peter Nunez,
the Federation for American Immigration Reform.
MR. PETER NUNEZ:
today.

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, it's a pleasure to be here

My name is Peter Nunez.

I am presently a law partner in the firm of Brobeck, Flager &

Harrison. I have been since September 1, 1988. I think I've met most of you at one time or another in
my former capacity as a government federal prosecutor here in San Diego.
I am here I guess wearing several hats, or maybe one only officially, but I think the information
and the feelings that I bring to the committee are formed during the sixteen years that I was a
federal prosecutor here in San Diego; the last six of which as the United States Attorney.
I am appearing today as a representative of FAIR (the Federation for American Immigration
Reform), and I'm pleased to have the opportunity to discuss this particular issue.
I have been on record, over the years of my ptblic service, as favoring a strong enforcement
effort along the border to deal both will the illegal immigration problem and with the drug problem.
My views are not unknown, I think, to those who read the paper. I. think that both the immigration
problem and the drug problem have been something that I've dealt with professionally since 1972. It
is a problem that affects not only the Border Patrol and Immigration Service or the federal court
system, but the entire criminal justice system, the entire social welfare system, and the entire body
politic, if you will, of the United States.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Mr. Nunez, I'm sorry to interrupt you, but I think the panel should know
that Mr. Nunez was the U.S. Attorney for several years under the Reagan Administration and he
resigned to make a living. (Laughter.) Go ahead.
MR. NUNEZ: Well, I made a living before. First of all, let me tell you about FAIR in case you
aren't familiar with the organization. It's a national, nonprofit membership organization based in
Washington, D.C. and are working to end illegal immigration and maintain legal immigration at a
level which conforms to the realities of the 1980's and beyond.
The issue at hand has been summarized by a number of the prior speakers as in a sense
overblown. The ditch was a fairly modest proposal in itself until the reactions to it were created.
n 1t oes symp om1 e,

t'iink, and It is symbolic of what I saw in 16 years in government

O'I-5Gff~-

of the things that have been asked by members of the committee so far, a lack of recognition I think
in many levels of government - not just in Washington and perhaps Mexico City, but I think perhaps
in Sacramento and I think here even in San Diego and in Imperial County -a lack of vision as to what
these problems were causing to our societies. Those of you from the San Diego area are aware of the
fact, for instance, that the County of San Diego has sued the federal government several times to try
to recover the millions of dollars of indigent medical costs that are generated by the illegal
immigration problem.
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The drug problem, I'm not going to talk about that.

I think that's pretty self-evident, the

impact that that has on society and how that fits in.
Various government agencies- state, local, and federal- take inconsistent positions. On some
issues they're very interested knowing what's going along on the border or with regard to immigration.
In other instances, they could care less, and they would rather not know. One of the local police
departments in this county, for instance, has taken the policy that it will not detain people that admit
that they're illegal aliens when they are apprehended in the course of a normal police action. Most
police departments in this county do do that, including the sheriff's office.

So there is a lack of

consistency and uniformity locally as well as in Washington and internationally.
The ditch proposal is really in a sense laughable in that it was the thing that created the
controversy that's led now to the city council having hearings, your committee having hearings, the
federal hearings. Everyone wants to have hearings. I guess you would wonder at some point what
action could have been taken along the border and which way could it have been done that would not
have provoked a controversy. If we had extended a section of fence six feet, would that have been
okay to do without creat ing a controversy? Can we build a fence as long as it doesn't really keep
people out? That seems to be the policy of the United States over the last 20 years is that in certain
areas it's okay to have physical obstacles as long as they don't really work.

The Carter

Administration built a fence, or tried to build a fence in the late 1970's, and I'm sure the chairman
has seen it; I'm sure the local people have seen it. I invite you to go down and see the fence and to
tour the border from the ocean inland and get an appreciation for what the problem is along the
border. It seems to be okay if you plant a metal pole in the ground and hang some wire on it that was
a fence, but just don't make it something that will really keep people out. Don't do anything that will
really be effective.
To me, the question has long ago been answered as to what the policy of the United States is,
and I have here Title 8 of the United States Code, which is the Immigration Act and the immigration
laws of the United States. This, for better, for worse, constitutes the policy of the United States
with regard to immigration. And years, and decades ago, Congress formulated the policy that they
wanted to be able to say who was going to come legally and who was not going to be allowed to come
into the country. That policy obviously exists only on paper. It only exists here on these books,
because Congress has never authorized the appropriate resources in any manner.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: It applied to me, Mr. Nunez. I waited about nine years to get my visa
MR. NUNEZ: And my father - it applied to my father too when he came in. But that was well, I won't speak for you. At least in my father's case, it was a number of years ago and, you know,
I mean, there's so many issues that can be discussed with the immigration problem per se. I mean,
the equities of those who do try to come legally and stand in line and wait in line for years as opposed
to those that come illegally.
I attended a luncheon last week by Diego Ascencio, former ambassador to several Latin
countries from the United States, who mentioned the phrase that "the golden door is now the back
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door." We no longer control our immigration policy from Washington or from Sacramento or locally.
It's controlled by the world ecomony and to some degree worl~ politics. It's decided by governments
in foreign countries who crack down on groups and cause the impetus for people to come to the
United States. And we are powerless under the existing resources to deal with the problem.
It strikes me - and I've always believed that we needed to have effective enforcement along
the border. If you can do that with border patrolmen or more border patrolmen, that's fine. If you
can do it without fences or walls or ditches, tremendous. But I think what we have seen over the last
few decades is that in light of the fact that Congress has not appropriated a sufficient number of
border patrolmen to form a human fence, if you will, or to otherwise control the border, that it does
now make sense to use some physical obstacles in whatever form they take that is effective, whether
it's a fence, a sunken fence, a ditch, a river, a mountain, whatever.

There are certainly physical

obstacles aiong the 2,000-mile border now that do make parts of the border fmpenetrable and what
FAIR - I think the value of the proposals that FAIR made in January was to demonstrate that of the
2,000-mile border with Mexico, 90 percent of the illegal crossings occur in only 10 percent of that
2,000-mile border -- 200 miles. So if we can take the first step, or maybe it's the second step, to try
to control things in the worst areas, it is going to have an effect in the long run.

The ditch itself

deals with a very small discrete problem. It is worth doing if there isn't some other form in which it
can be done better, whether it's concrete barriers, or whatever.
The fact that this was a proposal that initially began, as everyone's heard now, as a kind of
bilateral drainage proposal, and it would also have the ancillary effect of controlling immigration or
at least vehicle crossings along that particular part of the border, that's fine. You don't need to do
that every place because there are canyons and ravines that are more dangerous within miles of this
supposed ditch that cause much more injury and damage to people than the ditch would ever cause,
however it was constructed.
So FAIR's proposal and FAIR's position in all of this is to support strong enforcement along the
border in whatever

fash~on

that makes sense. We think the ditch frankly is too little, too late, and we

have issued our own report, as lsaid, in January, a ten-point plan for dealing with the grander issues I
think, a more comprehensive plan. But in the meantime, we see nothing wrong with proceeding with
the ditch proposal as long as it can be done in such a way that it isn't going to unnecessarily cause
injury to people. I mean, it can be done fairly simply.
I can tell you that in my years as a federal prosecutor, and one of the questions that was asked
a prior speaker, there were daily -- the number of apprehensions along-the San Diego border
is somewhere in the order of 400,000 a year -

along the San Diego County border.

If you add

Imperial County, you're almost up to half a million a year. The twelve-mile stretch from the ocean
to the mountains is the most important aspect of controlling the border in San Diego.
There is, for instance -- or as an analogy, in Nogales there is a ditch that was built that the
people on both sides of the border supported, and the mayor of Nogales supported it and said certainly
the United States has a right to do what it wants to do to protect its sovereignty or to control the
border. In El Paso there are, because of the river- I mean, there are substantial concrete and fence
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type s'tructures there that make it easier - it doesn't prevent but it makes it easier to control the
border.
So all of these things we think point out to some degree the - I don't want to say frivolous, but
the emotional nature of the controversy that's arisen that a simple ditch could cause this much
controversy when things much more substantial, much more effective exists other places along the
border and have for years.
We support the ditch; we support better mechanisms than that. We support things that will
control the specific problem along Otay Mesa. I remember invest igating, or reviewing the reports of
investigations where the Border Patrol was chasing vans filled with 25 people that would crash, and
people were killed. I mean, more people are killed in trying to catch them after they come across
than would ever be injured in any kind of a confrontation with a physical barrier along the border.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Mr. Nunez, Senator McCorquodale has a question. Do you wish to finish
before he asks?
MR. NUNEZ: I'll be glad to answer his question.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: All right. We'll yield to Senator McCorquodale.
SENATOR DAN McCORQUODALE:

Well, I just thought that - I mean, your data about the

number of people and the places that they come across, of course a big part of that has a ditch that's
obviously there for a particular purpose. Another ditch is proposed by an agency that has no ditch
digging responsibilities -

the Justice Department - but has the responsibility to deal with the

border. Don't you think part of the problem, and you pointed it out, that it relates to the image, the
idea of somebody getting it- taking this maybe out of context? But I wonder if they really did. To
me, when I first heard about it, it seemed like such a dumb idea that somebody is going to dig a ditch
five feet deep, 12 or 13 feet across, or some dimension, and 1,600 feet on one side, 6,000 feet on the
other -or 16,000 on one side, 6,000 on the other side of the border, and that's going to deal with the
border crossing problems. It seems to me that we've proven that a much bigger ditch from the old
border crossing west certainly doesn't keep anybody from coming across. Supervisor BiJbray pointed
that out, and you did in your data about the 12 miles from the ocean to the border. Don't you think
that this is sort of a bandaid approach, but it's the type of thing that does foster bad relations
between the two countries regardless of the original intent? That's not what it's viewed as now.
When I talked - I talked to some people this morning before I came here, and I said, well, the
basic intent was flood control and drainage, and certainly I'm familiar with that area, and I know that
o deal with the floodin in that area. These people live here, and they had no
idea in the world that there was anything related to flood control involved with it.

They were

positive that it's only being built for the control of illegals coming across. Don't you think that sort
of creates a problem that, well, here's an easy answer to what you're pointing out is a complex issue?
MR. NUNEZ: Well, I wasn't responsible or involved in the decision to dig the ditch or to how it
should be publicized or created. All I'm saying is that if you go out along that border, you will see
that there is about a four-mile stretch along Otay Mesa that's absolutely as flat as this carpet, and
there's a major Mexican road within feet of the fence, or the line drawn on the ground that denotes
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the difference between the United States and Mexico. That is different from the part of the country
where Mr. Bilbray was referring to, so that in different places, different remedies make sense.
SENATOR McCORQUODALE: Again, using your figures though and your data, half million to a
million - I don't know really what the number is of people that are coming across the border - a
million or more every year - that if the 3,000 automobiles that are reported along there are carrying
the 10 people that highest estimates estimate that might be in those, then you're talking about 30,000
people out of well over a million people who come across illegally.

Does that really make any

difference? Why not let those cars go across and forget it if that's the case, I mean if it's that
dangerous.
MR. NUNEZ: Well, if you want to give up the border, that's the answer. That's the answer is to
do nothing, but you can't •••
SENATOR McCORQUODALE:

Well, I don't think so.

If you had what the Border Patrol

complement called for when the budget cutting started in Washington, we probably would have better
control of our border.
MR. NUNEZ: You certainly would, and there probably should be many more Border Patrol, and
we don't oppose that. What I'm saying is that the Border Patrol, unless you're going to have 50,000
border patrolmen, you know, patroling the southwest border, you're not going to be able to control it.
And there's nothing wrong with building the same kind of a ditch or fence or wall that exists in
Nogales or El Paso or other places to help the border patrolman so he doesn't get faced with an
onslaught five miles wide of people coming across.
Now, there's an old Chinese expression - I think attributed to Mao Tse Tung-- that a march of
a thousand miles begins with a single step; and if we have to start with that four-mile stretch of the
border to enfore it, then I say let's get started.

And the fact that that doesn't solve the whole

problem along the rest of the 19,800 or 900 miles is irrelevant. You have to start somewhere;, you
have to deal with the problems where they exist.
SENATOR McCORQUODALE: Well, I don't know whether you need 50,000. I think a couple
hundred border patrolmen additional in the California section would certainly make a lot of
difference, and if you put that off for two or five more years of hiring those, or authorizing those
border patrolmen because this ditch is going to solve the problem, it seems to me that you're just
perpetuating the problem into a much longer period of time.
MR. NUNEZ:
O's

There were 2,200 border patrolmen for the two decades up until the early

they were not enhanced or increased

a:ud that was to coutrol the entire Canadian-U.S.

border and Florida, the Gulf Coast, everything. The number's now authorized to around 4,000. They
do not have that number of people on board because of either budget cuts or just delays in hiring new
people, and because no-- as soon as new border patrolmen are hired and do get to San Diego, as soon
as they're eligible to transfer out, they leave because this is a disaster area.

This is an unsafe,

unprofessional place to work because of the disaster they are facing every night down there along the
border. And so to say that we're going to take a couple more hundred border patrolmen and put them
along the border and that's the solution is frankly not rational. It's not rational.
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You're talking in

imaginative •••
SENATOR McCORQUODALE: So you're saying the ditch is the solution.
MR. NUNEZ: I'm saying in that particular area a ditch or some other more suitable, if there's a
better physical obstacle, barrier, that can be created, fine. If you would rather have a concrete thing
that will be impenetrable by vehicles, let's do that.
SENATOR McCORQUODALE:

Do you have an analysis of what the effect of the ditch, this

22,000-foot ditch would be versus 200 additional border patrolmen? Have you made an analysis of the
impact on illegal crossings?
MR. NUNEZ: Well, I'm sure the Border Patrol can tell you that in the San Diego sector •••
SENATOR McCORQUODALE: But you're advising us. I'm just wondering if you - I'm trying to
gain the credibility of your advice that the ditch is good based on your analysis if a comparison with
something, anything.
MR. NUNEZ: I have not hired any accountants to do a cost-benefit analysis of this, and I'm sure
that nobody else has either. If the question is, what is my professional judgment based on 16 years in
law enforcement, I'll tell you that a couple hundred border patrolmen is not going to make any
difference without some kind of physical barriers to assist the border patrolmen so that they can
either funnel people through various areas and control, to some degree, the manner in which they go
out to apprehend and detain them. That's my professional judgment.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Mr. Nunez, let me take you to probably a different question, and I'm not
going to play the devil's advocate but maybe I sound like that. In terms of international relations and
international sensitivity to issues of this nature, grave as it may be or not - I don't know - you were
too young probably to remember when the Soviet Union decided to build the Berlin Wall.
MR. NUNEZ: No, I remember that. I'm not that young.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: You remember that.
MR. NUNEZ: Unfortunately.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: The Berlin Wall created a great international furor because we dubbed
it as a barrier by the Russians, by the Soviets, to prevent democracy of - exported to the East. How
would you compare geopolitically the Berlin Wall with the ditch?
MR. NUNEZ: Well, I think that the clearest distinction is that the Berlin Wall was built to keep
people from escaping, from moving out of the system. We are building a fence to keep people from
moving into a system. If the Mexican government -as Supervisor Bilbray indicated - I mean, has
created various im asses. I mean we're all
mean, we are all guilty over the years of leading us to the situation now where both countries distrust
each other almost no matter what happens, and that's unfortunate. And how you tum that around is
left, I suppose, to the people much smarter than I.
But it strikes me that there is a fundamental difference where the country trying to protect its
own sovereignty by building a barrier, whether it's a paper barrier, a human barrier, a metal one, a
concrete one, or a ditch, to control the degree to which it allows people into the country, that is
fundamentally different from the situation in Berlin where they are trying to hold people hostage or
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keep them prisoners of the Communist system.
I guess we should never lose sight of the fact that the United States is the most generous
country in the world in terms of legal immigration. The United States admits more t han twice as
many, twice as many legal immigrants every year than the rest of the world combined. We do not
have a draconian or a conservative or a bad immigration policy from that point of view, but we have
the right to decide in Congress, in Sacramento, in San Diego who it is that we should let in and unde r
what circumstances, and we have totally lost control of that.

We've written it down but basically

ignored it, and until we get control of the borders, we are going to be subjected to the economic,
political, religious circumstances and conditions of the entire rest of the world forever.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH:
Bergeson.
SENATOR BERGESON:

Well, I want to thank you.

Any other questions?

Yes, Senator

This may be a (inaudible) question, but would you favor military

surveillance as far as the border is concerned?
MR. NUNEZ: I have spoken on that issue on several prior occasions, and I guess my preface is I
think there are civilian alternatives that we have not yet pursued that I would rather pursue first.
But, assuming we either can't. get to that point, for whatever political or economic or budgetary
reasons, or we try that and that doesn't work, then I think at some point the involvement of the
military should be considered, both from a drug enforcement and from an immigration perspective. I
think you're talking about two different things, though. I think in terms of drug enforcement you're
basically talking about a more technological presence, if you will, than an immigration problem.
For instance, I think - I would like to consider - I would like someone to think about the idea
of a buddy system, for instance.

If there were military personnel that could be assigned to the

border, team them up with the Border Patrol agent so that you have the civilian law enforcement
person present at every instance where there's an arrest or a detention or an incident that takes
place.

But you've now doubled your resources overnight without hiring a single additional federal

employee.

You're talking about people that are already sitting up at Camp Pendleton, at MCRD,

various military installations around the country who are already being paid, who have already been
trained, who could easily be put into this kind of a supplemental role. It's an idea.
Now, there may be reasons that after people got into in depth, the reason is not to do that, but I
think we ought not to close the door to that possibility.
SENATOR BERGESON: To what extent do you have information as to whether contraband and
· porta t ion is by air a

?

MR. NUNEZ: Well, unfortunately, the drug dealers are bringing it in any way and every way
you can image - air, boats, land, cars, pedestrians. I mean, there is no way that they don't do it, as
far as I know.
I know that in the number of major narcotics cases that my office prosecuted over the last 10
years or so, that there were many instances where, after the case was over, the defendant would
agree to give us a statement as to how long he had been doing this and how he was doing it, and there
were a number of cases where they described years and years of air smuggling that they had done
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successfully before they finally got caught. There does not seem to be as much maritime smuggling
directly into Southern California as there is in other places, but we may just not know about it.
SENATOR BERGESON: I think this should be an issue certainly that has to be considered, when
you're talking about surveillance. My concern of course is that I think the drug problem is more
significant as far as how we're going to enforce, and much of this, as I understand it, comes from
Cen1:ral and South America, not from Mexico. And I would imagine that Mexico needs a good deal of
cooperation also in being able to handle this problem because it has an impact on them as well.
MR. NUNEZ: Well, it does, and again, without spending an elaborate amount of time, there are
two books that I have read in the last few years - in the last year actually -- that I think will give
you a good insight into the problems in dealing with foreign governments. One is the book - just
came out last October- called Desperados, which is written about the assassination of a DEA agent
in Mexico, Enrique Camarena, who was from the San Diego-Imperial County area. A tremendous
history of the drug problem and our relationship with Mexico in trying to deal with the problem. It's
the best thing I've ever read, factually. And the other book is Distant Neighbors, which, I think,
describes, as the Chairman and Supervisor Bilbray have both alluded to, to the history of why our
countries have gotten to the point we are and why we don't trust each other. I mean, it isn't easy; it
isn't as easy as just saying, well, we're going to cooperate now. I mean, there are long-standing
animosities and resentments and jealousies that need to be overcome.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: I want to personally thank - oh, you're not through yet. Miss Killea.
ASSEMBL YMEMBER KILLEA: I can't help but say there are also long-term friendships and
historical ties that are very important, and I think we can't just look at the negative side.
One question I have is first of all, I think our language gets us into trolble. We keep talking
about "the solution." This is an extremely complex human, political, economic issue, and you can't
say this is going to solve that, that whole point. There are a whole lot of things that need to be done.
Now, I notice you're - I think one of the statements you made, which may have been just the way you
happened to phrase it in that particular sentence, was that in the long term this ditch was going to
help. I think from the INS point of view it may help in the short term but it's certainly not going to
do anything long term, that I can see.

I mean, your other one, the first step of a thousand, or

whatever it is, those people coming over are not going to stop at the first step. H there's a barrier
there, they're going to go around it somehow.
So I think, you know, it's one little piece of law enforcement effort we're making, and certainly
we have the responsibility to do that, but I don't kno · · ' h
one in this case.
What I wanted to ask you more specifically, and I'm sorry for my ignorance on this - I should
have looked into it more -but your organization is for American immigration reform.
MR. NUNEZ: Right.
ASSEMBL YMEMBER KILLEA:

Does that include strictly the law enforcement and the legal

part, or do you get into any of the economic and sociological issues involved here?
MR. NUNEZ: Well, yes, we do. FAIR has spent the first six --basically the first six or eight
years of its existence in primarily or almost exclusively in Washington working for the passage of the
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Immigration Reform and Control Act of '86. And in the course of doing that, there were a number of
studies that they were either commissioned or participated in or were privy to that dealt with the
societal impact of illegal immigration in terms of trying to persuade Congress that they had to do
something.
ASSEMBL YMEMBER KILLEA: From the U.S. point of view.
MR. NUNEZ: Yes.
ASSEMBL YMEMBER KILLEA: Nothing -you see, we have a push-pull kind of situation here on
the immigration and there are elements on both sides of the border that cause this flow •••
MR. NUNEZ: Obviously.
ASSEMBL YMEMBER KILLEA:

••• and it's not just the law enforcement.

I think our law

enforcement people have done an outstanding job, under the circumstances, of the problems they
have, and I don't fault them on that; but I think we have - sometimes we have given them maybe an
impossible task in that sense, and we need to be working very hard on other aspects of it, and that's
what I was just wondering, if your organization is also looking at some of the other aspects of the
problem.
MR. NUNEZ: Yes, we are.
ASSEMBL YMEMBER KILLEA: Thank you very much.
MR. NUNEZ: I guess I should say that I've always believed that the law enforcement agencies
were the scapegoats or the sacrificial lambs in this battle of what we should do to control our
borders. It's clearly the case.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Thank you, Mr. Nunez. We took advantage of your expertise, depth of
knowledge, and I personally appreciate that, and I thank you for being here. We took advantage of
your presence more than probably necessary. If we did, forgive me for that.
MR. NUNEZ: No apologies. I appreciate the opportunity to be here and see you again. Thank
you all.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Thank you very much. Before I introduce our next witness, again to tell
you how this hearing has attracted a lot of peop le and their attention, from the Gove rnor's office,
from Governor George Deukmejian, is Frank Marquez here? Frank, you want to join us if you care
to? You want to sit here? You will continue sitting there. All right, you' re welcome.
Now, I· have a Professor fro m San Diego St ate University, Director of Institute for Regional
Studies of the Californias, Professor Paul Ganst er. Professor Ganster.
ROFESSOR PAU L GANSTE •

CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: And if you have a printed statement, copies of it •••
PROFESSOR GANSTER: I'll get a copy to your right-hand person shortly. Mr. Chairman and
committee members, I appreciate being here today. I'm Paul Ganster from San Diego State.
Much of what I had sketched out has already been spoken by some of the previous witnesses.
There are a couple of points I'd like to bring up, however; one, kind of in response to the letter that
Senator Deddeh read earlier from INS, I guess, wherein it was stated that the IBWC does not have
jurisdiction to construct a ditch on Otay Mesa. My understanding of IBWC is thdt t hat's not correct.
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They're fully empowered, as I understand it, to take charge of flood control projects. So there's
something here I think that needs to be looked into a little bit more to set the record straight.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH:

My understanding, Professor, was that IBWC was looking into that

possibility to construct a drainage ditch and then INS came in - since they didn't have the money to
do it, INS came in and said let's have this project a joint project. I think that is my understanding of
reading their testimony, and a lso, I met with a representative of INS in Sacramento; in fact, there
were four or five of us that met with them and IBWC. Essentially, t hey told us in that meeting -it
lasted two and a half hours in my office - what the letter said, that they wanted to do it but didn't
have the money - INS, for protective purposes and so on, they wanted to do it. And so it's a joint
project so to speak.
PROFESSOR GANSTER: Okay. I had read the letter. Perhaps I just misunderstood.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Okay, let me, for the record again, quote, "The USIBWC"- the United
States International Water and Border and so on -

''had neither the funds nor the authority to

construct such a channel," apparently. For the record, again. Go ahead, sir.
PROFESSOR GANSTER: Thank you. I think from the start of this whole issue of the border
ditch has been sl.bject of much confusion both in the United States and in Mexico as reported to the
plblic.

In part, I think that's because the first public announcement in Washington by justice

department and INS more or less coincided with a proposal floated by FAIR to construct a ditch in
other areas along the border and I think also perhaps on Otay Mesa.

And by the time all of this

reached the press and pl.blic commentators in Mexico, it was really unclear as to what the proposal
was, and I think that just helped escalate the entire discussion in the press in both countries.
And then since then, there's been very sketchy information leaking out to the plblic, and at a
city council meeting yesterday, I noticed that even the city councilmembers were not well informed
because the level of official communication and the level of detail has not been what it should have
been, particularly since this is an issue that impacts very much on governance in San Diego.
I'd like to make a couple of comments about reaction in Mexico and the U.S. and then just give
a couple of brief suggestions on some things we might do. First of all, we have a very special
relationship with Mexico, and I think those of us who have observed Mexico and reactions in Mexico
to things going on in the U.S., it's very clear to us that anything that is done in the U.S. that affects
Mexico is going to be sl.bjected to very strong scrutiny by our southern neighbor, both in the media by
academics and in the political realm. And Mexicans feel that they have the right to do this as we
feel we have the right to comment ou things that go on in Mex·
In both countries, in both Mexico and the United States, there does exist a group of individuals

who tend to look for confirmation of their previously held stereotypes. On one hand, for example, we
have Senator Jesse Helms and his Mexico bashing of several years ago, and we have more or less an
equivalent group in Mexico that periodically engages in what we call gringo bashing. And certainly,
these two groups don't help to enable us to sit down and discuss and negotiate mutual issues in a
rational fashion.
An important point I think in the whole Mexican reaction is the fact that initially the
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IBWC-CILA negotiations were for a very specific purpose. It did involve the Mexican government but
then when it was brought out into the public by the U.S. press, the whole case, I think, was
misrepresented, and this, I think, was a very unfortunate occurrence and something that perhaps the
INS should not have done. I think at that point it really changed the issue from one of a ditch to this
whole immigration debate, and it really got away from the central issue which is to control flood
waters on Otay Mesa. And I think Mexico's reaction, which eventually, I'm told, involved an official
note to the State Department in Washington, was very justified; and really, this ties in with a long
history of relationships between the two countries. Mexicans have a much better sense of history, I
think, than we in the United States do, except for the few of us who are historians • . Mexicans
remember the war with the United States when half of their claimed territory was lost to the United
States, and this is something that's taught in schools; it's something that politicians regularly talk
about; it's something that's very present in Mexican minds.
So when, in ordinary negotiations with the ditch, Mexico is suddenly told that it had agreed to
something that it did not really agree to, once again, Mexico feels very put upon.

They feel like

they've been had, and I think they reacted in a very appropriate fashion.
The border ditch then, I think, raises this whole issue of relationships between the two
countries, and it also brings up the issue of policy-making by independent U.S. agencies. In this case,
in essence, we have the INS making U.S. foreign policy; at least as perceived by Mexico and at least
as it affects all of us here in the border region. And I think this is something that the various U.S.
federal government agencies need to realize, that their particular actions for their own particular
purposes can have very important ramifications on the broader agenda of U.S.-Mexico policy
relations. Perhaps now it's time for our congressmen and senators to again begin discussing some sort
of creation of a border policy coordinating board, something to coordinate all of the federal agencies
that have something to do with the border so that we can avoid these particular incidents that do a
lot of damage at various levels of the relationship. This has been talked about in the past and perhaps
should appear again.
A second issue raised by all of this includes the problems of governing a dynamic, growing

binational region -- that of San Diego and Tijuana. In 1985 and 1986, I was involved with a group of
landowners,

developers,

planning

officials,

INS,

and

Border

Patrol

representatives,

police

representatives, representatives from Mexican institutions as a slbcommittee as part of the Otay
Mesa Task Force for the Coordination of Planning and Development of Otay Mesa as part of the
planning process, and we spent about a year and a half or so looking at the border corridor, trying to
come up with some specific ideas to deal with precisely this sort of problem: How can we meet the
concerns we have for security, yet at the same time maintain a positive image about the relationships
between San Diego and

Tijuan~,

between California and Mexico.

1 won't go into details on this because a speaker later today will be going into this in some
detail.

I urge, like many other of the persons testifying today, that the border ditch proposal be

tabled until adequate binational consultation can take place and a plan acceptable to all parties can
be developed. In the meantime, I think that the INS can continue to use truckloads of earth and
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rocks, the way it has been the past, to impede crossing at regularly crossed places along the border.
Finally, let me say I think that the State of California can play a useful role in the process of
resolving this ditch crisis, as it's being called, perhaps through the sponsorship and support •••
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Professor Ganster, before I let you go, on that very point, how would
you answer to Mr. Nunez -

Peter Nunez was a U.S. Attorney -- who says this is the right of a

sovereign nation to do whatever, and you're saying that we want to table - and I don't disagree with
you- but how would you answer the U.S. Attorney, a former U.S. Attorney?
PROFESSOR GANSTER: Well, I mean, it's certainly our right to do what we want within our
boundaries, but at the same time, we have to recognize that we live in a global world. We're all
interdependent and interconnected, and things that we do in California can have tremendous
rarnifications in Mexico and elsewhere around the world. And so I think we have to take into account
those potential impacts and ramifications before we make decisions in a unilateral fashion.
One point that my colleagues in Mexico keep raising, and I think it's a very valid one for
bilateral or binational problems, it's generally more important to have bilateral solutions. We can't
just declare a solution in the U.S. and expect that to affect the full problem. I think the point of
immigration - and Assemblywoman Killea mentioned earlier, push-pull factors in immigration -- we
can't turn off the pull factors and expect that the push factors are going to somehow go away. They
aren't. So I think we do need binational consultation on issues that affect both countries.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: But your point of view and mine, which seems to be the same to a great
extent, does not represent the point of view of law enforcement who say we have a problem, we need
to solve it right now, and the problem needs to be solved by either the ditch or barrier or fence or
something because we cannot cope with 400,000 or 500,000 undocumented aliens crossing the border
annually; we cannot cope with 300 or 400 vehicles a week or month coming illegally carrying drugs
and we've got to stop that. I mean, somewhere along the line we ought to have a balance between the
geopolitical sensitivity to that which one might call a law enforcement problem, serious problem.
How do you balance that?
PROFESSOR GANSTER: Well, I mean, there are crises and crises. The problem of vehicles
going across the border is something that's been going on for at least five years that I am personally
aware of; maybe not at the same level but I think we've had high speed pursuits for at least that long.
So, you know, this is not a crisis where tomorrow we have to put up a ditch. I think we do have a
window of opportunity in time here to work with Mexico and come up with something that's
-------~~re~Me~~~~Mm~~r.---------------------------------------------------

I think, too, we should note that we have a new presidential regime in Mexico. We have a new
foreign minister who is much more open to dealing directly in an amicable fashion with the United
States than the former foreign minister of Mexico.

We have a new governor in the state of Baja

California who initially seems to be much more open to direct talks with counterparts in the United
States.
So I think in the broader sense we have a good opportunity now that we need to follow, and I
think a unilateral declaration that this is what we're going to do, and really kind of in an underhanded
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fashion is not the way to do it. And I sympathize very much with the job that Border Patrol people
that are there working everyday have. It's a very difficult situation, and it's been mentioned earlier
here. I think given the circumstances, they do an excellent job. But I think we really need to work
with Mexico. We can't afford to jeopardize, for example, a binational sewage treatment plant, which
is going to be proposed and discussed on the national level in the next couple of weeks. We can't
afford to destroy the possibilities of perhaps collaborating in an internationai airport where the two
countries share expenses and use of a major new airport facility just for four or six miles of barrier
that may or may not work. I think we need to always keep in mind the larger picture and the very
special relationship that we have with our third largest trading partner.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Thank you.
PROFESSOR GANSTER: The final point anyway is I think that the State of California perhaps
could support and perhaps direct some sort of an ongoing commission to look at border problems along
the border corridor, not only in San Diego County, but these same types of problems ex:ist in Imperial
County, in the Calexico-Mexicali region.

This is something that could be coordinated through

existing institutions such as the Governor's Office of California-Mexico Affairs.

It could be

coordinated through either the County Transborder Affairs Department or the Department of
Binational Affairs of the City of San Diego. But I think it's something that would be worthwhile for
us to begin to look at in a systematic and ongoing fashion, and create a good binational dialogue that
could help resolve these things.
Thank you.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Any questions? Thank you very much, Professor. Appreciate it. Our
next witness is Karre Kjos - and if I've mispronounced the name, I apologize -

Member, Border

Corridor Subcommittee of the Task Force for the Coordination of Planning and Development of Otay
Mesa.
MR. KARRE KJOS:

Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee.

You

pronounced it quite correctly. I come to you this morning speaking on my own behalf, as one who has
been involved in border issues for the last 10 years, both through my work as a land use planner with
the County of San Diego as well as a number of volunteer projects, both in the past and at the present
time.
I'd like to start off just by stating that I too have very strong reservations about what's being
proposed. I am aware of the current lack of consultation with the Mexican government as well as
with local officials, as well as

wi~h

people with "technical expertise" in these matters.

And as a

consequence, I am concerned that we're going to end up with something that is somewhat less than
effective, both as far as the drainage situation is concerned as well as the illegal vehicular crossing is
concerned.
More fundamentally though, and this point has been made repeatedly, I feel that what's being
contemplated really ignores the very basic reason why people come here in the first place. As far as
I'm concerned, there's no barrier powerful enough to detain the spirit that's driving people in this
direction.
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However, rather than spending more time on the negatives and the criticisms that I'm sure you
will hear plenty of throughout the morning session, I would like to turn my attention, your focus, to
some more positive concepts. Dr. Ganster, just preceding my talk here, alluded to the work of the
Border Corridor Subcommittee.

Now, the recommendations that eventually came out of that

subcommittee do not get to the root problem either. That's really beyond the scope of what we were
trying to do. But it did-- or those recommendations did address some of the physical aspects similar
to those that are considered by this ditch.
In 1985, the City of San Diego annexed about 3,800 acre s down on Otay Mesa. Very shortly
following that, the Task Force for the Coordination of Planning and Development of Otay Mesa was
established again, the one that Dr. Ganster referred to. That was a task force comprised of elected
representatives from the cities of San Diego, Chula Vista, and the County of San Diego, as well as
department heads from those same jurisdictions and a number of property owners.
Also, a number of stbcommittees were established; one of which was this Border Corridor
Subcommittee, which had, as its primary purpose, to seek ways to create a more positive transition
between Tijuana and San Diego than so far had been the case, taking into account the security and
other responsibilities that still remain.
The representatives, as briefly mentioned, included Border Patrol, the police department, the
Mayor's office, City Manager's office, academia on both sides of the border, as well as a large -well,
property owners and planning staffs from both the City and the County of San Diego. We did meet
for one year, a little bit more than one year. We met with elected officials and business leaders on
both sides of the border. We took a number of field trips. We spent a night with the Border Patrol
and really tried to get as thorough as possible understanding of this issue.
The consequence then, as I indicated, was a report, and I'm not sure whether you have received
this in your material - if not, I do have copies here - that contain the concepts that basically were
divided into four different issues as we saw them relating to the border.
The first set of recommendations attempted to define the border corridor, what do we mean by
the border corridor.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Mr. Kjos, will you give the copies back to the sergeant? Thank you very
much, sir. Go ahead.
MR. KJOS: Secondly, the subcommittee attempted to recommend standards for development
and/or preservation within this border corridor.
Third, we suggested the establishment of an

ongoing-bi:flA't+AAaci--Ff!-Y4<~'-ef'Af"'~;..----------

And fourth, finally, the creation of certain binational maps, which heretofore had been
nonexistent. For those of you who have dealt in the border area at all, when you look at our maps,
they go blank just south of the border; and if you look at maps from Mexico, the same thing happens
to the north. There is a dire lack and need of bridging that gap, so that in fact when we deal in this
issue, we can have a better understanding of each other's plans and ideas and proposals.
Now, as far as the first set of recommendations that dealt with the border corridor itself, on
the definition of the border corridor, we suggested breaking that down into two components. First,
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the first component was what we called a ''buffer" area of about 150 feet.

This we saw as a clear

zone to be retained, essentially undeveloped, for law enforcement and emergency agencies and also
to incorporate certain transportation security, utility, and aesthetic features to help create a
functional and attractive transition area.
The second component of the border corridor we called the "influence" area. This was the area
we felt would extend approximately a mile to a mile and a half north of the border corridor where
both the positive as well as the negative consequences over the border location would be most
pronounced.
The second set of recommendations dealt more specifically with development standards. Very
conceptual at this time, but we were just trying to get a feel for how conceivably we could attack
this problem in as sensitive and as effective a way as possible. These development standards were
broken down again to the buffer area -

you remember that's the 150-foot setback -

and the

influence area, the mile, mile and a half beyond.
In the buffer area we included such issues as transportation and utility needs, suggesting the

possibility of a road connecting the two border crossings; that is, the San Ysidro border crossing and
the Otay Mesa crossing.

If not a p\blic road, then maybe a service road for emergency and law

enforcement purposes.
We also contacted the Metropolitan Transit Development Board who, as you know, are
responsible for the very successful San Diego trolley.

They have, over the last number of years,

begun to extend, and some time in the future we expect that they will also wish to extend down to
Otay Mesa, possibly to the second border crossing.

They expressed an interest in an easement,

although they were not quite sure whether they wanted that in the border corridor or someplace else,
but we did incorporate their comments as well.
We also considered the possibility of including such things as pedestrian walkways, bike paths,
and drainage facilities, but only after conclusion of highly technical studies, both by the City of San
Diego and the County of San Diego, to thoroughly gage what the real needs are going to be and how ·
effective to deal with this matter, and not just in a vacuum but dealing with counterparts south of
the border to the extent possible.
A second component of these recommendations, as far as development standards in the buffer
area, dealt with security specifically.

Again, the need for a service road.

recognized that such would be necessary.

Everybody, I think,

Also, the very legitimate need of the Border Patrol for

such ite111s as lights, callleras, sensing devices, etc.

Alse-, the need

te-keeeep
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possible to reduce hiding places, quite frankly.
Another component dealt with aesthetics and the transborder image.

The subcommittee

suggested that one may want to consider a varied type of treatment along the border, not a uniform
wall or fence or what have you.

Thus, it was suggested that in some instances a fence may be

appropriate. We have seen that, for instance, in Calexico-Mexicali where you have a 10 to 12-foot
fenc e, but it is in some areas well screened. And this is what we had in mind: camouflaged almost, if
you wish, by tightly cropped bushes and trees so that you just don't have a prison-like appearance, but
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you have something that adds color and some life to this area.
Other suggestions -- and this one originated with the Border Patrol that impressed us quite of
bit.

The Border Patrol -- there were two representatives on the subcommittee -- stressed their

primary concern as not being pedestrian crossers but vehicular crossers, and they said really the most
effective way rather than a fence would be to place strategic natural boulders, spaced such that
vehicles could not get through. You could still have a natural flow, and it would appear much more
attractive, and yet, as functional.
We considered landscaping treatments, using low-water consuming, close-cropped landscaping
plants, bushes, and so forth, and we even considered the possible use of sculptures that would help to
camouflage •••
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Mr. Kjos, I have about 10, 12 other witnesses. I'm going to respectfully
ask you to reduce the testimony to how we impact and what impact this ditch may have.
MR. KJOS: Okay. I would say then that -- we went on, and you can see that in the material
that I've handed to you. I apologize for getting so detailed, but I felt it important that you realize
that there may be other concepts, that a group spent a considerable amount of time on, that could
accomplish exactly the same thing as the ditch; yet, this was evolved through some cooperative
efforts cross-border, and I just ask that your committee take into account that work, those concepts,
and see if that might be something that you would like to pursue a little bit further.
Thank you.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH:

I want to thank you very much for that.

Our next witness is Mr.

Chandler, Ranger, Bureau of Land Management. And I'm going to respectfully ask all my witnesses to
be as brief as humanly possible. Mr. Chandler.
MR. MARK CHANDLER: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'm Mark Chandler with the United States
Department of Interior, Bureau of Land Management. I'm representing Russ Kaldenberg.

He's the

Area Manager for the Palm Springs South Coast Resource Area.
Right now, the bureau has no objections to the mesa ditch. Our concern right now has to do
with the eastern boundary of the ditch and what impacts the ditch and the resulting traffic that
might go around the ditch would have on Otay Mountain, which is a wilderness study area, and it is
going to through in Congress, we are told.

And what our concern would be, from INS and IBWC,

would be what mitigating factors they will put in to protect Otay Mountain from vehicle traffic that
might be diverted to the mountain to get around the ditch.
f

CHAIRMAN DEDDEH:

t

Well, thank you. Appreciate that.

Mr. Navarro, Ed Navarro, Chair,

Tijuana River National Estaurine Reserve Management Authority. Mr. Navarro in? Norma Sullivan,
Audubon Society. Is Miss Sullivan in?
MS. NORMA SULLIVAN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the committee. I represent
the San Diego Audubon Society chapter.

We realize that this is an extremely complex issue, and

we've been hearing more about the complexities here today, and we appreciate your holding this
hearing so these issues can be explored.
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Our concern of course is the environment, and our position is that we urge you to urge the
authorities to conduct a full-scale EIR or EIS - Environmental Impact Study -- in order to, as Karre
suggested, in order to explore the intricacies of the issues here. The environmental issues are very
grave.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Did you hear the letter that I read from INS, or IBWC, in which they
said they will do an EIR?
MS. SULLIVAN: Right. An EIR for sure, not just an assessment.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Beg pardon?
MS. SULLIVAN: Not just an assessment but a full-scale study. Okay. We're very happy about
that.
We're concerned about the vernal pools, of course, the drainage, and in addition to the area
where the ditch is proposed, the areas outside the ditch. We're afraid that if the ditch is there, more
traffic: will go on either end of the ditch, both of which involve sensitive areas.

There are many

endangered species that reside in that area. There's the wilderness study area, that you just heard
about, on the east side which is a marvelous and unique environmental treasure land that we would
regret having damaged.
So we urge the study of these environmental issues - and there are .so many -- before any
further action is taken.
1\nd thank you very much for this opportunity.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH:

I stand corrected.

It's not a full blown EIR, it's an Environmental

Impact Analysis. That is what the letter says. I stand corrected.
MS. SULLIVAN: Okay.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: All right?
MS. SULLIVAN: So we hope the full analysis will be done.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Sure.
MS. SULLIVAN: Thank you.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Any questions? Thank you very much. Lauren Boling, California Native
~lant

Society. Miss Boling?
MS. LAUREN BOLING:

Good afternoon.

I'd like to thank you on behalf of the California

Native Plant Society for holding this hearing.
I'm afraid the first two speakers just prior to myself have covered most of the California Native
Plant Society's concerns.

We are concerned about the wilder ness area that 111ay be i111pacted as

vehicles may try to go around that ditch. We are also aware of the fact that there are vernal pools
which may be impacted, and in addition, there are a number of rare plants which can be found in that
area.
So we would urge and strongly hope that a complete EIR and EIS will be performed in
conjunction with this project.
Thank you.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Okay. Thank you very much. Our next witness will be Robert Garcia,
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La Raza Lawyers.

Is Mr. Garcia here?

Andrea Palacios Skorepa - and if I mispronounce it I
apologize- Chair, Mayor's Latino Advisory Committee; Executive Director, Casa Familiar.
MS. ANDREA PALACIOS SKOREPA: Thank you. My name is Andrea Palacios Skorepa. I'm the
Chair of the Mayor's Latino Advisory Committee. I'm also the Executive Director of Casa Familiar,
which is a community-based agency in the community of San Ysidro, which is on the border with
Mexico.
I just would like to note it's good

to

see Mr. McCorquodale back in town, so I know that he does

have some familiarity with the issue.
I thank you for the opportunity to speak

to

you regarding these important issues, and most

especially for convening this hearing to receive testimony regarding the border ditch, which has, we
believe, euphemistically been called the "Border Security Enhancement and Storm Water Drainage
Project."
I have divided my comments into four different areas.

Number one deals with the original

purpose for which the ditch was proposed and the implications of that. The second part would be the
proposed secondary original purpose for which the ditch was proposed and the implications of that.
Some other comments in terms of what other speakers have been telling you and some
recommendations on our behalf.
The first area which I wish

to

address is the original purpose for which the ditch was proposed.

It is our understanding, as it is yours, that the original purpose of this ditch was to solve a runoff
drainage water problem that was perceived by Mexico.

In the course of those negotiations with

Mexico, there was -the IBWC said -or came to the conclusion that the ditch would be the most
economically feasible way of dealing with that problem, and building the ditch and taking the water
to a natural drainage area where the water would then drain in a more natural manner.
I just wanted to point out that that was IBWC's conclusion in terms of the feasibility from an

economic standpoint. I don't think they looked at their - they did not look at that proposal from the
implications that it would have in terms of an environmental standpoint. They did not look at that
proposal in terms of the problems that would create from a social perspective or a health
perspective.
When the INS became involved in the issue, then I think we have the second original purpose of
the ditch that was proposed, and that was to- supposedly to deter drug traffic that was coming over
on vehicles and also to prevent people from illegally coming into the country on foot.
In terms of the first proposal, if there is a problem in terms of drainage, certainly there are
other methods that can also be used to help solve drainage problems. None of us live in communities
where open ditches run down our streets because of our water drainage problems, and I think that
there are other ways - there are pipes, there are dissipaters - multitude of ways that drainage and
runoff can be handled, and we would hope that those solutions are given an equal standing, especially
in light of the fact that they have created this international problem.
And so, hopefully, with the fact that the Mexican government now is opposed to the creation of
the ditch, I'm sure that we will probably see that if they still believe that there is a precipitating
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problem, which is the drainage, maybe they will be now more in favor of some other method of
solving that problem, and I think we would be wise to •••
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: May I ask you a question at this juncture?
MS. SKOREPA: Yes.
CHAIRMAN

DEDDEH:

Have

you

communicated

your

group's

concern,

interest,

recommendation to our two United States Senators, either through the mayor's office or directly to
our Congressional delegation, because really, you should know that all we can do is open this for
public discussion and public hearing, but they are the ones who are going to make ultimately, I guess,
the decision.
MS. SKOREPA: Right. We have done that and we feel that with your help, maybe we will be
able to get some action on this.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Good.
MS. SKOREPA: In terms of the drug trafficking, and whether this ditch would be a deterrent to
that or not, I would just like to use an example to show you how ludicrous I think that this idea really
is. San Diego, unfortunately and disgracefully, is the methamphetamine capital of the world or of the
country. If the rest of this country decided that they were going to dig a ditch around San Diego to
keep rnethamphetamines from traveling to their cities and affecting their young people and their
citizenry, we would all laugh and say that that was a ludicrous idea because it wouldn't work. I think
it's been proven that the methamphetamines are almost totally transported by vehicles.

I mean,

there isn't- I don't think a real strong case to be made that these are being flown all over the rest of
the country.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: You can purchase the material right here from certain pharmaceutical
instit.utions and cook it in your back yard or somewhere, and there's no neighborhood in this county
that is immune from having these things, and you could be in La Jolla or Point Lorna or in Benita. I
mean, these are the so-called fancy neighborhoods, and you have them there.
Again, let me ask you a question. If I hear you correctly, you are in disagreement with our
former U.S. Attorney, Peter Nunez, on his support of the ditch.
MS. SKOREPA: Oh, definitely. Most definitely.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Okay.
MS. SKOREPA: We also see that - and we agree with Miss Killea that even if - and I don't
even think it is. I think that when we tend to look for solutions, some people tend to offer simplistic
answers o very comp e

s u o

y complex problems. I think what we have here is exactly

that -a very complex problem -and obviously, it's going to need solution procedures on a variety of
levels. However, even in the short run, I don't think that this would be a feasible way of addressing
the drug problem or the illegal immigration problem or any other problem that is supposedly going to
be addressed by this, including the drainage problem. I think there are better ways of doing that too
that are- more environmentally sensitive and helpful.
And given the fact that the way that this was handled and whether it was a PR mistake or not,
that, to me, is not relevant. The fact that it has created a problem on the other side of this border
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with a country with which we need to live would, to me, say we need to look at other ways of solving
this. So that is something that we need to discover.
1 think that you

all

know through the state and ohviously

thf'

f~rleral

government, loc-al

governments, communities, everyone is concerned with the drug problem, and everyone has
ultimately said, well, this is not the solut ion, and this is not the solution, and this is not the solution,
and everyone agrees that drying up the demand is going t o be the ultimate solution to t he problem.
Therefore, I think t hat our e mphasis and our focus in terms of funding programs and things like
that should be geared to t hat as opposed to •••
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Would you disagree t hat we need to do both simultaneously? One is to
dry the demand to cure that, we curtail that ; and at the same time, to the extent possib le, to stop the
access- not the access, the availability of the drug.
MS. SKOREPA: Obviously, we need to do both things. However, we need to shift our priorities
into which one is more important in the long term, and I think that prevention, as opposed to
deterrence at this point, in t he long run will serve us better as a society. It's the same thing wit h
dropouts. You know, it is much, much harder to recover young people or to keep a person from
dropping out when they're in the 11t h grade as opposed to setting into t hat person at very early
grades some form of prevention programs so that they never get to that point. It's the same thing
with drugs, and I think that t hat's where we need to be looking.
However, in both of those areas, prevention services and programs and fundings are very, very
limited while the other end of the scale is getting much more attention.
The other thing that I just wanted to mention for yourselves and other members of the audience
is that Mr. Nunez misspoke when he said that the San Diego Police Department just routinely lets
undocumented people go, whether they have committed a crime or not. It's very clear, and I have the
policy sitting in front of me because we're going to speak to the Chief of Police on this, is that "if
there is cause to arrest on criminal charge or otherwise detain in a lawful manner for reasons not
related to immigration status, the officer will do so." So if an undocumented person is questioned and
suspected of some type of a crime, obviously the police department does treat that person just as
they would any other suspected or alleged perpetrator of any crime.
I think that our recommendations that •••
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Excuse me. Miss Bentley has a question, Miss Skorepa.
ASSEMBLYMEMBER BENTLEY: But even though they are violating federal law by being here
illegally, the police department is not detainin them. Is that correct?
MS. SKOREPA: Not for •••
ASSEMBL YMEMBER BENTLEY: Not for their illegal status.
MS. SKOREPA: Right. Because there is- well, it's a whole other issue.
ASSEMBL YMEMBER BENTLEY: But they're saying -- and I think that's what the former U.S.
Attorney was saying, and also that he, I think, was indicating that other law enforcement agencies do
detain based on their being here illegally. Isn't that •••
MS. SKOREPA: No. The law enforcement agency doesn't detain- they detain them, hold them

for the Border Patrol, stay there and wait until the Border Patrol gets there to pick them up.
ASSEMBLYMEMBER BENTLEY: Okay, and the San Diego Police Department does not.
MS. SKOREPA: Does not.
ASSEMBLYMEMBER BENTLEY: Okay. And then also I wanted to point out one other thing. I
live in the City of El Cajon, and we have ditches for flood control, although it hasn't cut down on the
methamphetamine labs.
MS. SKOREPA:

Right. Exactly.

The recommendations obviously that our committee would

have, that we are opposed to the ditch, and we would welcome any support that you could give us at
the state level to help convince our federal officials that it should not go forward and that other
solutions should be looked at.
I think that this particular hearing and the one that we had on Monday is symptomatic of the
position that we as citizens are put in, and obviously you as legislators and political leaders, is that
when you do not get cooperation, when you do not get participation of the very entities that you are
trying to help with a problem which they say they have and they are unresponsive to that, then it's
easy to see why things get to the state that they get in terms of (quote/unquote) "public relations" if
you don't have this kind of open dialogue with the officials •••
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Do you think this hearing will help a little bit?
MS. SKOREPA: I hope so. I hope so. And I hope that -there is another hearing scheduled at
the city council level. I hope they will see the efficacy of going to that hearing. However, I doubt it.
I hope so, but I dolbt it.
The other thing is, as a community person in the community of San Ysidro, I think it's important
for you to know that as a community, we don't support the ditch either, and also, we don't support any
further militarization of the border area. If you live in San Ysidro, you already have helicopters
flying over you all day and all night long. You have the Border Patrol who are on the streets in their
vehicles all day and all night long.

We have a border detention facility in the middle of our

community, and next door to a school, we have the customs officials, we have the police department,
we have the sheriff's department. For all intents and purposes, for us who live there, the closest to
this area that y.ou'd care to be, we are the area that you're talking about, and we already feel like we
have been militarized. So, asking the Army or the reserves or someone else to come in and help, we
have a police -part of the police department that works the hills, also with the Border Patrol. So
for all intents and purposes, we feel that we are basically under siege, and we would not appreciate
haviAg aAy more of that kind of activity in our community.

Thank you.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH:

Miss Skorepa, thank you very much for your testimony.

Before I

recognize our councilman in whose district this ditch might be, I take this opportunity with great
pleasure and privilege to introduce one of our distinguished colleagues from this county, member of
the State Assembly since 1982, representing the 75th Assembly District, the Honorable Sunny
Mojonnier. Seventy-fifth, right?

All right.

And represents a good sliver of my district, Imperial

Beach, and taking good care of Imperial Beach.
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Now, we have the councilman - and I don't know whether it's the 8th or - the 8th District, I
think it is. The Honorable Bib Filner. Bob?
COUNCILMAN BOB FILNER:

Thank you very much, Senator Deddeh, and colleagues.

We

greatly appreciate your being here. I'm a little disadvantaged. I hadn't heard the earlier testimony so
I'm not sure what was said. But certainly, this is an issue which requires the kind of public testimony
and scrutiny and examination that you are giving here by being here today, and we certainly, in San
Diego, welcome you here and thank you for being here.
For me, who represents City Council District 8 in San Diego, which has the border area, the
area in which this project would be constructed, I obviously am very concerned, my constituents are
very concerned, and we want to be put in the posture, I think, with the federal government certainly with the state government -of letting you know that we want to solve the problems that
occur on the border, whether they be drainage, whether they be sewage, whether they be illegal
immigration, whether they be the drug trafficking, whether they be economic development. We are
the ones, in fact, who are most affected by the negative aspects of those situations and also will
benefit by the positive aspects of many of those opportunities. So we are most affected.
What I have to say to you today about the ditch should no way be interpreted as we are against
solving the problems, the real problems, of drug trafficking, of illegal immigration, and sewage and
all the rest.
The problem that we have, as a community, is that we do not feel that this process has been
conducted with one of mutual respect and mutual cooperation with either local government or with
the nation of Mexico, and that is the point that we would like to get across to you, and I'm sure others
have made that a point.
There are problems. The only solution to these problems will come from cooperation, and a
cooperative posture taken with mutual respect, especially when we're dealing with another sovereign
nation.
We want to solve those problems, and we saw it in recent weeks. When there is cooperation
between the cities of San Diego and Tijuana, between the federal government of Mexico and the
federal government of the United States -

for example, on crime, on border problems - those

statistics on illegal crossings, those statistics on our kids being slaughtered on the highways because
of drunken driving, those statistics go down, and there's only one way they go down:

when we

cooperate in a respectful fashion.
What this

rocess that we have seen with the ditch is an aberration from a

rocess that was

going along, in fact, apparently with some cooperation and mutual respect. The original drainage
problem, which Mexico asked for us to deal with, was in fact being discussed with the International
Boundary and Water Commission, and in fact, there was some agreement on that. When it became a
different subject matter, that change, in fact, was not discussed, either with local officials or with
the Government of Mexico. If we are going to solve their problems, what we are begging for is a
mutually respectful, cooperative process.
We are anxious for that cooperation certainly in District 8. We have economic development
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going along the border, as you well know, Senator, that is important for both sides of the border. We
must encourage this type of economic, social, cultural, and political cooperation and collaboration,
not a ditch which would create a physical and psychological abyss between our nation's most
important neighbor, Mexico, and our city's most important neighbor, Tijuana.
5o we San Diegans stand to benefit from improved relations. We stand to benefit most in my
dist rict from solving the problems of drugs and crime along the border_, but it has to be done in a way
which gets at the root of those problems and not in a unilateral fashion which seems to create the
barriers as opposed to the bridges that we want to build.
That's what I would like to leave for you from at least one local representative, and again, I
appreciate your being here to hear this.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Thank you, Mr. Councilman. Before I let you go, not too long ago, and
probably somebody can help me, it was my understanding -- and we will invite the Consul General
later on to make a statement - that the legal residents of Mexico from Baja, Tijuana, other places
that come across daily, weekly, they spend pretty close - that was about seven, eight years ago between $300-400 million annual~y, shopping in our department stores, grocery stores, and so on.
These are the legal entrants into the country. I don't know what the figure is right now, and I hope
that the Consul General can help us or somebody from the Governor's office- maybe you do, Bob, if
you know what the figure is -because I want to put this issue in the proper perspective, that there is
and ought to continue to have a great bond of friendship, economic ties, a rnutual understanding,
because that is the kind of thing that ·would help solve problems, not create problems for us. And so,
if anybody knows what the figure is, I'd like for you to stand up and say this is what the figure is.

Between $300-400 million some six, seven years ago, that was the figure I still remember.
COUNCILMAN FILNER: I don't know the exact dollar figure, but certainly the proportion that
you're talking -- and the concept that you're representing, if you look at any of the major shopping
centers from Fashion Valley to the south and probably the ones to the north •••
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Look to the Price Chb in the South Bay and you'll find - I cannot even
get in there.
COUNCILMAN FILNER: I mean, to a third to 40 percent of their revenue is estimated to come
from Mexican citizens.

So it's an important economic tie that we have to -

and certainly, the

projects along the border, which you are f{lmiliar with, on bot h sides - the industrial development is helping to keep jobs in this region and not allowing the export to other places, and we have to
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Any question of the Councilman? H not, I would like to thank you.
COUNCILMAN FILNER: Thank you.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH:

Let me call the next witness, Roberto Martinez, American Friends

Service Committee.
MR. ROBERTO MARTINEZ: Mr. Chairman and members of this distinguished committee, my
name is Roberto Vlartinez.

I'm Director of the U.S.-Mexico Border Program for the A nerican

Friends Service Committee, and I'm afraid I only have one copy that I could leave with you.
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As

Director of the U.S.-Mexico Border Program, we are naturally concerned about a proposed ditch
along the border and its impact on the relations with Mexico.
Mexico is tied to the U.S. by history and geography. California and Baja California are tied
together not only by history and geog raphy but by culture, language, and heritage. Therefore, it is in
the best interest of the United States to work toward promoting frie ndship, understanding, and
mutual respect. with Mexico. We must look for ways to build bridges of communication and dialogue,
not barriers.
INS' proposal to construct a ditch on Otay Mesa along a four-mile st retch of the border stands
not only as an affront, an insult to a friendly nation but is a potential death trap for innocent people
unaware of its presence. This kind of pick-and-shovel diplomacy does nothing to improve re lations
between the United States and Mexico, and we perceive it as yet another in a series of attacks on
h u man and immigrant rights. Therefore, I am speaking from a human rights perspective.
We are fed up with INS and government proposals, experiments, and reactionary measures that
threaten not only relations with Mexico but that also pose a serious threat to human life. Please
consider that four or five years ago it was a razor-edged fence that could cut off fingers and toes.
Then it was a proposal for a concrete barrier. Now it's a ditch, followed by a sunken Berlin Wall,
topped by a fence, proposed by an anti-immigrant group. What's next? Land mines and bunkers?
We do not condone drug smuggling or the dangerous practice of smuggling people, as Steve
Kelly of the San Diego Union accuses us of in his editorial cartoon.

But to suggest that a four-

mile-long ditch on a 2,000-mile-long border is going to stop or even slow down drug trafficking or
immigration is ludicrous. What is of greater concern to us is that this border ditch could turn out to
be a four-mile-long graveyard of vans, cars, trucks, and people who unwittingly fall in.
The war on drugs is not going to be won or lost on four miles of dirt on Otay Mesa, but by
joining Mexico in attacking the problem of supply and demand, and a five-foot-deep ditch is not going
to solve illegal border crossing. Mutual dialogue and understanding on what is driving people north is.
A couple of colleagues and I recently took a tour of the proposed ditch area. The first thing
that struck us was that the ditch curiously would begin nowhere and end nowhere, which raises the
question:

How would it serve as a drainage runoff for Otay Mesa? Lost in all this activity is the

whole question of diplomacy and the right to be consulted on all aspects and purposes of the proposed
ditch. I'm sure if Mexico had been aware of the ultimate purpose of this ditch, it would have rejected
it outright.
INS and U.S. Border Patrol officials claim the ditch is not intended as a hostile act onl as a
measure to control the border and to protect the pu'>lic safety. I would be remiss as a human rights
activist if I didn't ask the question:

How can an agency that has a present record of human civil

rights violations and who want to construct a ditch that will trap vehicles and people claim to be the
guardians of pu'>lic safety? Shootings and beatings along the border have escalated to an alarming
rate over the last four years, and I would be available at a moment's notice to provide proof and
documentation to that effect.

INS and U.S. Border Patrol should concern itself less with drug

trafficking and smuggling and more on how eventually they will have to answer to the record on
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human rights.

We cannot continue to condemn human rights violations in other countries while

ignoring them on our own border.
Two previous comments about putting troops along the U.S.-Mexico border, particularly the
Na tiona! Guard, I think I would be speaking for a lot of people if I said that is a very frightening
concept. Militarization of the border is not the answer. But national dialogue and cooperation is the
answer.
Thank you. Are there any questions?
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH:

Thank you very much, Mr. Martinez. The only question I have, and I

want to play the devil's advocate, how would you answer to somebody in Congress who says we're a
sovereign nation; we have the right to guard and protect our borders against illegal trafficking,
undocumented aliens regardless of who they are, where they come from?

How would you answer to

that congressman?
MR. MARTINEZ:

Well, I have testified before subcommittees in Washington, and basically I

would say that, again, reiterating what a lot of people have already said, that binational cooperation
is going to be the real answer. However, I think as a human rights activist, I have to respond that it
works both ways.

Over the last four years, there have been several shootings across the border,

vigilantes going across the border, and I think we have to respect the sovereignty of Mexico as well as
the sovereignty of the United States, and I think mutual dialogue is definitely, in the long term, going
to be the solution.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Any questions? Senator Bergeson has a question.
SENATOR BERGESON: A comment and a question, because I understand what you're saying,
and I think that certainly the concerns we have -- a point of humanity and how we deal with issues
that I think are very sensitive between both countries.

We spent some time in Mexico talking to

Mexican officials who were .also concerned about the depletion of Mexican labor because of the
availability of jobs i_n California. So it's working both ways, and as a result, our borders are literally
out of control.

I think the issue has to be yes, we are looking towards cooperative efforts, more

economic investment

~n

Mexico, the maquiladoras programs that are hopefully contributing towards

this and a continuation of those kinds of efforts.
But we have an immediate situation that has to be dealt with, and I think that's where we find
great difficulty in knowing how we deal with a situation that is going to be mutually advantageous
without exploiting either country in this particular situation. But we have a situation that's out of
control, and I think the issue is how do we resolve that expediently now as we continue with
long-term negotiations and opportunities then for the kinds of investments that ultimately will be an
economic ddvantage to both sides of the border.
MR. MARTINEZ: Well, on the short term or immediate solution, I still don't think the ditch is
going to solve the problem. As I mentioned, the four miles on a 2,000-mile-long border, there's going
to be traffic going around it or under it or whatever. We have a channel is now •••
SENATOR BERGESON: I agree with you. I don't think the ditch is either, but do you have any
solutions as to how, say, on a broader scale we might address this very difficult issue?
MR. MARTINEZ: I think that's already begun in terms of -- on higher levels and local levels to
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discuss that situation. I am primarily concerned right now, as many of us are, with the danger of
creating more - you know, all these experiments that endanger people's lives. As I mentioned, you
know, sharp -razor-edged sharp fences, barriers, ditches. I mean, to me, this -you know, we can't
allow -I mean, Border Patrol says they won't engage in high-speed chases, and they do; yet, how can
you say we approve a ditch that will almost certainly create a hazard for human life and vehicles who
fall in? I don't know. I just feel that this is not the answer at this time.
SENATOR BERGESON:

It appears we really don't have any answers, and I think that's the

problem.
MR. MARTINEZ: Yes, but I think that we're moving in that direction, when we start talking
about talking with the people who it's going to impact in Mexico and locally.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Mr. Martinez, thank you. Thank you very much.
MR. MARTINEZ: Thank you very much.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH:

Our next witness is the President of Mexican American Political

Association (MAPA) from San Diego County, Dan Salazar. Is Dan here?
MR. DAN SALAZAR: Good morning. I want to thank the committee for allowing us to speak
and have some input. Also, the packet that was sent by your office was very detailed and very
informative, and I read every bit of it last night.
First and foremost, representing MAPA of San Diego County and the Hispanic community, first
and foremost, we object to the ditch in any way, shape, or form. That's not to say that the drainage
ditch, which we presume would be underground and covered, would restore the natural environment to
the way it is if those problems have to be solved. And it is a political and social issue and not just the
idea that a ditch of any size or shape is going to stop any drug trafficking, and trying to allude that
this would happen is ludicrous.
It seems like, as someone said earlier -

one of the speakers before me -- that solving a

problem of this magnitude, that the INS is acting as a foreign affairs department rather than from
the State Department or the White House, and a $15 million ditch, trying to solve a problem against a
billion dollar illegal drug traffic, is like using a toy gun against a military tank. And believe me, I
know what a tank can do. I was an active gunner on a tank in the U.S. Army. So I believe that makes
the comparison.
As far as solutions, some of the information that was sent to us includes a letter from the San
Diego City to James Kennedy, and that was addressed on March 16, 1989. It has some very fine
solutions about the biological, the cultural, and other issues of how to solve this problem, and I
believe this hearing today is a good step in that direction, and we're willing to listen and have input in
that direction to build better relations. And as others have said and people have heard, not to be so
repetitive, that we should be building bridges and not ditches.
Also, a comment that was proposed - some proposals were made before the city council on
Monday. One particular one from a litany of other Hispanic organizations, one of the proposals is
that a local coalition, panel, committee, whatever, a representative from San Diego, Chula Vista,
National City, Imperial Beach, and Tijuana be a possible solution. That's not to disregard the IBWC
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committee and the CILA from Mexico. I'm sure they're doing a job that they were assigned to do
over the years. Maybe meeting with those people, have them come down here to listen to what we
have to say. It's a local issue, and it needs national attention from both sides of the border. Mexico
is having the same kind of problem at its borders, but it's also impacting us here.
It's ironic that we talk about amnesty and immigration and trying to solve all that. I happen to
also teach the undocumented workers.

I know we tend to say aliens, but I'm trying also to force

myself to be conscious that they are undocumented workers, not aliens. Aliens tend to be, I would
think, from outer space. We're not from outer space. The person - one of the agents that was killed
in this drug traffic also happens to be named Salazar. So maybe we're related.
So the positive message that we want to leave is that MAPA is willing to work with those
people that have a reasonable and prudent solution, not to - proposals that come out in the paper
that make a mountain out of a molehill.
And another issue that we've been dealing with some time ago - I know you may have a
question about this -- about a month or so ago, we had been meeting with -- I'm a member of Jim
Bates', Congressman, Hispanic Advisory Committee, and we had talked about a proposal that he
wanted to put before Congress in this regard and how we could propose it and still have a positive
image, and we suggested the Border Enhancement Act. But about the same time the news came out
from the INS; it sort of destroyed some of the positive things we were trying to do.

So we were

already trying to deal with and propose to our representatives in Congress how we felt about this.
One other possible insight - I happened to also have lived in El Paso for a time, and this is
where the IBWC is located.

They found a solution to their problem, even though they do have a

natural border, which is the river. As a student I also worked part time for the U.S. General Services
Administration and worked in the area of where the customs has buildings and the GSA administers
those areas. They have quite a network where the flow of traffic and whatever is done in a smooth
fashion, not only at the downtown area in El Paso, connecting with Juarez, where they have two
bridges for traffic, for pedestrians, but also the new bridge, which is several years old -- over 20
years old. I was there some 17 years ago and have first-hand

exp~rience

about that. They do have an

area that's called Chamizal, which President John Kennedy restored that to Mexico because of the
change in the flow of the river, and maybe we can learn something from that. It would tum into a
park; citizens for both countries use it, and maybe there's a solution there.
Thank you very much.
EDDE:H:

Thank you very much, Mr. Salazar.

Any questions by any membe r?

Thank you very much, sir. Thank you. Our next witness is from the Coalition for Law and Justice,
Raquel Beltran.
MS. RAQUEL BELTRAN: Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. Thank
you for giving us an opportunity to be here before you this morning.
In addition to the comments presented by some of the other organizations this morning, the
Coalition for Law and Justice would like to focus its testimony on the abuse of the process that the
Department of Justice has utilized to represent this project.
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Department of Justice announced its proposal in January of this year. Reports indicated their
intent was to begin construction in 60 days, then 90 days, and then most recently 60 days. The intent
was for the Department of Justice to detour transporting of undocumented persons and drugs. The
original concept was to construct concrete highway median barriers.

Since the Government of

Mexico had initiated discussions with the International Boundary and Water Commission regarding
drainage problems caused by U.S. commercial construction, IBWC requested the opportunity to
review the Department of Justice proposal.
Reports of injuries to U.S. citizens, Mexican citizens, and officers were used to justify the
need. Department of Justice reports that the San Diego-Tijuana border is responsible for 30 percent
of all unlawful entries and 10 percent of the nation's drug seizures. They also later indicated t hat the
intent was not to deter unlawful pedestrian crossings, just drug crossings.
The Department of Justice has not contacted all of the property owners to date. They have not
specifically determined the construction site. They have not conducted a true Environmental Impact
Report. They have not expended themselves to conduct or participate in community meetings and
educate the ptblic about the problem and needs. The Department of Justice has assumed no
responsibility for the harsh backlash which their mismanagement of this proposal has created among
local San Diegans. The department has not prepared comparison reports, demonstrating this
proposal's relationship to other national and local drug enforcement efforts. They have indicated that
the people in the west don't understand the problem.
The primary problem on the border, as it relates to this issue, is the Department of Justice.
One of the potential property owners in question has already constructed a small ditch on one section
of his property. The purpose of his ditch is to keep the Border Patrol and their off-road vehicles off
his land.
It is critical that the committee's message this afternoon include concern for the insensitivity
of the department's continually - their constant exhibition and lack of sensitivity toward western
states and border cities. It is unfair to allow the department to abuse the innocence of our people by
attempting to blame the nation's drug problems on San Diego or on Mexico.
For years, residents of this city have testified to this in previous committees about the
importance of taking an· active role in assuring the Department of Justice be clear and accurate in
reporting and identifying problems and solutions- planned solutions.
rm pleased to see the select committee taking an assertive role as it relates to this particular
proposal.

However, the Department of JustiGe approac;h may be piecemeal. It's not ol<ay for the

department to postpone the proposal. They must start from square one and develop it with the
cooperation of all parties affected. It must be developed in a way that assures peace and congruency
between the problems identified and solutions to remedy them - solutions which instill the plblic's
confidence that their interests are being protected without abuse to others.
The Department of Justice initiates these proposals and leaves. You have to continue attending
community meetings and listening to the repercussions of their historical attempts to justify means
by creating crisis and hysteria in our neighborhoods.
For instance, police officers and
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com•nunications dispatch operators continue to tell victims of uninvestigated crimes, "It's probably
the i !legals. They do that kind of thing."
Western Regional Commissioner Harold Ezell assaulted attacks against the mayor and the city
for their policy of not permitting San Diego P .D. to abuse undocumented persons just because they
assumed they may be undocumented.
One representative of the group FAIR indicates that they're not racist or anti-minority in their
support for this proposal and other Department of Justice proposals. He said, "We're concerned about
the Blacks and other ethnic groups. We don't think it's fair that for Blacks and other ethnic people to
continue to be on welfare rolls because Mexicans keep taking the jobs in the service industr y and the
fields."

When asked if his children were waiting in line for these jobs, he said, "Well, of course not.

My kids are going to college."
Your adoption -- one of the things that we will be presenting to you, and we don't have a copy
of it for you today, is there is a coalition of 17 organizations that have introduced a resolution we
asked the city council to consider on Monday.

We'll have to come back to the rules committee

meeting to ask them to consider the resolution.

What we would like to see is this committee and

other public bodies request that the federal government pool together an ad hoc committee of state,
local, federal, community, and neighborhood representatives to take a look at the entire issue from
square one.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Were you here when I read the letter?
MS. BELTRAN: I'm afraid I was not.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: You were not. Well, I read into the record a letter that I received from
INS -- Department of Justice -- in which they say that nothing is finalized. They do intend to hold an
Environmental Impact Analysis, maybe not the kind of one that you would like - an overwhelming
one -- but they are going to have one, and once that is in, the Department of Justice, working with
the other authorities in Washington, or the border, they will work with all the state and local
governments to try to apprise them of what's going on and to make the decision only then. I also read
into the record -- in fact, I didn't -- but Steve Perez, representing Congressman Jim Bates, read into
the record a letter that he wrote to the chairman of this committee, that he has contacted the
Su:>C.:ommittee on Western Hemisphere Affairs in Congress to hold a public hearing on this issue, and
it's my understanding that that may be forthcoming in the future.
So I think some of the remarks that you made may not have been made had you heard what is
go ing on , and I think they're going to continue. Your point is very weH akeA. It's goiAg to be part of
thl" record.

Obviously, you should know that this committee does not have in its power to decide

what should or should not happen on the border. Absent a public hearing, this committee felt, since I
cha ir the Committee on Border Issues, Drug Trafficking and Contraband, that probably it would be
very beneficial in San Diego County to hold this hearing. Obviously, the results of this hearing or a
summation of it will go to the proper authorities and hope that it will be part of the record. That's
all I can promise you we could do.
MS. BELTRAN: I appreciate that, and I, once again, am very appreciative of the fact that you

have pulled this committee hearing so quickly together. I also appreciate your reading into the
record the correspondence from the INS and the Department of Justice. I don't necessarily have
confidence that -- I think what we're concerned about isn't that they just have a public hearing and
turn around and do whatever they please. We're talking about a process that's inclusive. That means
you take input, you take a look at the recommendations and suggestions that people make.

You

modify your plans accordingly, if that's possible. You look at alternatives. None of that has been
done as it relates to t his proposal or past proposals by the Depart ment of Justice as it relates to the
Tijuana-San Diego border.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH:

Miss Beltran, if Congressman Bates is successful in getting the

subcommittee to hold a hearing, and I think he wi ll be, I think all the issues that have been raised
before this committee, the select committee, which has really no real authority except to air the
issue, that is a place where I am sure a lot of can and cannot do will take place.
MS. BELTRAN: Any support that you can give for that would be greatly appreciated.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH:

All right.

I want to thank you personally for your testimony.

Appreciate it.
MS. BELTRAN: Thank you.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: It will go into the record. Thank you very much. I don't see Rachel
Ortiz unless she's hiding somewhere. All right, she's not in. Ricardo Ruybalid, First Vice President
from MAPA, the South Bay.
MR. RICARDO RUYBALID: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the committee. I obviously
didn't come here to offer any solutions, bandaid solutions to the problems, which primarily is a barrier
to stop drugs and people coming over from the border.
It seems like our priorities are a little off track. If in fact this proposed ditch was in fact
supposed to be for drainage, I would have no problems. The fact that 1 do live in the South Bay and
all of these, scare tactics have come from the fact that it is not very clear what the ditch really is
for. It hasn't really been prioritized in my mind as to what the ditch is supposed to do.
From the testimonies that I've heard and prior and the reports that I've seen and what have you,
it seems that what we're trying to do is project "The Ugly American" image by being insensitive to
the fact that in order to stop the drugs, you need to stop the people that are using them. The laws of
supply and demand will always prevail. As long as you have people using drugs and you have a market
for drugs, you're going to have a problem. If you propose a ditch, a four-mile ditch, you might as well
- - --mak

·

~hout

the entire 2,000 m·

ou mi ht as well include our Canadian border too,

because what's going to prevent folks from bringing in illegal drugs from that area?
So in fact this ditch is ludicrous, and like I said, 1 don't have any solutions for it. It seems like
we've got a bandaid solution again, and the real problem is not the ditch, it's the way that we handle
things. Now, we always hear, well, we can't do this, and we can't do that. Perhaps that might be
true, but I think that we need to work in a collective manner to find a solution that is an actual
solution, take care of the scare tactics that we hear about.

And that's primarily why folks are

against what's happening here is they build in this fear of people coming over.
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Now, the people from Mexico would not need to come over if you didn't need to do your own
homes, clean your own homes, and you start to get your own gardens together. That would solve that
problem also. So again, it's a supply and demand type of thing. So I think we need to look at it from
a different perspective other than
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH:

just~

ditch.

Mr. Ruybalid, thank you very much.

Appreciate it.

There are two

witnesses whose names I called. They were not here. Is Mr. Navarro in? Ed Navarro? He's not in.
Robert Garcia. Is he in? He's not in. I've got two more witnesses, and that will be all. From the
Governor's office --that's the Governor of the State of California -Frank Marquez would like to say
a few words, and tt.1en the last witness will be His Excellency, the Consul General of Mexico. Yes,
sir.
MR. FRANK MARQUEZ: Thank you, Senator Deddeh. Thank you for giving me the opportunity
to just make a r.ouple brief comments. First of all, I'd like to compliment you, Mr. Chairman, and the
other elected officials here -- Senator Bergeson, Senator McCorquodale, and we did have
Assemblywoman Lucy Killea here and Assemblywoman Mojonnier -

I just wish that your example

ht>re and your interest will transcend into the other chambers in Sacramento and get our other
represented and elected officials more active in these issues which are so important to California.
There were a couple comments made that I think I'd just like to briefly comment on, and that
was the issue of drugs and the immigration.

Unfortunately, these issues have always consumed an

inordinate .unount of time in our relationship and our discussions with Mexico. But I think some of
the actions that the new administration has taken and some of the information that we received on
our most recent trip to Mexico, wherein the Governor inaugerated the new trade office over there
and had the opportunity to have discussions with our Ambassador to Mexico and President Salinas,
will shed some light on the particular issue of drugs.
Mexico most recently has really taken a major undertaking in a greater cooperative program
with the United States in addressing the interdiction and eradication of drugs. In particular - I don't
have the exact figures - but we were informed that the major undertaking, you know, runs into the
rnany millions of dollars. They have recently purchased a state-of-the-art radar system to monitor
the surveillance of air traffic coming in which, I think, the majority of drugs crossing the border find
their way into our country and our state.
Secondly, there has been, with regard to the monitoring and eradication, they have purchased a
substantial number of helicopters to conduct those activities, and they have substantially increased
t

Additionally, I think it's important to note that President Salinas also has elevated the drug
problem to a national security issue, which I think we also see it as a priority issue to address, and the
Governor commented on what we're trying to do here in the State of California. We understand, and
the disr.ussions are always the supply and demand issues, but instead of focusing and maybe pointing
the finger at each other, you know, the open dialogue that I think is being conducted and addressing
the problem, as some people mentioned earlier, in educating and preventive measures.
And I think some of the actions that the Legislature has taken, along with the Governor, in
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in the K through 6 grades to educate our yo uth, and I think, hopefully, that will have an effect on
lessening the demand. I think, you know, we have to also remember -- I didn't know today -- I was
enlightened, although it wasn't a great fact, to hear that San Diego was the amphetamine capital of
the world.
But, you know, we have to realize that we all have our problems, and I think this open dialogue
and communication, and I think this is an extremely good example of the forums that are required to
convey the information and educate our elected officials, our people in policy-making positions to

address these problems.
And with regard to the EIR - the assessment - we did receive a copy in the Governor's Office
of Planning and Research, and I will get a copy of that and forward it to all the members of the
committee so that you will have t he exact and the original documents to alleviate any
misunderstanding or misinterpretation.
And again, thank you for holding this forum. I'd just like to mention that the office, my office
in particular, is quite small, and when we're trying to address all the issues and very complex issues
with a neighbor nation, it is very difficult to address all of them; but I think in a spirit of
cooperation --and I have tried to keep not only the members on this committee informed but other
committee members on the Commission of the Californias and other elected officials that have an
interest in the relations between California and Mexico informed, and I will be there in Sacramento
to act as a coordinator or distribute and disseminate any information that comes up on these issues.
Thank you very much, Senator.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Thank you very much, Mr. Marquez. I want to thank you and thank
through you the Governor for making it possible for you to come down to testify and help us with
that. I hope that everything works out. I have a great deal of faith and confidence in our current
Governor that, for the next 20 months, or whatever he's got left, that he will do his utmost to see to
it that -

the biggest problem not only California but this nation faces is the drug issue, and I

commend him for taking a lead in that, and I want you to convey that to the Governor.
MR. MARQUEZ: Well, thank you very much. I think it starts from our national leadership also.
I think President Bush, the last couple of days, has made a number of major presentations focusing in
on the drug issue and the importance, and I think it's going to require the efforts of everybody such as
yourself and money.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: We need to fi
MR. MARQUEZ: Thank you, again.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: It's my privilege, as our last witness, to hear from His Excellency, the
Consul General of Mexico, Her milo Lopez Bassols. Mr. Consul General.
CONSUL GENERAL HERMILO LOPEZ BASSOLS:

Mr. Senator and members of the Senate

Select Committee on Border Issues, Drug Trafficking and Contraband. In accordance with the - by
letter of convention from Consulate Affairs signed in 1942 between the United States and Mexico and
the multilateral Vienna Convention on consular relations, I'm going to make a very short statement.
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First of all, I would like to congratulate you specifically for your initiative. This is the type of
activities that other countries in the world respect: Democratic life, Republican life, hearing of the
point of view of the community. That's exactly how democracy works in the United States, and it's a
privilege that you have had the idea to invite some people of San Diego in order to give their position
on this ·1ery touchy matter- that is, the so-called ditch.
Mexi.r.o, as everybody knows, heard through the bilateral Commission on Boundary and
Water --a federal body that has been working for 100 years, as you know -- has heard a lot of
suggestions corning from the United States, and the other side has heard a lot of positions from
Mexico.

And in a very peaceful and in a very negotiated manner and a very diplomatic manner, we

have solved most of the problems. One was mentioned, is Chamizal, and some others recently.
When Mexico heard about a problem of drainage at Otay, Mexico was absolutely ready to assist
the United States and the people, especially the maquiladoras that operate at Otay. So at the very
moment when it was raised, Mexico was ready to assist in a ditch.

Even at this very moment, if

somebody can take • walk in that area, you can find that there is a small ditch that takes some of the
water that spills from the maquiladoras from the American side.
So in that context, our country was absolutely in agreement on that. But suddenly, and I have
to say suddenly, in January of this year, an official of the government of the United States, and not
by any means a high official of the United States, raised the question of digging a ditch; not with the
original purpose that was discussed in the bilateral commission but with the purpose of making a limit
for putting away undocumented workers that were crossing through that area and the traffic of drugs
that these people said that is extremely heavy in that area.
I would like to give you only four comments on all this brief history. First of all, according with

the Mexican statistics -- because we do have statistics as well, and we were very hurt in order to
prove that are real -- we have the impression that not more than .5 percent of the people that cross
the border in the area of San Diego cross through La Mesa Otay. It's a very limited number. It has
been exaggerated, the number, and there's some papers speaking about half of the population that
crosses the border, they do through Otay. From our official information, that is wrong.
Secondly, we read through the speaker of the office, the local office of the DEA here in San
Diego, a few weeks ago, he expressed the opposition of the agency to the project. So there are two
elements that could be taken into consideration.
Thirdly, all of you have underlined a point with which Mexico agrees, fully agrees. The building
of a ditch or a digging of a ditch is certainly an act of sovereignty, hut it's an unfriendly act, by all
means. And recently -- Mr. Marquez very eloquently reminded us-- the high officials of Mexico have
met. President Salinas and President Bush met in Houston on November last, and I was present at
that meeting.

President -- the Foreign Minister of Foreign Affairs, our Minister Solana, met with

President Bush last Monday.

He met with Minister -- the Chief of the Department of State, Mr.

Baker, yesterday, and he's supposed to meet with some other top officials of the government of the
United States.

And in all these meetings, Mr. Senator, and you can be sure that I am saying

absolutely what I have heard and what I have seen, has prevailed a willingness from both sides in

order to find joint solutions to bilateral problems.
So we have the feeling that the atmosphere that is starting and prevailing between the two
administrations, right now, during this year, it's exactly the opposite of the one that was raised last
J anuary by a second-level official of the United States in this area.
But this type of meetings, this type of hearings that you are presiding over, we feel that this is
exactly the way in which we can handle this type of problems. I am not prepared, unfortunately,
because of my status, to continue or debate the Mexican position, but I offer you, Mr. Senator, and all
the members of this committee, and all the members around this room, that if they want to hear the
Mexican position with regards to the ditch, my office and myself are ready to assist you.
So, sir, thank you very much for having the opportunity to express briefly the position of a very
good friend, which is Mexico.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH:

Mr. Consul General, I want to personally thank you on behalf of

members of this committee, and I think I can say officially on behalf of the California Legislature,
we consider Mexico a sovereign state, a sister state, to this country of ours. We all of us believe in
peace between two great neighbors, two great countries that have so much in common, and what I
think I could say unequivocally what joins us together is far greater than the issues that on occasions
may divide us.
I want you to convey -- not an official, I don't speak for the U.S. Government because I cannot,
obviously - but I want you to convey to your government that the members that you saw here are
very hopeful of a great, lasting cooperation between our two countries, a peaceful existence between
our two countries, and cooperation not only politically, economically, educationally, culturally,
because we have so much, so very much in common.
I want to personally thank you, Mr. Consul General, for your appearance. I know you didn't have
to, but I appreciate your brief testimony.

And I can speak on behalf of the members of the

committee and anybody that wishes to ask a question, this is your chance to speak to the official
representative of their Republic of Mexico.
Hearing none, thank you, Mr. Consul General.
CONSUL GENERAL BASSOLS: Thank you, sir.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH:

Thank you very much. Unless anybody wishes or feels compelled to

testify for a minute, one minute or two, would you step forward please. And since you're not on the
agenda but you're entitled to have two to three minutes to testify.
MS. ELAINE BRANTINGHAM: Thank ou Senator. I a

reciate it. I have nothin

course because I didn't know I was going to testify. I just found out about the meeting last night. But
I'm very concerned about the type of testimony that we heard today. It is so- as I said in my note so biased; it's so anti-American; it gave no solutions. I think Mr. Nunez was the only one who really
gave any practical6olutions, and this idea of having to consult with Mexico about everything we do, I
think is leading us down the wrong path. We certainly want to establish friendly relations, or keep
them if we have them.
And I think with regard to the drugs, I don't think we realize the problem Mexico has either. I
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believe the Mexican drug lords have made a contract with the Columbian cocaine dealers that they
will not interfere with their cocaine operations in Mexico if the cocaine dealers will leave the
marijuana Mexican dealers alone. And I have heard no solutions today here at all.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: And I cannot offer you any solutions.
MS. BRANTINGHAM: I know it. I think Mr. Nunez did. He said do something; give us men on
the border; give us more airplanes; give us more •••
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: I tell you what I have done in a small part, and it's supported by the
members sitting right here. I have asked of the State Senate, and it's in the Assembly Committee,
Assembly Joint Resolution 4 -- which may not amount to anything -- but that Joint Resolution asks
the President of the United States, very politely and very respectfully, and the Congress of the
United States to give our Border Patrol and our National Guard to help our Border Patrol some more
helicopters, some rnore Cl30's, what it is •••
MS. BRANTINGHAM: Automobiles, men.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Well, we're working on it. I cannot give you that in detail, but we are
working on it. And I just want to also thank you, and I've got your note, and we are going to write you
a letter, you should know, and I state that publicly. I don't have the exact details, but we try very
hard to get both sides represented. Trust me. Trust me.
MS. BRANTINGHAM: Well, I didn't notice that today, and I didn't notice that at city council.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Most of them either were not available -- they didn't want to show up;
they didn't want to come. And so, I had two pages of witnesses, and for those who know me, and I've
been in the Legislature for 2.3 years, there are an awful lot of my colleagues that are very, very fair,
but I hold my own being fair, bipartisan, nonpartisan, presenting equal time for everybody. Probably
you cannot ask for a better person to do that.
MS. BRANTINGHAM: I realize that, Senator, because I've known you a long time, and I know
that you try very hard.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: I want to thank you for hearing, and I think our time --I said I'll give
you two minutes, and that's about it.
MS. BRANTINGHAM: Thank you very much. Appreciate it.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: You wanted to say something? All right. You've got one more minute.
I'm sorry to hold you to that, but that's the best I can do.
MS. LINDA MICHAEL: Thank you, Senator and members of the committee. I actually thought I
was on the agenda today, so I'm pleased I have an opportunity to make a statement

My name is

Linda Michael, and I'm representing the San Diego Chapter of the Sierra Club.
Our concerns have been expressed by the other environmental groups who spoke before you.
Our position is that a project of this magnitude requires a complete and comprehensive
Environmental Impact Report. An analysis that may be cursory is not satisfactory, in our opinion.
There are problems that have been pointed out in terms of vernal pools, which are rapidly
disappearing in the area. There are sensitive and endangered species that should be surveyed before
any project goes forward. If there is a ditch of this magnitude in the area, the crossings over the
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border will circumvent the ditch, and that will affect the Otay Mountain Wilderness Area and the
Tijuana River Valley area, and that is a problem.
There are direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts that would occur from developing this
project and its association with the other developing projects in the Otay

Mes~

area. So, again, I

would say that a report is necessary, and thank you for the opportunity to speak.
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: I want to - the last time we -- this committee, and you see these
people sitting - they're representing members of Congress, members of the State Senate were not
here, members of the Assembly were not here, and this committee will be conveying the sentiment,
the aggregate sentiment of the testimony to the proper authorities, to members of Congress, who
have the po-wer, and we don't, but we can suggest and recommend to finally do what is proper in the
best interest not only of the United States which comes .first, but in the best interest of a good,
continuous, friendly, cooperative relations between our two sovereign states.
And with that, this meeting is adjourned.

-ooOoo--
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BORDER SECURITY ENHANCEMENT PROJECT
Background Information

During recent weeks a cacophonous public and private debate has
ensued from the federal government's announcement of its proposed
Border Security Enhancement Project, more commonly known as the
Otay Mesa Ditch. At its March 22, .. 1989 hearing, the Senate
Select Committee on Border Issues, Drug Trafficking and
Contraband hopes to be able to modulate the tone of this
discussion by allow i ng all sides of the issue to air their views
in an orderly and constructive manner.
Despite its name, the project was apparently conceived by the
International Boundary and Water Commission (IBWC), a 100-year
old El Paso based committee of United States and Mexican
officials. Consistent with its treaty-imposed obligations to
implement boundary and water agreements between the two
countries, the IBWC has been reviewin~ the increased runoff on
the Otay Mesa. This drainage problem: which is the result of new
construction and possibly of a U.S. detention wall that might
have altered the natural flow, has been troubling to Mexico.
Simultaneously with the IBWC's review process, the Immigration
and Naturalization Service was studying the feasibility of
erecting some type of barrier on the Mesa as a means of
curtailing the number of vehicles that illegally enter San Diego
from Mex i co.
f xperts beli e¥e t~
cross each
month near the Otay Mesa Port of Entry. At times the Border
Patrol has engaged in high-speed chases of these vehicles, and on
at least one occasion a death resulted. In addition a number of
undocumented aliens have been injured in the process.
Immigration experts inside and outside the government have long
asserted that INS resources are inadequate to stem this flow,
especially i n the isolated landscape that separates Tijuana from

--
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San Diego. It is there that law enforcement apprehends more than
one third of the 1.2 million illegal immigrants that are
intercPpted on the U.S.-Mexico border.
As a result of their respective concerns, the IBWC and the INS
have jointly proposed a $2 million Border Security Enhancement
Project. This concept envisions a trapezoidal channel within 20
feet of and parallel to the international boundary. The channel.
which was approved in December by AttornP.y General Richard
Thornburgh, would extend 6,000 feet east of the Otay Mesa Port of
Entry and 16,000 feet to the west. (See attached map.} The
channel would be five to six feet deep with outlets into natural
drainage courses that flow into Mexico. It would span a flat
arPa where vehicles currently can cross practically at will.
Terrain at both ends provides a natural barrier.
At first blush, this project, which was announced on January 27,
hy State Department spokesperson Charles Redman, seems the ideal
solution to two intractable problems. However, when news of the
proposal appeared in thP. press last January, the response was
almost entirely negative. The plan was called "shocking,••
''desperate," demonstrative of an isolationist and racist
mPntality, and socially and politically insensitive.
Moreover, less than one week after the announcement, the Mexican
Foreign Ministry complained that its government had been misled
into believing that the ditch was aimed solely at solving
drainage problems and that its use as a vehicle barrier had not
been communicated to their officials. On February 20, the
Mexican government called formally for the idea to be abandoned
"in the spirit of friendship and cooperation which characterizes
relations between the two countries."
At this time, the IBWC and the INS are preparing an environmental
impact assessment for the project that should be completed in
approximately 60 days. However, a number of legislators,
including Representative Jim Bates (D-San Diego}, Senator Wadie
De~deh (D-Chula Vista), Assembly Member Steve PeacP. (0-La Mesa},
San Diego County SupPrvisor Brian Bilbray, and San Diego City
Councilman Bob Filner, have called for public hearings at the
federal level. (See attached letter.)
As a result of these requests, the Foreign Affairs Committee's
subcommittee on Western Hemisphere Affairs will probably schPdule
Immigrant rights groups have charged that the ditch would b~come
an onerous symbol, akin to the Berlin Wall, and that its proposal
is a hostile act that will redound to the detriment of
U.S. - Mexico relations on both the local and the federal levels.
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In fact, during Governor Deukmejian's February trip to Saltillo
and Mexico City, where he co - chaired the annual conference of
border state governors and inaugurated a trade office, the ditch
became a maj or issue for the media in both nations. The
Governor's res ponse to questions about the gPnesis and status of
the project was that California has "no position or feeling"
about it. In addition the Governor stated that Mexico had
originally suggested the ditch as a solution to drainage problems
in the Otay Mesa area.
Subsequently, on February 17, INS Commissioner Alan Nelson spoke
to reporters in Saltillo. It was at this impromptu news
conference that Mr. Nelson asserted that the project would go
forward within 60 days and that additional approval was not
needed from the federal government in Washington.
Adding to the controversy was the fact that John lawn,
administrator of the Drug Enforcement Administration, taking a
position contrary to that of the U.S. attorney general, argued
that digging the ditch would not stop drug smugglers, who would
simply find a way around it .
However, other observers continue to speak in favor of the ditch,
often attempting to diffuse criticism of the project. For
example, Dale Cozart, chief Border Patrol agent for San Diego,
has emphasized that it is 11 not intended to be a barrier between
the good relations we enjoy between Mexico and the United States."
His agency, where the idea apparently originated, sees the
channel as a way of fulfilling its responsibility to control the
border and to protect the public safety. According to Mr.
Cozart, the channel was never conceived as an impediment to
pedestrians.
The Federation for American Immigration Reform also supports the
concept, although this organization, which advocates stricter
curbs against illegal immigration, is calling for 20 miles of
sunken fencing at key crossing points along the U.S.-Mexican
border.
The IBWC has stated that Mexican representatives on the
commission have long supported the concept to relieve runoff
problems on eastern Otay Mesa.
And an unnamed Bush Administration official has said that the
e chain-link fence constructed in the 1970's,
will 11 Work to the extent that it w1
eep ve 1c e
.
not intended to stop people from crossing on foot. Unlike the
fence, this is not something that can be easily damaged or
destroyed ...
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Moreover, immigration officials, respondinq to charges that they
had excluded local government input in formulating the plan for
the ditch, have noted that anyone is free to express an opinion
to thP INS or to the IBWC.
The Senate Select Committee on Border Issues, Drug Trafficking
and Contraband is meeting on March 22 precisely to accomplish
that goal. Legislators and the public have been invited to
attend in order both to gather information and to voice their
feelings on the Border Security Enhancement Project.
Author•s note: This report is based on accounts from various
newspa~ers and magazines.
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MAR 2 0 1989

Senator Wadie P. Deddeh
State Qf California
430 Davidson Street
Suite C

Chula Vista, CA
Oea~

92010

Senator Oeddeh:

Thank
you
tor
takinq
the
time
to
meet
wilil
Ms. Victoria L. Kinqslien, Director o! Faciliti~s and Engineering,
and Mr. Robert Ybarra of United states Section International
Boundary and Water commission last week. We regret that we are
unable to appear personally at your public inforxnationiil heac.ing
on March 22, 1989. However, as we discussed, we have ~~epar ~ i a
Statement to be read at the meeting. It .is enclosed. Sn•;u ·: .:t you
have any questicn5, please call Ms. Kinqslien at (202) 63J-444 S .
Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely,
/,

~H'/?~-~Ld
James A. Kennedy

(/Assistant Commi sioner
· Administration 1 Divis1on
Offico of Management
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STATEMENT TO THE ASSEMBLY AT THE

PUBLIC MEETING SPONSORED BY CALIFORNIA STATE SENATOR DEDDEH

ON THE PROPOSED BORDER BARRIER IN OTAY MESA, CALIFORNIA
MEETING DATE: MARCH 22, 1989
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

The Immiqration and Naturalization Service (INS) and the u.s.
Section ot the International Boundary and Water Commission (USIBWC)
wish to inform the public of their proposed undertaking on the Otay
Mesa, but believe a personal appearance at this public meeting is
inopportune due to the nature and timing of their consultations
with the Government of Mexico (GOM).
Arter the consultation
process is completed with City, County, state, and other interested
parties and the GOM, a draft Environmental Impact As5essment (EIA)
will be issued for review. With the draft EIA as a factual basis,
comments and opinions will be more infor~ed and useful.
Nonetheless, the INS and the USIBWC want to correct some
inaccuracies and misunderstandings that havg come to liqht about
this proposed project.
It is i=portant to describe the history of the drainage issue. In
1984, the Otay International Center proposed to develop a site east
of the otay Mesa Port of Entry (POE) by raising the elevation of
the land.
This would create stormwater runoff which must be
eontrollEid.
The City approved the construction of a concrete
wall, creating a retention pond, extendinq J,OOO feet east of the
POE parallel to, and immediately north of, the international
boundary. The wall was intended to retain stormwater in the u.s.
and release into Mexico only that amount which would have flowed
there before the construction ot the center.
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Mexico objected to the wall, contendinq that it is
ineffective and that storm drainage causes erosion and flooding in
Mexico. The U.s. Commissioner of IBWC began consul tat ions with his
Mexican counterpart in a good-faith effort to resolve the issue in
an atmosphere of good will and friendship.
The result of these
discussions was the proposal, but the u.s. Section, of a drainage
channel along the boundary. The channel would convey the storm
water to natural drainage courses which flow into Mexico.
The
USIBWC had neither the funds nor the authority to construct such
a channel.
In

1986,

this point, the USIBWC became aware ot an INS proposal to
construct an above-ground concrete vehicle barrier to the east and
west of the POE because or the high volume of illeg~l vehicle
entries into the u.s. in this area. The b~rrier, as conceivod by
INS, would . have exacerbated the drainage problom, ao the USIBWC
suggested a channel as an altarnative.
It would resolve tha
drainage issue and sarve as a vehicle barrier, am well.
At

The INS was amenable to this suggestion and the two aqencies agreed

to a joint venture.
The INS, which has authority and funding
through the Immiqration Reform and Control Act of 1986, would be
the lead agency, with the USIBWC providinq design and construction
support.
This brings us to the current sta9e of development of the project.
In response to a request by the GOM, the INS and IBWC, through the
Department of State, are in communication with GOM on the proposed
channel and its uses.
INS and USIBWC also are consulting with
interested parties in the U.s. about the concerns they bel eve
should be addressed in the EIA. The Draft EIA will be circulated
for comment and those comments will be incorporated into the Final
EIA. Only then will a decision be made as to what project, if any,
will be undertaken.
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U.S. Department of Justice
Immigration and Naturalization Servjce

Chief Pmol Aae.cr

J7J2 !Uytr Sl11d.
P. 0. Box 13022
•
San Ysidro, CA 92073-9022

soc

March 17, 1989

1221/29.1-c

~ HoDcrable Wadie P. Deddeh, Ola:il:ma.n
Senate select Ccmnittee on Border Issues,
Drug' Traffi.ckil'lq, and Contrabarld
llOO J SUeet, :Roan 340
Baor:81DED1to, Callfomia 95184

Dear Senator Deddeh:
for the invitation to address the ~ttee an March 22, 1989 1
concerning the bol:Cer safety enh.anceuv:mt project. I must decline this

Thank

ya1

invitation, as our Washington, D.C., office feels that such testinaly would
'
be .inax:prcpriate at this tma. After the issuance of the Envizcuoental
Impact Statement, ~. I will be available fer further exohange of
infotmaticn.
I look forward to meeting' with you at a later date.

Sincerely,

~~
Chief Patrol

ent
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.89-14
March 16, 1989

TO:
RE:

The Honorable Mayor and Membcr5 of the City Council
Border security Enhancement and Storm Water Drainage
Project

BAC~

Recent media accounts of a plan for the Immigration &
Naturalization Service (INS) to construct a 22,000 foot lu.uJ
ditch at the international border has drawn sharp reaction from
people in the United States and Mexico. The initial reports
stated that the purpose of the ditch was to control the flow of
illegal immigrants and drugs entering the United States.
Subsequent stories indicated that the ditch would also serve as a
drainage channe~ to divert runoff water that has been flowing
into Mexico, and that Mexico had agreed to its construction.
There was no official announcement of the planned construction
from either !NS or International Boundary & Water Commission
(lBWC), the agencies apparently planning this construction
project. Absent any formal communication with local officials,
several questions have arisen including: Why build a barrier on
only one short segment of a 2,000 mile border? Is this really an
effective deterrent to drug traffic? Why was Mexico not
consulted? If there is truly a drainage problem, will there be
an adverse environmental impact with a ditch?

The committee on Rules, Legislation, and Intergovernmental
Relations directed that this matter be reviewed and docketed for
the March 20, 1989 City Council meeting.

Approve the attached resolution requestinq the President of the
United States of America, the Attorney General of the Justice
Department, the commissioner of the Immigration & Naturalization
Service, and members of Congress, in particular members of the
s~nate and House Foreign Relations Committees to postpone action
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on t::hA construction of the aorder Security Enhancement & Storm
Water Drainage Project and begin immediate negotiations with
Mexico to resolve the issue.
DI ~_G\)S~?_"lON

The Binational Affairs Office researche4 this matter and learned
that originally there was a drainage issue that the City, IBWC
and M~xico were attempting to address, and that INS was a very
recent participant.
Mcxir.o was concerned with the increased drainage runoff resulting
from the development taking place in Otay Mesa, a relatively
flat, current!y undevelope~ agricultural area. Because the
magnitude of peak storm water runoff flows across the Border were
exp~cted to increase, the City of san Diego's Engineering L
Development Department requires individual developments on the
mesa to mitigate this potential increase of drainage. Developers
must provide drainage detention facilities to insure that the
peak runoff from any intensity storm does not exceed the level
which would result under natural conditions.

To satisfy the City's drainage reqUirements, the industrial
development plan for Otay International Center included a
detention structure parallel to the border which consisted of a
4-6 foot wall along the border to retain peak flows. Since no
specific drainage concentration points were evident in this
location, the wall was designed with a series of small openings
at various levels which would allow impounded flood flows to exit
in several places so as not to cause erosion. Beqinning in
october, 1985, city staff asked IBWC to coordinate a review of
the ptoposed detention system with their counterpart in Mexico
[comision Internacional de Limites y Aquas (CILA)]. IBWC told
the Engineering & Development Department that they would not
approve the concept and believed there were other "more desirable
(yet unstated) alternatives." IBWC declined to submit the
proposal to CILA and suggested the City contact local officials
in Tijuana for approval. The City attempted to meet with Tijuana
officials several times, but were unsuccessful. The Engineering
& Development Department then approved the detention oasin
concept in June, 1986, and the wall was built.
IBWC received immediate reaction from CILA on the wall. Mexico
felt the wall would not be sufficient to reduce the flows to what
thQy were before development. According to IBWC, Mexico thought
that the u.s. should have built a ditch or pipe line, at u.s.
cost to take all runoff to the first natural drainage course to
the easl. In November of 1987, a meeting was held at City Hall
where IBWC's commissioner, Dr. Narendra Gunaji, CILA's
Commissioner, Ing. Carlos Santibafies, Engineering & Development
Dcpartm~nt Director, Mr. Jim casey, along with other City staff
were present. IBWC stated at the meeting that the most
economically favorable project would be to build a ditch east of
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the

OL~Y M~ad

Port ot Entry to t.hc

fir~t

natural drain

approximately 6,000 feet.
Within the Spring of 1988, IBWC was to present the ditch, as a
solution to the drainaqe problem, to Mexico when INS made a
pL·oposal to IBWC. INS had ~en given money to lmprove its
cuntrol meaGures ~gainst illegal imm1orat1on and proposed
biJ.ilding a l""nnr.rete '' iersey barrier" approximately 12,000 feet
east ana west of the Otay port ot entry. I~WC L~lt the ''jor•ey
b:trriQr" wnnld exca~erbate the drainage problem which the ditch
.,,as. tryi na t.o solve and might cause ll'lexl~v \.v ..., .... ~t:eat! tho idea
lNS Lhen offorod the pnRAibil1tV ot usin~ tNS money ~o oxoavat~
the channel wnich w~~ u~lng eonaidored for rtrR1naoe p~rpu•••·
INS felt the ditch might serve the same purpose as a "jersey
bar-l"ier." IBW<::.....Agreed with INS to cooperate on the construction
of the dilch.
In the Fall of 1988, IBWC discussed with their Mexlcan
counterpart, CILA, the iu~a of a dr~inaqe ditch to run from east
to west parallel to the Otay Mesa Port of entry. IBWC discussed
only th~ drainage issue with their counterparts and did not go
iuLv IHO' .!1 a~elad ucoE ~f t"hP rti t.Qb,
ClLA was told an
Environmental Impact Analysis (EIA) would be done and tney would
be provided with th~ EIA and the plans for the ditch so Mexico
could agree as to where the water would enter their Country. At
that time, Mexico did not ~xpress any official concern.
~inr_.,.. ••~-w~ ~f tho 3ddod uses r,f the ditch reached Mexic:c, an
official protest has b~en lodged through ott1cl41 ~h&nne~s w1tn
the State Department. At this time, the u.s. Department of State
is preparing a response to the diplomatic note receive4 from
Maxico. Because of concerns raised by the added uses for the
drainage ditch, we recommend that the attached resolution be
forwarded to the President of the United States of America, the
appropriate federal agencies, and members of congress, in
~&~tieular tho memberg nf the Senate and House Foreign Relations
Committees requesting further negotiations with Mexico to try to
find a solution to the issue.

Binational Af!airs
PAT:ERS:mem

Attachment: Rcsulution
Letter dated March 16, 1989
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RESOLUTION NUMBER R-------------AOOPTED ON
WHEREAS, San Dieqo and Tijuana have o unique relationship,
joined by a common borOer,

hi~tory

and culture; and

WHEREAS, the maintenance and improvement of thia relationship

is evidenced by the recent joint City Council meeting$ between
San Dieqo and Tijuana1 and
WHEREAS, the resolution of common problems is best
accomplished by bilateral

WHEREAS,

affected by

Sa~

aqre~ment

ond joint cooperation: and

Pieqo's relations with Tijuona are often

action~

taken by the federal government of the United

States of America; and

WHEREAS, the recent ennouncement by th• Immiqration and
Naturalization Service to construct a four-mile lonq ditch in the
United States along the border of San Dieqo and Tijuana, in the

reqion known as Otay Mesa, for the dual purpose of affect1nq the
flow of druqs and undocumented miqrants and providing a deqree of

flood control, has produced controversy both here and . in Mexico1
and
WHEREAS, the oriqinal concept worked out by members or the
binational International Boundary and Water Commission was for
t

e construe
WHEREAS, the Mexican Foreiqn Ministry has recently protested

the construction of a fourMmile lonq, East-West concrete barrier
on the San Diego side of the international border noting that

13

Mexico has never agreed to such a proposal in
the United States in flood control

WHEREAS, san Diego has actively

issu~s:

sou~ht

neqotiation~

with

and
to stren9then its

relationship with Tijuana, recognizing that nearly a fifth of its
rPsidents trace their herita9e to Mexicor and
WHEREA~,

it is in lhe

be~t

interest of San Oie9o and the

United States to work cooperatively with the government of Mexico
to resolve disagreements which affect the lives of the people on

both sides of the international border; NOW, THEREFORE,
BE IT
the

RESOL~D,

Prc~ident

by the Council of The City of San Diego, that

of the united States of America, the Director of

the Department of Justice, the Commissioner of the Immigration

and Naturalization Service, and members of Congress, in
particular the members of the Senate ' and House Foreign relations
Committees, are requested to postpone action · on the construction
of the Border Security Enhancement and Storm Water Drainage
Project.

~nn

immPniatelY

~~qin

consultation with Mexico and san

Diego to resolve this disagreement.

OJ/1.3/89

Or.Dept:Rules
R-89-1769
F'o:t"m-=L· . none
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MAUREEN O'CONNU fC
MAYOR

March 16, 1989

Mr. James A. Kennedy
Assistant Commissioner
!mmiqration and Naturalization
Service
~ .> 'l Eye street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20536
SUBJECT: ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT FOR THE BORDER SECURITY
ENHANCEMENT PROJECT
Dear Mr. Kennedy:
The City of San Diego Planning Department has reviewed the
information contained in your letter dated January 25, 1989,
regarding preparation of an environmental impact assessment
(EIA) for a border security enhancement project in Otay Mesa.
It is their understanding that in addition to the actual
excavation and construction, the property approximately 40-60
feet in width along the length of the project would be disturbed
for the channel and associated access. The City of san Diego
would like to see the fnllowing issues addrassed in the EI~:
1. HXdrolugy/Drainage - A portion of the prnject is proposed to
resolve the drainage concerns that Mexico has raised. The
proposed channel does not appear to be a comprehensive solution
:or drainage issues. The EIA should address how the proposed
project would affect overall drainage along the Otay Mesa border.
It is recommended that a drainage study of the Otay Mesa bordet
be included and an ovQrall runoff/flood control analysis be
----------=:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~s~s~th~e~f~e~a~s~i~b~iWl~i~t~y~o~t~--------maintaining such a channel given the deqree of Utli:tUt or1.ze
---immigration that oocurs in the area.
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Mr. James A. Kennedy

March 16, 1989
Page Two

2. Biological Resources -The project could result in potential l y
significant impacts in biological resources at the extreme
western portion of the site. This area has the potential to
contain vernal pools which are extremely rare wetland resources
in the San Diego region. Although the area is heavily disturbed,
past surveys have located sensitive species in the area. It is
strongly recommended that a professional biologist familiar with
San Diego conduct a directed survey over the western portion of
the site to determine the presence and extent of vernal pool
habitat(pools and watershed acreage). Changes to local
hydrological patterns may affect wetlands habitats nearby as
well. Potential indirect impacts regarding resources adjacent to
the project where unauthorized immigration activity would likely
increase due to channel construction should also be included.
3. I.and~- The EIA should also include an analysis of
potential land use issues. The analysis should include any
potential compatibility issues with existing and proposed
adjacent development.
4. Visual Quality - The visual impacts of the channel combined
wi_th potential maintenance problems are of concern, and should be
analyzed in the EIA. The alternatives which include the 11 New
Jersey'' barrier or the precast concrete wall would create
significant visual impacts. An earthen would likely be
preferable for aesthetic reasons. Proposed landscaping plans
should be described and P.valuated as well.
5. Cultural Resources - A cultural resources survey should be
conducted for prehistoric or historic sites over any areas that
have not been graded.
6. social Effects - The EIA should include an analysis of
potential soci~l effects associated with the project since it
would significantly affP.ct the movement of undocument~d
immigrants across the border . This evaluation should include
discussion of the probability and impact of redirecting the
current immigration patterns to other, more remote, areas,
including the costs shifting Immigration and Naturalization
interdiction efforts for res onse.
7. Ht~an Health/Public Safety- The EIA should address whether
a hazardous condition may result from the proicct due to ille9a1
dwnpin9 (cars, tires, etc.) and possible stagnant water. Details
on ho~ the channel is proposed to be maintained should be
included in the report.
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Mr. James A. Kennedy
March 16, 1989
Page Three

The City of San Diego appreciat es the opportunity to p1ovidc
comment on the EIA for the border security enhancement project.
If you have any question or comments, you may direct them to
Senior Planner, Ellen Mosley at (619} 533-3669.

MOC/AMH

U-2.2
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SUPERVISOR . ,RST DISTRICT
IAN DilDO COUNTY IOARD O' SUPERVISORS

February 28, 1989

The Honorable Richard Thornburgh
Attorney General
Department of Justice
511 Main Office Building
lOth Street and Constitution Ave., NW
Washington, D.c. 20530
Dear Attorney General Thornburgh:
In January of this year the Immigration and Naturalization
Service announced that it is planning to construct a four
mile ditch along the u.s. Mexico border in order to
facilitate drainage and to deter illegal vehicle crossing.
This is a joint effort of the I. N. S. and International
Boundary and Water Commission and as we understand the result
of some discussion with the government of the Republic of
Mexico.
since this proposal first came to the public 1 s attention,
there has been much confusion and misunderstanding as to the
purpose of the ditch. The government of Mexico announced its
opposition to the construction of the ditch and a
representative of the Drug Enforcement Administration was
recently quoted as questioning the deterrent value of the
proposed ditch in the effort to combat drug smuggling.
our concern is that the communities most directly affected by
the proposal (South Bay area of San Diego county) have not
·
o the ro osed ditch
project as would be the case with countless other Federal
projects.

COUNTY ADM INISTRA TI ON CENTER 1600 PAC IFIC HIGHWAY • ROOM 335 SAN DIEGO. CA 92101 - 2470 11191 &31 · 6511
CHULA VISTA OFFICE o o30 OI"IOSON STREET. SUITE D • CHUI.A VISTA CA 92010 -2411 11191 191 o700
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The Honorable Richard Thornburgh
February 28, 1989
Page Two
Therefore, we the undersigned elected officials representing
the South Bay area request that the United States Justice
Department hold a public hearing in San Diego on the proposed
four mile ditch to allow public testi ny and comments.

Filner
District
Diego City Council

strict

-

Steve Peace
BOth District
State Assembly
cc:
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Wadie P. Deddeh
40th District
State Senate

Senator Alan Cranston
Senator Pete Wilson
Congressman Bill Lowery
Congressman Ron Packard
Congressman Jim Bates
congressman Duncan Hunter
Congressman George Crockett, Jr.

~~
J ~' ~J
rv

JIM BATES
44th lA S TRICT, f.t,lfFIJHNIA
I

:124 CANNON BUIL!Jii\1 (,
WAS >fiNGTON . D.C. 20515
12021 225-5452

'•'1Uil1f flt (Jf l I I Jflfl , l
1\NIJ I.OMMIItr.l

MARKETPLACE AT THE GROVE
3450 COLLEGE AVENUE, N220
SAN DIEGO, CA 92115

CCMMITIEE ON •m uSE
ADM INISTRA l iON

CHAIRMAN
SUBCOMMITTH ON
PROCUREMENT AND PRIN TI NG

1619) 287 8851

<lrnngress of tlye 1llnitdt ~ates
Jlnu.ae nf liepre..aentatiue.a

430 DAVIDSON STREET , SUITE A
CHULA VISTA Cll 92010
16191 691 1166

Ma r ch 22, 1989
The Honorable Wadie P. Deddeh
California State Senate
430 Davidson Street, Suite C
Chula Vista, CA 92010
Dear Senator Deddeh:
I am writing to inform you of :r.ecent act_ions by myself and
others in the United States Congress in regard to the proposal
by the u.s. Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) to
construct a ditch along the U.S.-Mexico border in San Diego
County.
As you know, the INS announced in January that it is planning
to construct a 4-mile ditch along the U.S.-Mexico border, in
order to facilitate drainage and deter illegal vehicle crossings.
The ditch is a joint proposal of the INS and the International
Boundary and Water Commission, and allegedly follows discussions
with the Government of Mexico.
The Government of Mexico recently announced its opposition to
the construction of the ditch, in light of the fact that it had
been misled as to the ditch's full purpose. Given this statement
by our neighbor, I have written to Attorney General Richard
Thornburgh, requesting that the ditch proposal not be implemented
at this time.
I have also contacted Secretary of State James
Baker, to request that the Department of State intervene in
this matter immediately.
In order to initiate legislative oversight of the INS proposal,
I have requested that the Foreign Affairs Subcommittee on
Western Hemisphere Affairs in the House of Representatives
hold hearings on the U.S.-Mexico relations as soon as possible,
in the con ex o
·
issues of mutual concern to our governments will be addressed.
In response to my request, the Chairman of the Subcommittee on
Wstern Hemisphere Affairs has agreed to conduct hearings in the
near f u ture, at which I will testify.
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Wl1ilr ! llw ditch proposa.L d<Jcs no·t

appear to be viable, steps
should he tuken to address the issue of illegal immigration
~nd druq trafficking.
To this end, Representatives Hunter,
J~wcry, and I have requested that the Mexican Government
develop a plan to assist in the deterrence of illegal vehicle
crossinys at the border. We will meet with officials from the
Government of Mexico, the U.S. Customs Service, the Immigration
and Naturalization Service, and the Drug Enforcement Agency in
the ncar future to develop a coordinated effort to prevent
illGqal immigration and drug trafficking along our border.
commend you for holding a public meetinq on this important
issue today, and I look forward to working with you on this
ond other matters concerning the U.S.-Mexico border.
l

Sincerely,

~--+----1
t-

JIM BATES
Member of Congress
,JB:bo
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JIM BATES
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The Honorable James A. Baker, III
secretary of State
u.s. Oepart~ent of State
2201 c Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20520

Dear Mr. Secretary:
I am writing in regard to the recently announced plan by the
Immigration and Naturalization service (INS) to construct a
ditch along the U.S.-Mexico border in San Oieqo County,
California.
Xn 3anuary of ~his year, the INS announced ~hat it is
planning to construct a 4-aile ditch alonq the u.s.-Mexico
border, in order to facilitate drainage and deter illegal
vehicle croaainga. The ditch ia a joint propoaal of the INS
and the International Boundary and water coamiasion, and
allegedly tollowa diaauaaiona with the aovernaent of Mexico.

A• you aay know, the Covernmcnt ot Mexico announced thia week
its opposition to the con•truction ot the ditch, in light of
the tact that it had been aialed as to the ditch's tull
purpose. Givan this statement by our neiqhbor and in the
interest of positive U.S.•Kexico relations, I am requesting
that the Department ot state intervene in this utter
immediately. I stronqly enccuraqe you to prohibit the
construction ot a ditch alonq the border until bilateral
discussions are held on tbia and other border issue•.
Given the Government of Mexico'• opposition to the I~S plan,
it would not be beneficial to u.s.-Mexico relations for the
INS proposal to ~e implemented at thia time. I trust you
will look into this isaue and will promote a more positive
approach to our relation• with the Government ot Mexico.
attention to this important matter.
look forward to your prompt response •

I

. . .S-i/tJ~v~{--- .
IM

BAT~S

Member o! Congress
.1B: bo
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The Honorable Geor9e w. crockett, Jr.
Chairman
Subcommittee on western Hemisphere Affairs

Committee on Foreign Affairs
House ot Representatives
A709 House Annex I
washington, D.c. 20515•6135

u.s.

Dear George:
I am writing in regard to the recently announcea ~lans by the
l'mmiqration and Naturalization Service (IllS) to constr-.:ct a c!i tc~l
along the U.S.-Mexico border in san Pieqo county, california, ar.:
requestinq that the Subcommittee on Western Hemisphere Affairs
hold bearing• on this issue in the near future.
In January of this year, the IHS announced that ·it is planninq to

• 4-aile ditch along the u.s.-Mexico border, in order
to facilitate drainage and-dater illegal vehicle crossings. The
ditcb is a joint proposal of the INS and the International
Boundary and Water comai•aion, and allegedly follows di•cu•sions
vith the oovermaent ot KaXico.
constru~t

Aa you may know, the GoVernment of Mexico announced this week its

opposition to tbe con•truction of the ditch, in liqht ot the fact
that it hac! J)een aisled as to tba ditch' a full purpose. Givan
thi• 8tateaent ~ our neighbor, I am requesting that you hold
hearinq• on o.s.-Mexico relations as soon as possible, in the
context ot which border
ot autual concern to our
qovernmenta will be addressed. I would recommend that such
issues include a possible tree trade zone, the maquiladora
industry, and border security. At this hearing, I vould
appreciate it greatly it I may address some ot these issues as
they pertain to the 44th Conqressional District.

1••u••

Given the Government ot Mexico's opposition to the INS plan, it
would not be ~eneticial to u.s.-Mexico relations for the INS
proposal to ~e implemented at this time. I look torward to
hearings Which will address this important issue. Thank you for
attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

Congress
.18: bo
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The Honorable Richard L. Thornburgh
Attorney General
u.s. Depart~ent of Justice
Constitution Ave. and lOth St., N. W.
Washington, o.c. 20530
Dear Mr. Attorney General:
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Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS ) to construct a
ditch along the U,S . -Mexico border in San Diego County,
California.
In January of this year, I was informed that the INS is
planning to construct a 4-mile ditch along the u.s.-Mexico
border, in order to facilitate drainage and deter illegal
vehicle crossings. The ditch is a joint proposal of the INS
and the International Boundary and Water Commission, and
allegedly follows discussions with the Government of Mexico.

As you know, the Government of Mexico recently announced its
opposition to the construction of the ditch, in light of the
fact that it had been misled as to the ditch's full purpose.
Given this statement by our neighbor and in the interest of
positive U.S.-Mexico relations, I am requesting that you
prohibit the construction of a ditch along the border until
bilateral discussions are held with the Government of Mexico
on this and other border iss9es.
Given the Government of Mexico's opposition to the INS plan,
it would not be beneficial to u.s.-Mexioo relations for the
INS proposal to be implemented at this time. I trust you
will re-evaluate the INS plan and will promote a more
positive approach to our relations with the Government of
Mexico.
Thank you for your attention to this important matter.
look forward to your prompt response.

I

Sincerely,

----,

JB:bo
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United States Department of the Interior
FISH AND WU.DLIFE SERVICE

LAGUNA NIGUEL FIELD OFFICE
24000 Avila Road
Laguna Niguel, California 92656
February 24, 1989
Mr. James A. Kennedy
Assistant Commissioner, Administration
U.S. Department of Justice
Immigration and Naturalization Service
425 Eye Street N.W.
Washington D.C. 20536
Re:

Environmental Impact Assessment For a Border Security
Enhancement Project at Otay Mesa, San Diego County,
California.

Dear Mr. Kennedy:
The u.s. Fish and Wildlife Service has reviewed the proposal for
the construction project for border security enhancement and
storm water drainage along the United States/Mexico border near
the Otay Mesa Port of Entry. The proposal is for the excavation
of a trapezoidal channel extending 6000 feet east of the Otay
Mesa Port of Entry and 16,000 feet to the west. The channel
would be 5 to 6 feet deep with outlets into natural drainage
courses that flow into Mexico.
The primary concern of the Service is the protection of public
fish and wildlife resources and their habitats. Our mandates
require that we provide comments on any public notice issued for
a Federal permit or license affecting the nation's waters, in
particular, Corps permits pursuant to Section 404 of the Clean
Water Act and Section 10 of the River and Harbor Act of 1899.
The Service is also responsible for administering certain
portions of the Endangered Species Act (Act) of 1973, as amended.
Section 7 of the Act requires Federal agencies to consult with
the Service should they determine that their actions will affect
any listed threatened or endangered species. Section 9 of the
Act prohibits the "taking" of any Federally listed endangered or
threatened species. Taking includes harm which may include
destruction of necessary habitat or disruption of nesting
If riparian habitat or vernal pools are proposed to be
destroyed through the placement of fill into u.s. waters, then a
Corps Section 404 permit would be required.
Of particular concern to the Service is the potential impact of
this project upon the vernal pool habitat within Otay Mesa. The
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Service has grave concerns over the continuing loss of vernal
pool habitat. Twenty-seven percent of the pools extant in 1979
in San Diego County have been lost. Fifteen percent of the
vernal pools on Otay Mesa were lost between 1979 and 1986 and an
additional 25 percent are projected for loss by 1990. This
conservative estimate does not account for a recently built
second border crossing, proposed sewer lines and freeways,
industrial and residential construction, an auto raceway, or two
correctional facilities which may destroy more pools (Bauder
1986).
The Service recommends that the potential impacts to these vernal
pools be fully addressed. The Environmental Assessment should
include a description of the specific acreages and the species to
be impacted for all potentially affected habitat types, including
vernal pools. An assessment of the direct, indirect, and
cumulative impacts upon the biological resources should also be
addressed.
If it is determined that an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
is required, the Service will provide additional guidelines
concerning the content of the EIS.
·
Thank you for the opportunity to comment. If you have any
questions or comments, please contact Patricia Rice of my staff
at (714) 643-4270.
Sincerely,

<tJar-Jd·~-

~ Nancy M.

Kaufman
Field Supervisor

cc: IBWC, El Paso, Texas (Attn: D. Echlin)

LITERATURE CITED
Bauder, Ellen. 1986. San Diego vernal pools, recent and
projected losses; their condition; and threats to their
existence, 1979-1990. Volume 1. San Diego State
University, San Diego, California.
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8 1 ines
The ditc h 1s a tac t ica
EDIT OR I AL

Measure

WE HAVE ASS IGN ED the Border Pat r ol to e n fo rc e la w5 t ha t app ea r t o be
t ac ti ca lly une nforceable. These ar e l a ws oroh i bit1 ng i MMi gr a n t s fr oM
e nte r 1ng our nati on il legally.
We know t hey are coMlng. They a r e co Ming a c r o ss by t e hun dr e s each day ,
soMetlMes b y t he thousands. We r un th e 1r pi c tures In The T r ~b une. We see
theM on tele v isi on . We SMi l e at the SMall c hil dren who Mana ge to Ma ke i t
ac r oss b t t heMse l ves a nd ta ke the trol l e y to San Diego . We wonder vague l y
why they keep coMing , when we have wrestled with the probleM and Congres s
has passed an aMnesty l aw.
The reason is that we are the Major city on a unique 2 ,000-Mile open border
w1th Me~1co, a Thlrd- World nation with an econoMy in shaMbles. The people
keep c oMi ng for the saMe reasons that s oMe of our ancestors left Ireland
and GerMany and the Orient. They and the1 r faM1l1es are poor and often
hungr y . The y have no jobs, no wor k 1n sight.
SoMe Me xic a n scholars guess that b1rths have at tiMes e xcee ded creati on of
new iobs n Me x 1co by as MUC as 500 to one. If this is true, t here is no
prospect that there wil l be enough jobs soon. Hungry people are desperate,
and the y will continue to flout AMer1can law by crossing our border in
searc h of work . Our present laws have done little to st p i t.
In TIJUana, they Meet at the rouqh hlllside called the soccer f 1eld, on
AMer1can s o il that the Border Patrol has tactically ceded to the
IMMigra nt s. Or they JOin the hundreds of Men, wo~en and c h1ldren who sta n d
on the ba nks of the Ti j uana R1ver, wa i t1ng for Border Patro l people to ~ e ve
out of s1 qht s o that thev can Ma ke the b00 ·yard dash across fields to find
MO~e nt ar y ha ven 1n the Maze of the southernMost hous1ng developMe n ts of San
Diego. Man y of theM Make It; those who don't try again.
The Bor der Patrol is a proud service with an iMpossible tas k . But it can ' t
stop t he f ow, even as our laws have f ailed to stop the flow. Ju s • now,
agents a r rest an average of 800 illegal I MMigrants each 24 ho urs. The v are
detai ne d and interrogated. If they are Mexica n and without any record, they
are bused bac k to the border several hours later, to try agai n .
But 4 to 5 pe r cent of the people arrested at San Diego eac h day a r e
O.T. M.s. That's the Border Patrol code for "other than M e ~ Ica n . " These
illegal iMMigrants have coMe froM Central and South A~er1ca, froM Europe
and As i a, an d froM the Middle East. The y have Made long an d t or t uous
J Ourne y s to arrive 1n fijuana to j oin the n 1ghtly straggle a c ross our
border. Mo st are detained until their nat1onalitv can be con f irMed. Then
t he A~er1ca n taxpa yer buys theM an air t 1c ket to ret rn to the c ap i tal of
the 1r na tiv e l a nd.
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The Uorder Patrol is frustrated. It knows that its service alone, under
present staffing, cannot expect to halt the flow of illegal iMMigrants into
the Un1ted States. But it recognizes its assignMent to atteMpt to enforce
the law.
Fulf1lling that assignMent requires tactical Measures to Meet tactical
changes by the coyotes who guide illegal iMMigrants and ~hose who sMuggle
drugs across the border.
The latest tactical change by sMugglers is to take advantage of the level
Mesa ground on both sides of the Otay Mesa crossing to run vehicles through
fences and across barriers . In the vehicles, the sMugglers carry iMMigrants
and drugs. This is a Mechanized assault on the border that escalates the
tension betwee n sMugglers and the Border Patrol.
That i s the Patrol's reason for seeking a four-Mile-long ditch, on AMerican
so1l several hundred yards in froM the actual border. SMugglers have : broken
the border balance. The Border Patrol seeks to Maintain its constructive
tension against illegal e ntry. That requires that they at least Make an
eff ort to hold the status quo.
The dltch would be a tactical Measure , nothing More. It is not a syMbolic
AMerican Moat constructed to deter a desperate people. It is not a syMbolic
br~ach between this country and its southern neighbor.
It is easy to
you have been
on four-wheel
heavy screens
theM.

laugh at the Border Petrol's ditch. It is harder to do so if
with theM on a dark night, patrolling that line-- on foot,
scooters, in the Border Patrol vans with sides shielded by
to fend off the stones that sMugglers and coyotes throw at

The5e Men and WOMen are underdogs even without a Motorized assault against
theM. If a ditch helps to give theM an even break, we support it. They are
onl y trying to enforce our laws .

••END OF STORY REACHED**
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Build bridges, not ditches
Wi\'l!J

.11111

By Raquel

~ltran

Last month, the Department of
Justice (DOJ) announced a
proposal to construct a "ditch"
along the San Diego/Otay Mesa
border bdore the end of 1989.
Proposed Is a rour·mUe long.
five-fool deep, and 12-foot wide
ditch. The DOJ has hudgeted be tween $2.5-$5 million for the ditch
construction. although costs are estimated at $500,000. The question
that needs answering: What specifi-

('.)

\0

cally is the proposal?
EaU"Iy repnrts suggested the
proposal was designed to relieve a
drainage problem. However, if that
is the primary purpose, what would
its rcle\•ance be to the DOJ"! To
take it one step further, why would
DOJ be inclined to finance a
proposal to benefit another agency? These logical questions seem
appropriate considering the con·
nicting media reports that have
been released during the last four
weeks. One day we read n:ports
that it is a fence, another day it is a

~ncrele wal~

and now, a ditch.
In order to aaswer the initial
question: What is the proposal, we
must first understand the evolution
of the issue, at least the most con·
sistent version. The Immigration
and Naturalization Service (INS) is
administered by the DOJ. A portion of the INS' responsibility in •
eludes control of unlawful entry
into the United States al aU inter·
national borders. Unlawful entry
includes that of individuals and
vehicles.
(Continued on P&ae 4l

February 23, 1989

Ditch... CConlbaaedl'rom ,..ell
To date, INS Npo111tbatthe Su
DiegofTijuana border ia rcspon·
Mblc for 30 pcrceDI of all unlawful
appreheasloas, 1nd 10 perceDI of
aU drii81Cizure& ill the U.S. Given
the SCOI!'aphlcally small area to
which this border i6 reatricled, the
INS helievea thia area warrants
cre~tlve ellfurcelllelll propouls.
Henceforth. the unveiliag of a
proposal to COIIIIructlhe ditch.
Amlrdlq to "'-alld OMra.
auislant chief, Border Patrol in San
Diego, INS's ori!Pnal intent Vllllo
build a fence. Later Jll'llPOI8Is in •
dueled COIIIIructioa of alarJer aad
deeper barrier In the Otay Mesa
terrain. Since the International
Boundary and Water CommiMion
(IBWC) VIII actively \\'UI'king the
Mexican government to resolve
druinllf!&: problems created by commercial activity on San Dleao's
Otey Mesa, consultatloa with
IBWC became necell.qry.
ne dftdl JII"OPOIIII WIS the
product or I four-month llludy be·
tween INS aad IWBC. According
to an INS preu release iaaued Feb.
:·Ill. apadea are aurntly conduct·
inl'*ll BlwllomulltilllllpiiCI Re- ·
· f*t (I!.IR)' In accorclaacle with
fed-eral law to detmaiac: If there
are uy aclvenc eOYironmeatallm •
pacla from the ditch proposal.
H - r , accordina to Olvera,
several options are still under con.
aldcrltioa.
'11111 ralan die qwltloe: For
which ditch propc~~~l is the EIR
heing c:ondllded? This is 'an impor tanl question for San Diepns wish.
ing to lellllfy during the public
l'OmiMftt period, 115 federal law requlresthl5 or EIR procccdinp. On .
Fell. 17, Olvera elan Slated that
CummiMioaer Ne!Mm'a office WaA
cuurdinating the entire project.
The San Diego Border Patrol office
will admiaialer the project for INS.
Hllweller, Olvera VIII unable to
share Commwiuner Nelson's
phnnc number with El Sol.
Opponent~ ottlle propoaal who
Jivr along the border and members
of the Latino community have
raised strong objections to the con·
ccpl .
'No one has bothered to uk any ·
or lht border cities about this
proposal; stated San Ysidro
<.'ham her of Commerce President,
ony ( tomcz. nr Instance, want
In know how much of the drugs will
he reduced with this proposal? Arc
they really addrrlllingthe iL\ues? If
snmenne is killed, who is going In
lake responsibility?
Other objectloaa lncluft conn·rn fur the lack of pu!lllc and communiay input by INS while
devclnping the propnsnl. Organizali<'n~ <Uch os the UCSD Hispanic
Mull
ASMK'iatinn
requcSied
darifiutiun and ju.\tificatiun fur a
~i milar prnpm;al in a wcll-con~lroctrd, detailed leiter su!lmilled
to Congrcssmun Jim Bate~ la~l
Augu~t. Detail~ ufthe proposal arc
<crinu•ly
lacking
5Ufracknl
t'\'ic.lt-nt·r. dcmnnstraling it~ ahility

to reduce the lilted 'prob"lem•
(another detail lacldns elabora.
tlon).
Other .... I la'la or preu
releases, ao formal profaslonal
doc:tiiiiCathasbeeadiuelllinatedto
the public for dilcu&sioD. The abICIIce ol formal .U,.U Is 1 COlli •
mon practice of INS admilliatraton
wbon it comes to iaaues oC border
nlllions. W'ltbout IUch a...,..,
the proposal only perpetuates a
growins attitudinal criaia in Su
Diego between its Latino aad nonLatino residents.
Mach or tbe mala Ia allrllluted
In C:llllfii!Cratioa and racism. The
INSiucc:uscdofencouragingthesc:
attitudes by lrrnJIOCI.'Iibly cli&playing problems 85 being of almonnal
proportiontotherestoflhecountry
and the product ot persons of cc:r •
tain nations.
For -pte. Ia 1!116 the INS
reported that Mtxlcana repre·
-ted 90 perunt oC aD apprebea •
Ilona on the U.SJMCldco border.
During the aarne time, penona
from Latin American coaatries
oalyrepresented40perc:entoftotal
U.S. entrlea. 'l1leac facta dearly
demon-strate the ~~eleciM empbuia plac:ed by the INS against
unlawful entry r,_ oae lllllloa
over aaotber.
H-.w, .... ..,......ce oaJy
serves to create reaervatlon iD tbe
publlc:'s mind as to Ill ability to
defend a potential $2..5 • SS mWion
projea for only oae-thlrd (ap ·
prehellsiona) or 10 percent
(seizures) of the alleged 'problem.'
Whet methods are · being enter·
taiaed to prew:nl unlawful eatry at
tbe remaining two-thirds or 90 per.
cent of the problem?
Eumples ,r radl• include a
derogatory cartoon by Steve Kelly
apinat. Mexicu people printed in
the Sunday, Jan. Tl edition of Thr
St1n Diego Union. The caricature
depicted an obese Mexican male
with a large, dark, thick mllltachc:,
embraced by a cocaine deal. INS
never said Mexicans were respon·
siblc for these problems.
However, INS never demanded
a retraction for this offensive misrc:prc:sentation.
INS coald leull a leuon from
Supervisor George Bailey. During
thia month's Board of Supervisors
deliberations on Quetzal Bilingual
Commuaications' requeat to com·
pleteconstruct1ono ara 1ostallon
tower, Superviaor Bailey, who op •
poses the projcct,look special con sideratiun lo stale thai his
opposiliun wus not synonymou.~ In
uther uppuncnls wh051: rusition
wa.< ho~d merely on the bi-lingual
nul urL' of Uuet~11l's programming.
Ev•n joumallats employed by
n.,. St111 Ditgn Unirm circululcc.l u
petition to Grruld Warren, l'hid
cditor,requelllingthenewspapcrlu
notiry the public that 1he cartoon
did not rencct the altitudes or I he
starr. If INS is trulv conl'Crned
abuutlhe affect its poiide~ have on
local residents, it too can follow
these examrles
We must support the Uninn 'l

llalf which voic:ed opposition to
Kelly'a c:oatinued uncukivated vulgariama. Wrile to Warren and tell
him Mexicanos are 1101 respoaaible
for e~~erything that ia wrong wilh
today's America. It ia ironic: that
Kelly's canooa apPeared the aame
day that 'Lifeatyla olthe Rich aad
FIUIIOUI' featured Mexico{MexiC8IKIII 85 QIIC or the 111051 unaelfash,
-jeatlc, alld i!plendid aatioasl
people ill the world!
The INS should not be held less
I('Q)Uftlabfe for the admiaistration
or ita department than other public
apac:ies.
Tile problem wltb the INS
proposal is its inability to
demonstrale how the ao-called
problems wiD be aoMd. What is the
percentage reduction or the prob·
lem which will reault? How will it
be measured? Wbal forum for
community input wiU be structured
before a propoaal is Identified?
l'roperfJ _ , . ud raldents
1111081lmpacted abould luM opportuultlea to review proposals and
conaldcr alleraatillel from which
they will beaefit. Groups like the
·Sao Ylidro Plllllling Commillee
ahoaldhefonneUhxeaentedwitha
proposal Consideration should be
· aMa to ..Cety precautions to
, . _ . illc:idents or accidental
clealba or iajury. Raponaibility for
d.e deaths or injuries must lie
delincd. When will public hearings
be scheduled to provide San
Diegans the opportunity lu ask
lbne and many other qucAtiuns?
The IJ"lllat traenl7 ateaas nul
from the propoaal itself, whatever it
is. II stems from the DOJ/INS's
!leliefthatthc:y are not accountable
to all pei'IDnsin the U.S.or for their
constant abuiM manipulation of
bumaa dynamics.
The DOJ sboukl be required to
·mcctthesarnestandardsoraccepl·
ability and public comments as i~
~!!peeled of other fcdcra~ stale and
local agencie.\, Who ever heard of
the City 1>fSan Diego con.~tructing
a public racilily, street or servil'C5
without consultation with the
pu!llic? The feet that the DOJ has
the responsibility uf'prolecting" us
from unlawful entries into the U.S.
makes it au Jess accuuntublc ror its
action.~ and recommendations as
would be required of any other
public Nrety agency.
No oae oppose~ the cnn~pt uf
mng somet •ng a ull e pr
lem.' But the problem ha.~ to be
dearlydefined undthcaolutionju• ·
tined.
('un.~tructiun ur the Donovan
Cnrrcl1iunal Fadlily in Otay Mc5U
underwent tremendous puhlk
scrutiny in order to assure it~ lncal
cumpatihility and acceptance. The
~111ndard\ shnuld nnl b&: altered ror
the Wl·allhy DOJ/INS.
I want to rxrn:be my conslitutinnal right to decide whal lhat
"wmcthing· will be and how much I
believe sblluld be invested in "it."
In the recent words uf San
Di~l'sConsuiGeneraldeMexico,

Lie. Hcrmilo Li>pez-Ba!l!lols, "II i<
time In huild bridges.'

Part II

Ellzanja~ the 'ditch'
By Raquel Beltmn
----

Editor's Note: 17zis is pan// of a
nmti1111i11g series 011 the INS/IBWC

'.~i!C:!!.P..'EL"'o.~!!.~.""·····----·-···-······--·

An

INS proposal to construct a
14-foot x 5-foot x +mile ditch along
the Otay Mesa border has received
varying comments from local area
rcpre!>entatives and individuals.
Concerns expressed to date include
misunderstanding. about the nature
of proposal, potential local economic impacts. feasibility, and its
ability to solve the problem.
On Jan. 25, INS reported that
the primary focus of concern was to
strengthen border security in the
San Diego Border Patrol sector,
where INS makes about one-third
of its undocumented- persons apprehensions and about lO percent
of its drug interdictions.
The ditcb proposal resulted
from a four-month study between
INS and the International Boundary and Water Commission (IBWC). after INS rejected the
~•ltcrnath•e of installing concrete
high,..,·ay median barriers, because
they would tend to interrupt natural
drainage patterns to and from
Mexicointhatarea.TheiNSiscur rently conducting an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
which includes: socioeconomic, endangered species, land use impacts,
historical and archeological considerations, spoils placement, ter-

rest rial habitat and wetland im - will be handling the construction
pacts.
aspect of the proposal and I cannot
On Feb. 22, Duke J\ustin, press speak to their contracting policies."
officer to Commissioner Alan Nel- At this time, no plans have been
son, indicated that INS had not yet made to host or attend meetings to
solicited input from local jurisdic- solicit input from neighborhoods.
tions.
individuals or any local governmen 'Wedldn'ttnlktoanybody about tal agencies.
it because nothing had been
Comments on.the EIA must be
decided. The problem in the West submitted by the end of March, and
is that they don't understand that no copies of the EIA are available
most of the U .S./Mexico border has locally. To obtain copies of the
natural barriers. Half of the border report, one must write to James
has the Rio Grande River - this
Kennedy, assistant commissioner,
problem does not exist anywhere INS, 42.'i I NW, Washington D.C.,
else." said Austin.
20536. Construction is scheduled_to
'The Border Patrol has a huge begin within 90 dar.;. In the mean problem on that terrain and cannot time, observations from local repstop them (vehicles). They take off resentatives have varied.
at rapid rates which result in deaths
National City Mayor, George
of innocent citizens, officers and il- Waters, does not have concerns
with a ditch construction to prevent
legals." he said.
Austin was asked how many the problem of high speed chases.
people were actually injured and "We have not been asked to comhow the incidents actually oc - menton this particular item and arc
curred. He was also asked how it rarely asked by INS to provide
was that citizens were in the terrain. input. We have over 55 percent
Mexican-Americans. l know most
"I do not know. The local office
should be able to provide you \vilh of them personally, and they have
not called me to raise concern!>
the numbers," responded Austin.
'We are not saying the ditch will about this."
According to Francisco Estraprevent people from walking across
the border," said Austin. 'The im- da, council representative for San
Diego Councilman Bob Filner.
portant thing is to do something
"Much of the property is pri,·ately
about those high speed chases."
nwned. Some hclong.o;to the City."
Austin was asked to discuss the
"Befm'l' the City agrees to the
potential local economic benefits
San Dicgans may expect to rccciw. proposal." said Estrada, "It would
such as jnhs and contracts. He imli- have to conduct a full- scale EIA
catcd 1hat the INS would be turning ·and hold public hearings. This prothefundo;overtothe IBWC. "IBWC cedure would take at least six

March 9, 1989 - El Sol de San Diego - 5
months."
need by citing general confusion,
The IBWC bas contacted. the
San Diego City Planning Depart - lack of review and comment, op ment and is scheduled to have more
position from the Republic of
detailed discussions with the City in
Mexico, and voiced concern from
March. "Bob (Filner) has been opthe Drug Enforcement Agency
posed to the idea of the ditch since
(DEA) about the proposal's "ques ·
we first heard of it, primarily be ·
tionable deterrent value."
On March 6. the: San Diego City
cause of the message it sends to the
Council adopted a resolution voicMexican government. We would
ingitsnppositiontutheditch'scon like to see more cooperation with
struction.
them instead of generating hosOn March 22. the California
lility."
State Senate Select Committee on
John Maboney, Mayor of ImBorder Issues anu Drug Traffickperial Beach, believes that although
ing on Contraband, will hold a
his residents have not commented
public meeting on this issue, from 9
on the proposal, it has not gone
unnoticed. "I believe it is a highlya.m.-12 p.m. at the County Ad ·
ministration Cent er.
questionable idea. "Part of the
The Honorable George W.
problem i!' that there are not
Crockett. Jr., chairman ofthe Suhenough Border Patrol folks to do
committee on Western Hemithe job out there," said Mahoney.
sphere Affairs Committee on
"However, this does not appear to
Foreign Affairs, accepted a request
be a well-thought-out proposal. We
from San Diego Congressman Jim
need to have a chance to look at the
a public hearing
possible negatives. such a~ aes - Bates to schedule
•
l!o
on the INS's duch proposal BateJ.
thetics. Certainly. the County
Health Department needs to he in - also awaits a response from James
Baker, secretary of state. to a revolved in this."
quest to prohibit the construction
Mahoney expressed concern
of a ditch along the border until
about the timelines&-of the proposal
and the reported lack of com - bilateral discussions are held on
this and other border issues.
munication with the Mexican
Trying to acce.o;s and digest ingovernment. "It seems to come at a
time when increasing cooperation formation from INS reminds one of
a wise Mexican ~;a~ing: "Son como
with the Mexican gowrnment, for
things such as infrastructure, is im - el Alka Selzter. lo~ que lo tom en
repiten." The service: does not help
port ant."
On March 3, Assemblyman .itself by makmg information so difticult to attain and rc\iew.
.Steve Peace, Congressman Waddie
Deddeh, County Supervisor Brian
Bilbray, and Councilman Filner
released a joint letter to U .S. Attor ney General Richard Thornburge,
requesting that the Department of
Justice hold a public hearing in San
Diego to discuss the proposal
'lbe letter substantiates the
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·TODO ~·coa una propiaata del01 reprueft.
'
tantel de .. Comla16Q lDieruldonal de Llmltei
· • "1 Aluai (CILA) del gobiemo de 116dco, a qui•·
oee, COD ua objetlvo atrlctamentAI tkalco, .. . lea'
ocWTI6 que el tobleruo federal ucadUDldeDie de.,..
ria construlr una zaaja para capt.ar 1u apu aegru;
coa reslduot t6dcoa, de Ia 10111 Jgdllltrlal de Ia Me~
de' Otly, de W maoera ue Mtaa DO 11 d
araa
a
torto ·mexlcaDo.
.
Loa reprueotaotee que hacea c:ootraputlda· a ld1
meaclonad01 •fulldonariol medc:aooa, rec:oeieroD' 1& .
propuetta '1· promeUeroa ~•tt,dlartL Acto 11JU}do~ .
.aurgl6 desde Wa•hiactoa Ia Dollcla de que eiJo~eruo
federal Ueae plaae1 de construlr una zaQja de uai
dlmeoaloaa, ..con el prop6•1t.o de deteaer e1 fiujo de ·
extraajeros llegala y narcotraflcaatea". II elemeato'
de oportualamo poiWco utadunldeoae 'aurce del~
texto coyullturaJ eD el que • .tt decldleado II ..
toallnna o remplua a lo1 fuacloiW'tot de 111b allo
nlvel del Servlc:lo de Iarnlgracl6a 1 Na&urallzacl6a
(SIN) del &oblemo fedenl •ta4UDideDIL
j
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.,....., eoa•·todD~•to.' de· k~uaja. ~ · IDU, II

upu1116a muln de iadoeumeDtadCII el s de mayo
de 1887. Se preaentuon eatoaces 101 mllmH elemeu·
toa de oportuaiamo poUUco '1. 'de eugenc16a per»
dlltJca. Tambl6a eatoncea un datac.tdo funcionario
1Ddo- ; ho)' ea Ia banca, me llam6 ..lrreeponsable". 1 adem'~
. • 1 plaat6 Ia duda de ••qul'u .nbe qu' e:draiia.s razones''
· me lmpulaaban a ..oeutt.ar el pellgro iamlneale" aobre.
la froatera norte de Mblco.

-lei-..D~!CDDIInalr••foeo. teDdrfan que
a11o ·mia,que cpoaerl••lol;.cUIIOOt ·coc:ocidloe
aeeda:mnoe.ftdeable·qae~.a rto•Brno puea

-..eo· .ba~lldo ·IUlldeDte:para•deunh:Dir a•Jai
taclol:., .:.•..·' , , 1 • ., • ,
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1HE KFMB STAnONS

I ANt I FM I TV8 I 7677 ENGINEER ROAD, SAN DIEGO, CA 92111-1582

BORDER DITCH
The flat, roadless Otay Mesa area is a virtual floodplain
for a tidal wave of cars and trucks smuggling people and drugs
out of Mexico. A plan to put a crimp in that illegal flow
was announced earlier this year. It proposes to construct
a ditch along four miles of the border near Otay Mesa at a
cost of about $15-million.
KFMB is reminded of the chain link fence erected ten years
ago to accomplish much the same purpose. Today it is a
tattered laughingstock; barely an inconvenience to aliens
rushing northward. While the ditch might be somewhat more
effective, particularly against vehicles, it would more
likely become just another finger stuck into an increasingly
leaky dike. Far better to invest the money in something
with a proven track record: more Border Patrol personnel
and the equipment for them to do their job.

This editorial was presented by Robert L. Myers, President
and General Manager, KFMB stations. It was broadcast bv
KFMB(TV) March 1, 1989 on thP. :·.:oon trewscnst; by KFI,IB(AN)
March 2, 1989 on the 5 l.m., Noon and 11 p.m.

h'eGuesrs 1 . tebu a l m usr ve rec erved by The KFMB STa tio n s
sevPr w<.A'k•ng days ot the o ng 1nal edrtorial broadcast.
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Border Folly
As an idea to reduce illegal immigration or drug
traffic from Mexico into the United States, the
proposed ditch at the Otay Mesa border crossing
probably makes as about much sense as the
notoriously ineffective "Tortilla Curtain" chain
link fence erected 10 years ago.
The ditch would not hinder the overwhelming
m*rity of aliens and smugglers who travel by
foot. It is designed to make it harder . for the
approximately 3,000 vehicles that drive illegally
across the border between Otay Mesa and San
Ysidro each year and easier for U.S. Border Patrol
agents to catch those who circumvent the ditch.
That would reduce drug and alien traffic and help
prevent accidents caused by reckless smugglers,
·
Border Patrol officials say.
Whether the ditch would succeed in this goal is
doubtful. But even if it did, the people in those
3,000 vehicles, up to eight or nine in a car or up to
25 in a van, are a tiny percentage of the estimated
1 million people who cross illegally each year in
the San Diego area. And what's to stop them from
crossing on foot? As a tool against illegal
immigration or drug trafficking, the ditch is just
one more finger in the dike and not worth
jeopardizing relations with Mexico;
But as an idea to channel Otay Mesa rain runoff,
which threatens to flood areas on the Mexican side
of the border-the original reason Mexico suggested the ditch-the ditch probably makes sense. At
least, the engineers from the International Boundary and Water Commission thought so.

Just how and why the ditch went from a being
the solution to an international drainage problem
to being a solution to a smuggling problem is a bit
murky. That the Mexican government was blindsided by U.S. officials is fairly clear, however.
The controversy is just one more illustration of
the uneasy relations between the two countries. It
also telegraphs the reaction that the Mexican
government is likely to have to even more radical
proposals by the Federation for American Immigration Reform (FAIR) for a sunken concrete wall
topped by a fence running along 25 miles of the
border and the idea by FAIR and Rep. Jim Bates
(D-San Diego) to charge a fee for legally crossing
the border.
Ironically, the news of the ditch came the same
week as an announcement by the San Diego Assn.
of Governments that it would be exploring the idea
of a binational airport with Mexico on Otay Mesa as
part of its study of alternative locations for the
overcrowded Lindbergh Field.
If the history of the ditch is any indication,
something as complex as a binational airport- no
matter how lOiical it might be-is unlikely to be
achieved.
With so many issues that need cooperation
between the two governments, and the prom\se of
better relations suggested by the new presidents of
both countries, it's a shame that a fairly simple
plan to solve a fairly simple drainage pro~lem was
sidetracked into the diplomatically dangerous
arena of immigration control.
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A moat in the desert
J ·-

T

be Immigration and Naturalization
Service wants to dig a ditch - 14 feet
\yja.~ and 5 feet deep - along a nat, fourmUe stretch of the U.S.-Mexican border near
San Diego. The stretch is often used by motorized smugglers of drugs and illegal aliens
fq. C,:ross into this country. But the Mexican
government, which originally wanted the
ditch for drainage purposes, now objects to
tlte INS' plan to turn it into what some call
ii1:f"inverted Berlin Wall."
' .When the issue is put in such symbolic
terms, it's not surprising that some object to
the ditch. It might also seem futile to dig a
-four-mile moat along a border that's more
fhan 1,900 miles long. Yet the terrain immediately east and west of the area in question
is too rugged for vehicles to cross, which sugB~ts that the INS might be able to achieve
lb~.' limited objective of making that section
.oHhe border more difficult to breach.
; The INS, not for the first time, has handled
a sensitive issue clumsily. It failed to consult
\tie Mexican government, then professed as•tttnisbment when Mexico objected to the
agency's dual-purpose intention. Now
tliere's pressure from various, quarters in

------..u.u~..uu.~t-1.4-r.,.,y,,.l...
n.clu41ng immigrant rlgb.tl
~foups,

to kill the project. The State Departm,¢nt, concerned about diplomatic fallout,
may intervene, and a Justice Department
spokesman has hinted that it might be con\renient to find a "Oaw" in a forthcoming envltonmental impact report as the basis for
, bu,.Ying the ditch.

There's reason to delay a scheduled midApril start to allow time for a planned congressional hearing and for a long-overdue
shake-up ip the INS, starting with the impending replacement of Commissioner Alan
Nelson. But to kill the ditch on some pretext
just to avoid diplomatic friction fiies in the
face of the legitimate u.~ goal of gaining
control over its borders.

T

be now of illegal aliens has subsided
since enactment of the 1986 immigration reform law, partly thanks to stiff fines
against U.S. employers found to have hired
undocumented workers. But the now bas by
no means stopped: Along the 66-mile stretch
of border covered by the San Diego INS office, 431,000 aliens were apprehended during the 1988 fiscal year. If a ditch that also
serves a useful environmental purpose offers the prospect of shrinking that figure,
why not try it?
The INS certainly needs sensitivity training, and U.S. officials from the president
down could be more tactful in dealing with
Mexico, on a wide range of issues. Beyond
that, eeneerted reglonat-aetfflft-tn~ltH~---
fighting in Central America and to begin
economic reconstruction is sorely needed to
get at the root causes of the northward now
of migrants. But in the meantime, the United
States must protect its borders, and the fact
that the INS often does that job clumsily is
no reason to abandon the basic objective.
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Crisis on the border
' .
Tbe Wasbingtoo Post
aliens enter v1a San Diego, BrownsThere has been much talk in reville and El Paso. If it is necessary to
cent weeks about a continuing influx
repair. reinforce or extend fences in
of iUegal aliens and what shoufd be
these discrete areas in order to bet·
done about them. The governor of
ter control the border, that should be
Florida wants federal assistance to
done. At the same time. it is import·
cope with large numbers of Nicara- one has an exact figure on those who ant to discourage a fortress mentali·
guans seeking asylum; Texans and sneak across the border, but esti- ty or an impression that Americans
Southern Californians complain mates are made based on the num- seek not a secure border but a dosed
about strained social service budgets ber of persons apprehended by the one.
and increased competition for jobs. Immigration and Naturalization SerThis country now accepts more
And at least one citizens' group has vice. In 1986. that number was 1.6 than twtce as many legal mmtcalled for massive reinforcement of million: in 1987 it fell to 1.1 million: grants as the rest of the world comthe southern border, complete with and last year it was 920,000. That bined. In addition. hundreds of thouconcrete walls. Is there a crisis, and same law also authorized greatly in- sands of refugees are welcomed !or
is drastic action needed even if it creased funding for the Border Pa- permanent settlement every year.
conflicts with this nation's image as trol, which by the end of this year These are facts to be proud of. This
a haven for refugees and a land of will have more than doubled its size nation was built by immigrants. ana
since 1983.
opportunity for immigrants?
they continue to enrich Amertcan
The truth if far less grim. The
life. Providing for an orderly admtsAre good fences needed? Of sh.ns process ts not only required by
number of undocumented people en·.tering this country has gone down course, and some are already there, the law, it is the only way to proceed
since the passage of immigration-re- put in place by the Carter adminis- that is fair to the millions who are
form legislation in 1986. That law im- tration. Ninety percent of all illegal patiently waiting for legal entry. For
posed: sanctions on employers who immigrants come across 200 miles of them, this country must take care to
hire illegal alitns, and because there the Mexican border. Theother 1,800 protect the reality - and even the
is now less certainty about finding a miles are along desolate territory far symbolism - of a welcoming, open
job. fewer are entering illegally. No from roads and towns. Half the . door.

Guest
Editorial
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J_A)bbyists
ltack border
()itch plan
But D.C.-based
group proposes

stronger measures
By Greg Gross
Slaff Wrilu

The controversial border ditch
proposal to discourage illegal vehicle
cros:;ings between the United States
and U1:xko "is too little, too late, but
it's Letter than nothing," a leader of a
Washington, D.C.-based lobbying
group said last night.
"We're not xenophobes. Maybe you
c01•ld call us futurists," said Dan
Stein, executive director of FAIR,
the F('!ieration of Amt•ricans for Im·
migrabt. .• Reform.
"But what the hell, we're patriots."
FAIR also supports retention of
Alan Nelson as head of the U.S. lm·
migration and Naturalization Ser·
vice, Stein said.
The 10-year-old group, which
claims a national membership of
about 50,000, is pushing its own 10v :iut proposal aimed at stopping ille·
.· ·I immigration into the United
-:. .::;. including a 12-foot concrete
. : :·n ' · .1i 1 1 1 1 '• ; J 1 .,. oot s E:e
.~ 1 l:,·, ~ J .. d o•· ,.i ilu: Lorde:r,
.iJ: i;, Ill : :. .. . 1·i ..J area.

l;,c.~ J F ,'d H n.cmt.t rs plan
,.tn•tegy, not only for to,lling the
e• oup's own ideas to legislators, but
tu put pressure on the City Council,
which the group expects to formally
oppose the ditth, proposed by federal
officials
I<' AIR. in Stein's words, is "the only
organizalirm countering the propaganda b~· spw~ial- i nterc')t groups
who~ r. wiy interest seems to be IO'
blo\• the hinges off America's golden
duor.
.
"We shouldn't be deterred from
the goal of ending illegal immigration and keeping legal immigration
at historical limits," he said.

Stein also praised Nelson, a hold·
over from the Reagan admiJtistra·
tiun w~ose position in the Immigration and Naturalization Service
under the Bush administration has
been said to be in doubt.
Nelson "has provided the most
consistent leadership in the last 30
y<:ars, while presiding over an agency essentially in shambles," Stein
said.
Former U.S. Attorney Peter Nunez
also briefly addressed the evening
gathering of about 40 people, saying
that FAIR members were being
forced to defend themselves against
unjust charges by groups opposed to
FAIR's tough stance.
"If you are for a strong border,
there are people who want to brand
you a racist or we r.:;c," Nunez said_
u do
wh; i • \ ··r it ·:: 1nt~ HlonP its borders,
•nil
\o'l I

. l,i:nl.lld fc• l J. d 1f II .It's
Jl j (

J , ) ,. "
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U.S.-Mexlco border ditch - The proposal to
dig a ditch on the U.S.-Mexlcan border near san otego bas swoUen Into an Issue out of all proporUon to Us
size or Importance. It sbould quickly be acknowl· '
edged for wbat It Is: an Ill-conceived and poorly managed proJect. ·
The u.s. Immigration and Naturalization Service :
bas so badly bUDJled publicity that the oJ'ISID81 purpose of the four·mlle-loaa dltcb Is uncertaiD.
Some say It Is to Improve drainage OD 8 nat bit .41
mesa. Others say the 8-foot~eep, 14-foot·wlde dltclrts
Intended to block wllat llsald to be the most popular
route used by drug smuglers and Illegal allenri'to
·
drive across the border.
It Is Ume for the U.S. to acknowledge that the loqterm solutloo to the border conflict lies not In mere
conruct but In understanding and economic BSSIStallce -Ia bU1Icl1q fences, not barriers.
-StateamartolournaJ, Salem, Qre.
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Battle .··over
.·
.a .bitch
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~:_Deep ';('e~sion~ Along Border
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MESA. cant.- No m~n ambilious thaD a · IDeal public works
protect. the Federal Govemmeftt'a
plan to dig a faur·mlle-lons earthen
dttc:b an the dustJ Oatlands here has
aen1 dlplomadc' aftershock.s up and
down the 2,000-mile Mexican border.
·lbe purpose al tbe ditch Is stmple
enough: to stop arowin& mamben of
undocumented aliens Wbo dart across

.:

~

:

•.

the border In can and vans, often
smuB&lin& drup. . :· .:. · ·
· But as a symbol, the 14-foot·wide,
5-foot-deep border trench is stirring In·
tense passklns In both tbe United States
and Mexico.

· ·' :.., . · . : : •·
1be Mexican CioYemment demanded
Feb. 20 that the plan be scrapped .. In
the spirit of cooperation and friendship
that characterizes the relation between
the two nations." In the United States,
Immigrant groups have denounced the
project as a mean-spirited attempt to
erect a sort of Inverted Berlin WalL
And although ·some local and state
electecl offldala think the Idea Is sound,
they complain that they were never
c:onsulted by the Federal bureaucrats
who belped dream It up.
On a more fundamental level, what
Mexican officials caU the "ditch crisis"
unclersco~ the complexities the
United States faces In dealing with the
Influx of lllt~al Immigrants that the
lmmtaratlon Reform and Control Act
of 1986 has not succeeded In keeping
out of the country. · ... · ~
Tbe Government has won some recent battles capwring illegal aliens
tl')'ln& ID reach New York aboard latenigbt airline fli&hts and limiting the
aliens flooding the Texas border. But
officials say they are frustrate4 by bor·
der mntrol efforts that too oft!n seem
futile.
Diplomatic and poiiUcal o!ltecUons
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San Dlqo State Ualftnlty. '~And
have so many actors Involved. at the
·border that it's dllflcult to aet a coordi·
utectborderpoucy."· • ActuaUy, coordination between GoY·
·emment a&endes led to the ditch ln the
tlrst place. The lmmtaration service at
first considered erec:una3-foot~ con:erete barriers betweeD the natural bar·
·r;ien to lmmtaratiaa: the roup canyons to the west of tbts mesa and the
foothtlls to the east. But the Interna·
tional Boundary and Water Commis-

aaenL "(&.takes fiW: miftute;e ~
drtve tbrou8h to....freeclom ~ two
hours to walk thrauah a caayon. . . ~
-.~. : ';; HldeaJI!I~ · ·:.:qr~
The only obstacleS are qeais llke
Mr. Carter. who watch the border from
lime areen jeeps &nd. after dark, depend on dllpatchen to altin tbem when
a vehicle bas tripped one of many' setslllic senson planted aJona tbe border.
An elaborate aame of bide-and-seek
results. Drivers. who travel alone or tD
caravans of •• many as 10 vehicles,
•ton, a blnaUoaal qeDCJ, respondlnatn wUl park jUit across the border, 50 feet
part to complalntl ~~ .M~co th_at away, waittnB for aaents to move on.

,C:
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TAEVEA/from the Albuquerque Journal

'Sure it's expensive, but it's time we showed 'em we mean business!'
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Council seeiG more data
on plan for border ditch
By Jim O'Connell

mittee next month.
INS Commissioner Alan Nelson
Unable to get enough information said recently he hoped construction
about a federal plan to build a ditch could start on the ditch next month
along th,, Mexican border, the San and be completed by this summer.
An environmental impact report
Diego City Council yesterday delayed a decision on whether to op- on the plan is being compiled, but
city officials said they have been unpose the plan.
Instead, the council asked that of- able to find out when the report will
ficials from the two government be completed or how they can review
agencies that proposed the ditch ex- and comment on the reJJOrt's findplain details of the plan at a council ings.
The council voted 8-1, with Councommittee meeting Aprill9.
cilman Bob Filner dissenting, to
The proposal for a mile-long ditch delay a vote on the issue until after
at Otay Mesa was originally devel- the details of the plan are presented.
oped by the International Boundary
Filner said the INS has demonand Water Commission as a solution strated a "lack of respect for the proto drainage problems at the border. cess" and urged the council to apBut in January, U.S. Immigration prove a measure formally opposing
and Naturalization Service officials the construction.
unveiled plans for a four-mile-long
But Councilman Ron Roberts said
border ditch as a way to discourage he is convinced after meeting pridrug and alien smugglers.
vately with INS and water commisSeveral U.S. officials and the gov- sion officials that the ditch will not
ernment of Mexico oppose the plan.
be built without public Input on the
City officials asked that represent- issue.
atives of both agencies present the
"The government is proceeding in
rationale for the ditch proposal at a a far more rational manner than it
meeting of the council's Rules Com- first appeared," Roberts said.
Starr Writer
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C<lmncil seeks fede:fal
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irl:PUt

proposed border ditch·
~

¥

By Susan Shrader
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~

• • •• ;

.:

Tribune Stall Writer

After refusing the first request,
federal officials again will be asked
to appear beiore the San Diego Citv
Council to answer the many queStions council members have about
the proposerl border ditch at Otav
Mesa.
·
"I don't see them. I don't hear
them, and yet I get a feeling that
they're operating behind the scenes
... without the input of local government, and to some e:rtent the Mexican g~vernment," Councilman Wes
Pratt said yesterday of the federal
government's lack of communication.
· ·,.
· · ···
The issue was on the council's
agenda yesterday in the form of a
resolution that would have asked the
president, attorney general, 'Immigration and Naturalization Service
and Congress to postpone construction of the 4-mile-long ditch, which
the government calls the Border Security Enhancement and ·storm
Water Drainage Project. r ;J • ~'> i: ·
But by an 8-1 vote, with Councilman Bob Filner dissenting, the council. .referred the issue to its Rules
Committee for a hearing on Aprill9,
hoping that by then federal officials
can be persuaded to testify.
- The issue was first raised at a
Rules Committee meeting March 1
by Councilman Ron Roberts. Mayor
O'Connor said at the time that councll members learned of the ditch by
r~ding about it in newspapers.
.The mayor ana council members
gleaned a bit more knowledge from a
research presentation yesterday by
the city's office of Binational Mfairs
and Intergovernmental Relations
~parlment. But Binational Affairs
'after yesterday's meeting that the
city still-iS "unable to determine
among other things, whether cit~
.laud would be used for the ditch and
:when construction might begin.

It was Sa.xod who teleohoned the

~S and the Internationai Boundary

and Water Commission, which is .;upervising the drainage ditch projec:,
and "strongly suggested" they send
representatives to yesterday's council meeting. But, Saxod said. they
told her Friday that they would attend neither the city's hearing nor
one planned tomorrow in Sacramento by state Sen. Wadie Deddeh, D-

Bonita.

·

-

.

' -' At the council's March 1 Rules
Committee meeting, it was decided
to forward the ditch issue to the full
council to exnedite discussion. At
that time, council members said they'
were appalled at the lack of information given to them by the federal
government.
In the meantime. both Roberts and
Councilman Bob Filner, whose district includes San Ysidro, have·
talked to INS and International
Boundary and Water Commission officials. Both were informed that the
agencies are preparing an analysis of
the ditch project's effects on the environmenl
But adding to the confusion, Roberts and Filner said yesterday that
they left those discussions with different impressions.
~berts-saiiille~thougliCthaf"the ·

alarm sounded bv local and state officials about the· ditch ana the fact
that an environmental report is
being prepared are signs that the
federal government is "looking at all
solutions" to the border problems. But Filner said his impression is
the "exact oooosite." From what he
understood, ·the environmental re- .
port itself is nearly complete and "is
almost over as far as public input is
concerned," Filner sat
"The mere fact that we don't have
the facts of the matter . . . shows
what the problem is .. . ."

Filner wanted to adopt the resolution yesterday, saying the council
should ·tate that any iunher action
on the ditch should occur oniv in an
atmosphere of "mutual respect and
coooeration" that involves the c!ties
of San Diego and Tijuana and tlle
governments of Me!dco and the United States.
Public testimony yesterday, which
also will be heard at an April 19
meeting, was fairly subdued. Those
who oppose the ditch as a barrier to
illegal immigration said it would
damage relations between the two
countries. Supporters said they hope
it ::night slow drug trafficking or the
iru1u: oi undocumented aliens ac:-oss
the border.
Council members Gloria McColl
and Ed Struiksma both said that letters and phone calls to their offices
about the ditch were supportive of
the proposal
O'Connor said she was reluctant to
act on the resolution yesterday without first hearing from "all the play-

ers."
.. - "' probably would support the
, 'Ditch would be a problem for uS.
concept ... but rm concerned about
no input from the other side," she
said.
.
The mavor's office sent a letter
dated MarCh 16 to the INS ouilining
issues it would like to see addressed
in the environmental report.
.
Among those are whether the ditch
would be a comprehensive solution
to drainage problems or just to the
runoff concerns raised by Me:tico, its
effect on wildlife habitat, its aesthetic impact. its effect on movement of
undocumented aliens across the border and how that would affect the
INS, and whether possible illegal
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D1tc ProJect
By LEONARD BERNSTEIN,
Times Staff Writer

The proposed 4.2-mile-long
ditch along the U. S.-Mexico border
began as a 6,000-foot water drainage project but expanded when the
federal Immigration and Naturalization Serv1ce saw an opportumty
to add a barrier against illegal
immigration into the plan, San
Diego city officials said Monday.
When the International Boundary and Water Commission reported
its new plans to a Mexican government agency, it mentioned only the
drainage aspects, leaving out the
INS' interest in the project, according to the report from the city's
Intergovernmental Relations Department.
The city report, which sheds
some light on the murky origins of
the controversial ditch proposal
near the Otay Mesa Port of Entry,
was prepared t.o help the City
·Council discus~ whether to ask
President Bush and the federal
government to postpone construction of the project.
Delayed Action
The council delayed action on
the resolution, voting instead to
invite leaders of the boundary
commission, the INS and Tijuana
Mayor Federico V aides Martinez to
an April 19 hearing on the matter
before the council's Rules Committee.
Plans for the ditch, which is
intended to channel Otay Mesa
water runoff and deter illegal vehicle traffic and drug smuggling
across the rugged border area,
were revealed in January. But the
plan's status and genesis have
remained murky.
Patricia Tennyson, director of
the city's Intergovernmental Relations Department, said she obtained information about the ditch
the boundary c~mmission in El
Paso who briefed council members
last week about the proposal. Ibarra could not be reached for comment Monday night.
In her conversation with Ibarra,
"the statement was made that we
told them about the drainage
ditch," Tennyson recalled. "I'm
pretty sure that we asked the
follow-up question of whether they
were told of the INS involvement
and we were told no, they were
not."
Tennyson told the council that
Please see DITCH, Page 3

DITCH: Plan Started

as Drainage Project
Continued from Page 1
the project began in 1985, when
<'Jty staff members asked the rela .
lively obscure boundary commisSion to coordinate review of a
runoff system proposed by developers of Otay International Center
with the Mexican Comi.sion Internacional de Limites y Aguas.
The boundary commission declined to approve the system,
which consisted of a retaining wall
parallel to the border with small,
spaced holes to disperse storm
runoff, but the city's engineering
department allowed it in June,
1986.
The Mexican commission immediately protested that the wall was
insufficient, and suggested that the
United States build a ditch or pipe
to handle the runoff. In a November, 1987, meeting at City Hall,
IBWC Commissioner Narendra
Gunaji told officials from both sides
of the border that the best alternative was a 6,000-foot-long ditch,
running east of the Otay Mesa
border crossing, according to Tenn)son's report.
But, in the spring of 1988, the
INS approached the IBWC with a
proposal to build a 12,000-foot-long
concrete barrier east and west of
the border crossing. The boundary
commission believed that the barrier would add to the drainage
problem, so the INS proposed using
its funds to excavate the drainage
channel.
The INS felt the ditch might
serve the same purpose as a concrete barrier, the report says. The
IBWC agreed with the INS to
cooperate on its construction.
When the IBWC approachtad the
Mexican commission in the fall of
1988, it "discussed only the drainage issue with their counterparts

.

'

of the ditch," the report says.
In February, the Mexican Foreign Ministry formally protested
the plan for a 5-foot-deep, 14-footwide ditch, and demanded that the
United States cancel the project
because "solutions to bilateral
problems must be found through
mutual decisions and not taken
unilaterally."
1'he council members delayed

their decif;ion Monday despite acknowledgement from city staff
members that planning for the
ditch is proceeding and that local
officials have found it extremely
difficult to obtain information from
the agencies proposing the project.
With the federal government
conducting an environmental impact assessment of the ditch, construction could begin within 60
days if a more detailed environmental impact statement is deemed
unnecessary, said Ellen Mosley, a
senior planner for the city.
Elsa Saxod, director of the city's
binational affairs office, told reporters that she had very little
information from the IBWC or the
INS and could not guarantee that
the two agencies will not proceed
with construction plans before the
council's Aprill9 hearing.
"I don't think that they will, now
that they know there is so much
opposition," Saxod told reporters.
"But we don't know."
She said IBWC and INS officials
declined to attend Monday's council meeting.
Might Prove Futile
Some of the land for the ditch
would have to be purchased from
the city, but attempts to delay the
project by holding up the sale
might prove futile, because the
federal gCJvernment could condemn
the land and quickly acquire it,
Deputy City Manager Severo Esquivel said.
Councilman Bob Filner, who
represents the Otay Mesa area and
was the lone dissenter in Monday's
vote, urged the council to immediately register its dissatisfaction
with the way the project is bemg
handled.
"We can have a full hearing and
we can et those facts, but the
process is proceeding wit out t at
respect for this city," Filner said
But the council sided with Councilman Ron Roberts and Mayor
Maureen O'Connor, who said she
wants to obtain more specific information about the project.
Saxod said she will invite IDWC
Commissioner Gunaji, INS Commissioner Alan Nelson and Tijuana
Mayor Valdes to the meeting. ·
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Leaders speak out
on border ditch plan
By Maria Puente
TrlbuDe Staff Writer

State Sen. Wadie Deddeh conducted a public hearing on the proposed
Otay Mesa border ditch yesterday,
attracting everybody except the people who matter most: the federal bureaucrats who want to build the highly controversial four-mile channeL
However, as Deddeh pointed out,
his legislative committee only has
advisory powers on border luues,
and can't help or hinder the ditch
project even if it wanted to. Instead,
the three-hour hearing at the County
Administration Center was intended
to allow the public to express opinions about the ditch and its would-be
builders.
In the past two months, some of
the reactions on both sides of the border to the ditch proposal have verged
on hysteria. Opponents furiously denounce it as an insult to Mexico and
another example of "American aggression," while supporters shrilly
insist on the United States' right to
do whatever is necessary to stop
drugs and undocumented immigrants.
Most of those speaking at the hearing were activists. Only one ordinary
member of the public showed up, an
unidentified woman who was the last
to speak and who was virtually ig.
nored. All she said was that Mexico

SEN. WADlE DEDDEB
IDitiated public bearing

should mind its own business.
Conspicuous by their absence were
any members of the International
Water and Boundary Commission
the U.S.-Mexican .body that st;rt;d
planning the ditch in 1986 as a drainage channel for storm runoff. Nor did
the hearing draw any representative
of the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service, the agency that later
adapted the ditch piau as way to stop
Please see Dl'l'CII: B-5, Col. 1
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DITCH: Supporters, opponents speak out on proposal
~,_B-1

vehicle~

carryiq drup or lllldoell-

meated lmmiiP'Utl from c:raaial
the border via a relatively Oat sectioa of Otay Mesa flukia& the border cbeckpoiDL

Tt1e INS IIIII

.
the c:ommllaloD are

suppoaed to be coaduc:tiDI 1D l!llvlI'OIIIIIIIItal-llllpact study of the proposed ditdl, IDcladiD& coUectloa of
public ~ oa the • miUie
projec:t. 80W11911', offlclala of the two
ageacl• seat word that the belrial
came at u iDopportUIIe time 10 they
would be lllllbli to appear IJid bear
wbat people bad to say.
·

,:.r;s-auve.

EarUer this week,
of the two qeacls
to appear
at a San Dlep Clty Coucll beariD&
oa the ditcll, forelq a poltpoDemellt
to Dell moaiiL CoaDell mmaben

hope federal repM~~~tatl,. wUl .
show up thea.
Tbe IDOit lmpartut pia,.. ....,
bave beea ableat, bat ot11er voice~
were nady to flll the v1c:1111111 at yaterday'a heariD& before the Select
Committee oa Border 1sauea, Drq
Trafflcklq IIIII Coatrabud, I jaiDt
leglllaUve committee cllalred by
Boalta Democrat Dlddeb ud iJidDcl.
lag Sea. Mariu .......... ft.Newport Beach; Sea. DID McCorquodale,
D-San JOie; aad three San Dlep ....
semblywomea: Dlmocnt LUCJ Knlea aad ReDabUCIIII Carol Beatley
and Smmy Mo,lllaatlr.
The speaten IDcladed Bermllo
Lopez Baaoll, Malca c:Giall ...
eral Ia San JlleiD. It II ....a -~
repreeataUvs of the llulcaa ..,: .
e!'lllllellt to addrea u Amerllllll
pubUc bearlq oa I mattlr of U.S.-.
interaal poU1;,::tJ IDYO~
wbat Lopez
a "vwj .

touchy matter."
He said the propcul to build till
ditch Is "certaiDlJ aJi act of ~

- ..............:!i
all IIIIIIIL" Ia • tliplomatle
Uvered earllr. tiiiiiiiODtll;
objeeted to the ditda IJid
tbat the project llttalllldt - .

Sa.,.,._

Couuty
Brtaa BiJinJ' '
and City COIIIICilmaD Bob FllMr
huffed . . . , tlllt the fldiNl ~~
el'llllltllt Ill. lllillll ud ;llle INS Ia
particular tead to make deeilieiDI affectiq San . _ witlaola COIIIIIItlq
local pveHIIIIIII& .-......
BU
affair baa
beea I
al erron" Ia communi~.
·"!11oft oat of proportloa" IIJIIcA ~INS of,
ficlala 11111 'lt~Milltlve" Mea..
callS. u the
had DOt tried to
make a pabiJe.nllatloal bllta oat or
the ditch, It cogld bne flee ballt:
without uy of the eoatronny, be
said
Peter Nlllll!l, a former U.S. attorney Ia San Dlep, lpOU u a repre&eMeUve of tile Federat1011 for
Americu ImmiiP'atiOII Reform, a
WashiD&toD lollby tbat oppoeeslllldocumeDted immllnUoa IIIII 111!eb to
Umlt le&al immllntloa. N1111e1 said
bls IP'OUP thiDD the dltcllls too UWe
too late - It lavon 1 mote elaborate
barricade aloq the border - bat
should be supported as a "fint amall
step" Ia the effort to regaiD coatrol
of the border.

5

.....

Still, NUDeZ said the ditch Ia I
"laughable" symbol of the bypocriaJ
of U.S. border-coatrol poUcy: "You.
can build a feDCe as loag u It does~~'t I
reaUy keep people ouL Physical obstacles are OK as l q u they doll't ·
reaUy work. Doa't do uytblq tbat
will really be effeetlve."
Oppcmeata of tbe dltcll heft IIIII ~
Mexico have referred to It as tJIIi
"BerUn Dltcb," CIIIIIJIIrblllt to tbe
BerUn WalL Nol10, N111111 aald, aplalnlq the "fgnda....taJ ~
eoce":
''The BerUn Wall was built to bel.
people from escaplq a qllem, IIIli
the ditch woald be built to keep. JID'1
pie from IIIO'fiDg IDiiD 1 QBtem."
N1111e1 wamed that If lltepa IDcla*'
lag the ditch do DOt curb lllldocumeatlld imDIIp'atloa u.s. ti'OOIIIIIIIJ~
bave to sapplemellt tbe Border P....
trol
A npreseatative of Sberlff Jolm
DuffJ read 1 statemeDt ID wlllcll ~
sberUf llld tbe lllilltaJy,
miUtar,. tec:lllloloiJ, tbowld be mort'
IDvolved Ia patrolllq tbe bordar.
Daffy's lltatemeDl uld be doea • ·
op~ tbe dltcb, llellevlq lt 'W1IIIdl'
be u lmpedlmeat to till • to vehicles a moatll tbat cr. the bar,.
der llleplly oa OtaJ Meaa, bat Ill!
said It Is DOt a pauaeea for bardei
problema, IDcludiD& the ~
betftea uadocameated illlmlCraDbf
aad crime.
Lul ,_., • pen:eat of the baal1.a
cldea bmatlpted .,. lllerlff'l ~
U• IDvolved llllllocamlallld lmDdl ~
gralltl u vidlml or lllllpectl, ~
said .IJIIill ~ wbo wut ~

partladarlp'

---..

-~

a aiiamlU. repi'aeDtlal I
. . . . . . . IJid Malca
iDcliiM the beld of ~~a,. 0'1
Dlll"ll. LatiDG AdvliOrJ Commlttael.
rep.....taU..• or tlle· llalCIJI-'I
Am.tleu Polltlcll .wactatiaa ...
the CoalltloD for Law ud Jllltlee; t
Paul Gultlr, director If lila ~

tutefora.a-1
......
foralal at lliallllllt
State ~
·
ty, aad Reberto lfatiDII, Ill
wJio Is I biUIW erttle of lhiJMI.
Border Patnr IIIII u~ ~

_
.:..

. .
. Ia
Mll1II*O
01 iD ~
advoeacf PIP Ill Sail Dillo. ~
Iterated IIIIICb of U. 11rm1DD1111i ·
tbat ac:tiviall have emploJict Ia ciii
ac:riblq ... dltdl, c:alllai it u "afoo
froat to a frieadlJ aau.: 1 MdlatJio.
trip' for IIIDoc:eat people,• I "four~
mile paveyud" IIIII "uotber Ia ~
l q llerles of attac:a ou IJmllllrUI
aad blillllll rtpta;"
''What'l aut?" he said. "Lud
miDea aad balUn?"
Gaaster tried to uplaiD the hiltorical contat of Malco'a aeptive r.
actloa to the ditdl, remiDdlq u.te.
-ers that MaieaDa c:u - - forpt
tbat they lalt Dlllr)J baU their tam.
tory to u.s. aur-toa 140,... . .
He said Maicul aow "feel pat
upoa, that they've beea bad" bec:a•
they were DOt told that a project
origlaallJ sold as a mere dralaap
ditch later tamed 1ato u INS pllll to
stop UlldocumeDted lmmigruts.
toward~.

w

RepreseataUYel of four eavtroameatal groups atteaded the bearlq
to upna worry that the ditch migbt
endaager birds, bees, pllllta, 11101111taln wildemesa aad veraal poola.
They advocated a full-sc:ale eavtrOIIIDelltal-lmpact study.
INS officlall have deleribed their
eavlroamelltal-revtew prOCell u
"fiUIDg out forma ud collec:tin1
commeat." Tiley have llld c:oaatrucUoa of the 5-foa&-daep ditch could
start ID a few moatha.

Thur11day, Mnr <'h 2:1, 19!UI

Border ditch
plan draws
heavy f:tre

Ditch: Plan
for barrier
is castigated

By Nancy Cleeland

Continued from B-1

Staff Writer

vice later seized on it as a way to
stop smugglers from driving across
the unfenced flatlands.
Mexican officials learned of the
ditch's new use through newspaper
accounts.
The Mexican consul general in San
Diego, Hermllo Lopez-Bassols, made
an appearance yesterday, lauding
Deddeb's initiative in arranging the
hearing and speaking of "hopeful
signs in relations between our two
countries."
Then he took a few pot shots at
INS commissioner Alan Nelson, who
he called a "second-level official of
the United States," and at the "unfriendly act" his agency has put for-

Speakers of all political stripes
railed against the federal government and its proposed otay Mesa
border ditch at a state bearing yesterday, calling the plan ''ludicrous,
laughable" and "downright stupid."
Even though the state bas no authority in the proposal to impede
drug and alien smugglers, a half
dozen state legislators sat tbr:~ugh
the four-hour hearing at the County
Administration Center arranged by
state Sen. Wadie Deddeh, I>-Bonita.
Often they complained that no one
in Washington, D.C., calls them when
considering a potential public relations bomb, such as the border ditch.
Federal officials, though invited,
were conspicuously absent.
Instead, the Immigration and Naturalization Service - the government's lead agency on the ditch sent a letter stating "a personal appearance at this public meeting is
inopportune due to the nature and
timing of their consultations with the
government of Mexico."
Bowing to pressure in the United
States and Mexico, the INS is now
meeting with representatives of both
countlies to keep the idea alive. An
INS spokesman in Washington said
an environmental impact report on
the four-mile-long, five-foot deep
ditch is due in April, and that federal
bearings will be scheduled at that
time.
e c was 1rs pro
as a
solution to drainage problems in the
developing industrial area near the
Otay Mesa border crossing. The Immigration and Naturalization SerSee Ditch on Page B-9

ward.

Deddeb's guests represented the
city and county, academics and law
enforcement. They included environmentalists, Chicano activists and a
spokesman for the Federation for
American Immigration Reform, a
Washington-based lobbying group.
Few had a good word to say about
the ditch, or the way the INS proposal was handled after it became public two·months ago.
Only Peter Nunez, a FAIR representative and former U.S. attorney in
San Diego, and Jack Drown, representing the SaD Diego County Sheriff's Department, begrudgingly
backed the ditch if nothing better
was available.
Drown.s_ald .sheriff John Duffy fa-

State legislators, including Assemblywomen Lucy Killea, D-San Diego,
Sunny Mojonnier, R-Encinitas, and
Carol Bentley, R-EI Cajon, and Sen.
Marian C. Bergeson, R-Newport
Beach. along with a few city and
county elected officials, seemed
miffed that they hadn't been in on the
ditch proposal from the begkming.
"I wish you would tell the federal
government that if they could do half
as well as the locals do, we'd ,.U be a
lot better off," county Supervisor
Brian Bilbray told Deddeh.
Few legislators, however, spoke
decisively for or against the plan.
What they all agreed on was that
Mexico, along with representatives
from the border region, should be
consulted whenever bilateral issues
arise.
"Anything that's dqne in the United
States that affects Mexico is going to
be subjected to very strong scrutiny
by our southern neighbors - in the
media, in academia and in the political realm," said Paul Ganster, director of the Institute for Regional Studies of the California&.
Ganster, who warned that insensitivity on issues such as the ditch
could endanger larger projects such
as the proposed binational sewage
qutment plant or border airport.
He asked legislators to take another look at a 1986 plan for the otay
Mesa border strip, which suggested
landscaping such as boulders and
hedges instead of walls and ditches.
After the bearing, Deddeb refused
to take a position on the ditch. 'Tm
just trying to educate myself," he
said. "I am not for or against. But
whatever needs to be done ought to
be done on a bilateral basis."

while Nunez suggested FAIR's pro-'
posed 15-foot sunken wall would do a
better job.
"The ditch is, in a sense, laughable," said Nunez. "We think it is too
little, too late."
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Meeting on ,order Ditch Fails to Attract Federal Officials
By PATRICK McDONNELL,
Times Staff Writer
Criticism of the federal government's controversial plan to build a
ditch along the U.S.-Mexico border
intensified Wednesday, as opponents assailed the deciston of U.S.
officials not to appear personally at
the first full-scale public heanng
on the proposal.
Representatives of the two
agencies seeking to construct the
4.2-mile trench-the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service
and the International Boundary
and Water Commission- declined
to attend the forum, which was
held in San Diego and called by a
California legislative commtttee.
The session, which attracted more
than a dozen witnesses, many of
them harshly critical of the plan,
was for informational purposes only.
The dectsion by federal authorities not to appear was viewed by
the proJect's detractors as furthe r
proof of the Washington's secre tiveness about the project and the
government's lack of concern for
the opinions of area residents.
"I don't thmk they want to be
held up to public scruuny," said
Raquel Beltran, who spoke on
behalf of the Coalition for Law &
Justice, a rights group based in San
Diego.
Added Robert Martinez, another
r1ghts activist opposed to the ditch,
"I don't think they can defend it
adequately."
Please see BORDER, Pa1e 4
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Abandoned wreck of pickup, a few feet on U.S. side of border on
Otay Mesa, bears a message. Mexico is on the left. Most of the
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fence along the border has been knocked down by iJI,
crossers. Plans for ditch along border have raised prate
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B()RDER: Meeting
on Ditch Fails to
Draw ..U.S. Officials

Qultl.aed from P... l
Explaimng the abllence or the
INS, James A. Kennedy, an 88Sist·
ant INS cornunBBioner In Wuhlnglon. ·submitted a written lllatemenl
rxplalnmg that a "penonal appearnnrr" would have been "lnopporlu~ ~" at the moment. He added
that cQIMlents and opinions will be
;·more Informed and uaeful" after
release, expected wtt.flln a month,
of an environmental report on· the
proJert The INS and boundary
commu;ajon are now preparing the
study .• ,..
Narl!ndra Gune.JI , U.S. commissioner of the boundary commisSion- an Independent, 100- yearold body that Includes both U.S.
and Mmcan repreaentaUvea-aaid
in a,4elephone interview that he
ani>-: r~ceived the Invitation to the
hea1111(l . last week and couldn't
rleni hiS schedule. or that of any
other knowledgeable corruniJ&jon
pei'Rflnncl
"I( !the mv1tation( came at such
a ~hart notice that we could not get
pre'*red for It," Gunaji said from El
PallO' where the commiBBion 1s
ha.~rli

Bqt Manl:vn Riley, coun~el to the
Cahklrnia Senate Select Committee
'm BPrder lasuea, Drur Trafficking
and Contraband, which conducted
1ht· traarmg. said that both the
r ommu111ion and the INS had been
mv1ted siX weeks ago. "They made
thr d«<ston at a very h1gh level not
ro cole." Riley UJd.
In lns written statement on the
stalll of the ditch, Kennedy or the
INS :iaid the qency is In touch
wllh)'cXJcan government officials
and ol'rnterested parties" In the
Umt.jld StatPr about concerns th~t
ron

ntal report.

Al;.~ hr• San Diego hearing, cnn-

"''rV11t•Pn ists expre&led alarm
ut· ~· i! putential environmental
<lnt ~G t noting that the Otay Mesa
nna irr ho~l to a number of vernal
po<•l:f- ramwaler collection pools
tha : "' ' tract considerable nora and
f a un~- and that ~vera! wllderne~~
nrt•a,. are proposed for the nearbv
t Jla _, , rnounlams. Endangerrd and
Lhrrltf"ltr<l htrd spectes also mhabt'
Lhr· tltuana lt>ver estuary area. s
In• Ienir~ to the west or the ditct•.
th~ conservauomsu:. w~o
'a 1<1 for a completr l!nvtronmen. ,t ret.'"'"

,,,,·,·it

04r'u of Project
Tlf results of the ecological
studl .will be circulated and re.
VJe"'ffl for at leaal SO days, IBid
VerrE Jervis, an INS spokeaman m
wa+ngt.on, who added that "only
the!Pwill a decision be made" on
how :La proceed. INS otnciall have
said !hey ezpect to complete construellbn or the ehannel by late
IIWIIIIier. It 1.1 llll11 not clear If the
fedee.l •sovernment will hold a
pubJtc hearing on the propoul,
althtwgb aeveral area leslliators
hav(; l't!qUested such a 81116on,
whlcll Is common for a ranp or
devfop~nl proposala, even many
non .COIIUoverslal ones.
l~is written llllltement, Kennedy ,.-ovlded the qency's most
extel&ive explanation to date of the
ditcJrproject's murky oriBina. trac •
mg fts geneal.l from a meana to
fact!Bate dralnqe In the rapidly
dev4loping Otay Mesa area to Its
cur"f':l dual proposed role: for
dratuage and to thwart 1111111111ers
m vl!tucles, who routinely cross the
border along the mesa that straddlesf>oth Tijuana and San Dieso.
Ctittics have maintained that the
ditclr 1s unlikely to serve either
pu~se, but they say It will rrt.and
as a symbol or the failure or U.s
and Mexican authorities to work
out their' problema together.
Accoiding to Kennedy's chronology, the ditch plan bepn In
1984, when an area developer proposed construction or a rainwater
retention pond, including a concrete wall, jual east or the port or
entry at Otay Mesa. In 1986, Kennedy said, Mexico objected to the
wall. contending that ll waa ineffecti.ve. In reiJ)On&e, the commis-

strucuon of a channel that would
convey storm water to natural
drainage courses that now Into
MeXIco
Vehicle Berrier
At this pornl, Kennedy said, the
comm1ssion became familiar with ;;
concurrent INS plan for an abo"e.
ground concrete vehicle barrier
that would extend to the east ann
west of the port of entry. Beca ust
the barrier would have exacerbated
the drainage problem, Kenned:·
said, the boundary commissior;
suggested the channel as an altu
native The INS agreed and the tWt·

qencles embarked upon a ")Otnt
venture," according to Kennedy.
The plan became public earlier
this year, unleashing a storm of
crltiellm
Mexlc:an officials, who have publicly denounced the project, have
lllld that they fell they were milled
about the channel's Initial Intent
and believed It wu destsned solely
for clralnqe.
GUIIIIII, the U.S. representative or
the boiDidary commllrrion, who was
In touch With Mexican officials,
declined to comment on the queaUon.

.

At the San Dieso hearing, crlticll
cont11luecl to lll&lJ the project 88 an
IIIIIBvory aymbol, Ukenlng It to the
Berlin Wall . The channel was
characterized 88 "a potential death
trap for Innocent people unaware of
. Ita~" by Roberto Martinez,
repreeentrng the American Friends
Service Committee, IDCial action
vm of the Quaker Church.
Among the few expreaing even
qualified aupport ror the project
W88 Peter Nutlez, the former U.S.
attorney In San Dieso who spoke
on behalf of the Federation for
American Immigration Reform, a
Waahlngton-baaed lobbying troup
that hea proposed an even larger
barrier along the border Nutlez
said barriers rruch as the di lch are
necelllllll')' to d!!ter illegal immlgralion and druB traffttklllf
At the Mexican Embassy in
Washlnston, Fernando Solana,
minllter or forelsn affairs, repealed
Mexico's oppoaltion to the ditch,
aaylng that "from Mexico's point of
view, what interests us is bllilding
brldsea and not ditches, and we are
supporting constructio,? of five new
the Mexican government fo~lly
protested the project. calling on
U.S. offictals to abandon the plan
Mexican authorities were heart·
ened by the U.S. response to their
protest. which was dispatched or.
March 16. According to a spokl'sman for the Mexican Embaasy,the
State Department said "new options are bemg considered" for
drainage problem! in the Ota~
Mesa area
However. a U.S offlcta' cautioned that the response does not
mean the dllch will be abandoned
"No decision has been made e1ther
way." the official &aidTim•• at8ff -iter1 LH Mary end
Don Shennan contributed to thll
ltory from W11hington.

Opponents of di ch
domi ate heari g
SAN DIEGO (UPI) - Oppo- ducted with mutual respect and
. nents of a proposed 4-mile ditch mutual cooperation with the local
along the Mexican border told government or with Mexico,'' said
state senators Wednesday the San Diego City Councilman Bob
plan represents "pick-and-shovel Filner.
diplomacy" and an insult to
The INS first announced plans
Mexico.
for the ~foot-deep, 14-foot-wide
Only one of the 18 witnesses who ditch Jan. 25 following published
testified before the Select Com- reports that the measure was
mittee on Border Issues, Drug under consideration by the Bush
Trafficking and Contraband ex- Administration.
pressed support for the ditch,
The ditch was proposed jointly
which is supposed to disrupt the by the INS and the International
flow of illegal drugs and aliens. Boundary and Water Commission
The proposal was criticized to halt both floodwater drainage
March 10 in separate Senate and and the estimated 300 to 400 vehiAssembly resolutions.
cles that illegally cross the border
Peter Nunez, a former U.S. at- at Otay Mesa each month.
torney who now represents an imCommittee chairman Waddie P.
migration reform group, termed
Deddeh,
0-Chula Vista, said INS
the otay Mesa ditch "a fairly
officials
declined
an invitation to
modest proposal ... that is worth
doing" to keep illegal drugs and testify at the hearing, but instead
a written statement by INS
migrants out of the United States. sent
official James Kennedy.
Nunez said his group, the Federation for American Immigration
Representatives of the INS and
Refonn, backs even more radical the State Department have conborder barriers and added, "We sulted with the Mexican governthink the ditch, frankly, is too ment and are working on an
environmental impact report,
little too late.''
Other witnesses, including area said Kennedy.
elected officials, blasted the Immigration and Naturalization
When the report is issued, "only
then will a decision be made as to
Service for publicizing the $2-mil- what project, if any, will be underlion "Border Security Enhance- taken,, he said.
ment Project" without first
consulting the Mexican governNearly all witnesses agreed that
ment or authorities in California. the Border Patrol is chronically
"It has been a comedy of errors understaffed. But most felt that
m pu c re ons, m ms - o r
er measures, starting
tivity," said San Diego County Su- with economic aid to Mexico,
pervisor Brian Bilbray.
could address the migrant
"This process (was not) con- problem more effectively.
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Nunez Suppo1·ts

Border Ditch
Foes Dominate
State Hearing
By KATE CALLEN
UPI Son Dlrgo Bul'l'sU Chief

Opponents of a proposed 4-mile
ditch alon!l' the Mexican border
told state senators yesterday such
a harrier signifies "pick-and-shovel
diplomacy" and would likely draw
fire in California.
Only one of the 18 witnesses who
hlsLifiE>tl before the Select Committee on Bordet' Issues, Drug Traf·
licking and Contraband expressed
support for the ditch, which was
criticized March 10 in separate
Senate and Assembly resolutions.
Petm· Nunl'z, a former U.S. At·
turney who now represents an im·
migrnliun reform group, termed
the Otay Mcsn ditch "a fairly
modest prnposal ... that is worth
doing" to keep illegal drugs and
undocumented migrants out of the
United Stales.
Nunez said his group, the Washington, D.C.-based Federation for
American Immigration Reform,
hacks more rnclical border barriers
nnd ndded, "We think the ditch,
frankly, ill too little too late."
Other witnesses, including area
elected officials, blasted the Immigration and Naturalization Ser·
vice for publicizing the $2-million
"Border Security Enhancement
Project" without first consulting
the Mexican •overnment or aulhorities in California.
"It has been a comedy of errors
(inl puhlic relations, in insensitivi ty," said Sun Diego County Super·
vi1-nn· Brian Bilhray.
"This process (was not) con·

Border Ditch Foes DominateCont inued li'om Page l A

dueled with mutual respect and
mutual cooperation wi th the local
government or with Mexico," said
Sa n Diego City Council man Bob
F ilner.
The INS first announced plans
for the 5-foot-deep, 14-foot-wide
ditch J a n. 25 after published reports that t he measure was under
considerat ion by the Bush Admin."
istration.
The ditch was proposed jointly by
the INS and the International
Boundary and Water Commission
to hall both floodwater drainage
and the estimated 300 to 400 vehicles that cross the Otay Mesa
border each month.
Committee chair Waddie P.
Dt>ddeh, D-Chula Vista, said INS
officials declined an invitation to
testify at the hearing but instead
sl!nt a wrilltm statement that was
read aloud.
According to the 11tatement, representatives of lhe INS and the
State Department have consulted
with the Mexican government and
a1·e working on an environmental
impact report.
When the report is issued, "only
then will a decision be made us lo
what project, if any, will be undertaken," said the INS statement.
Nearly all witnesses agreed that
the Border Patrol has not been
given adequate resources. But
most felt that other federal measures, starting with economic aid
to Mexico, could address the
migranl problem more effectively.
we a
one or extco a
of what we did for Germany and
Japan over the past 50 or 60 years,
you would not find many illegal
aliens here today," said Deddeh.
Rolwrlo Martinl':r. of tht! Ameri -

cuu J<' rit•ud~:~ Service Committee
Hnid uf llw ditch, "Such pick and l'laoVI' l tliplomucy .. . will nut solve
t lw problem of illegal border crossings."
Reading a list of other proposed
bm·der barriers, including what he
culled "razor-edged fences, concrete harriers, ditches and a !'llnkPII Bt•rlin Wall," Martinez asked,
"W h n i' ~'< next'( Land mi'ntis ·and
bunkers'!''
Nunez said a border ditch at
Nogales, Ariz., has proven effective
in blocking illegal tt·affic from
entering the country.
"Unfortunately, some people just
oppose the idea uf enforcing immigration law, esvecially politicians who have to cater to minority
gl'lmps. And th1~y qualify that by
saying you're a racist or a bigot if
ynu support immigration reform,
m· that l'l!fonn is a slap in the face
to Mexico," Nunez added.
llennilo Lnpez-Bassols, the Mexi,:an consul -general in San Diego,
said any ditch construction "is an
act that will be understood by Mexicans as an unfriendly one. This is
not an immigration issue; it is a
pnlilical issue.
"We feel that the Bush Administration is going to be very helpful
and vt•ry l 't~Rpl'l:lful to Mexico. So
this is not the proper time to tulk
about digging ditches," said Lopez.

1'/en.«P tum to Page3A
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Painful lesson
The best part of an angry
meeting on the proposed Otay
Mesa border ditch last week was
a written explanation of how bungling by the Immigration and Naturalization Service created an
international incident. The written statement from James A.
Kennedy, an assistant INS commissioner in Washington, together with the current furor surrounding the proposed ditch, also
should serve as a lesson for U.S.
citizens in the sensitive diplomatic tactics essential for dealing effe~tively with Mexico.
.Kennedy's statement made it
clear that the original purpose of
the proposed ditch was only to
keep flood waters from flowing
into Mexico at a point east of the
Otay Mesa border crossing, and
that the proposal answered a
1986 complaint from Mexican officials. Responding to Mexico's
flooding fears, the International

Boundary and Water Commission
drafted plans for a ditch to safely
convey runoff from a developmenton the U.S. side of the border to a natural drainage course.
Then, the commission learned
that INS planned a concrete vehicle barrier east and west of the
Otay Mesa gate. The boundary
commission, including Mexican
officials, suggested the drainage
channel as an alternative to the
vehicle barrier and INS agreed.
The ditch was to be a "joint venture" between the two agencies.
Had the project quietly proceeded at that point, INS would
already have the vehicle barrier
it needs to stop the 300-400 vehicles a month, loaded with undocumented aliens and narcotics,
now driven over the border by
stealth into the United States.
And Tijuana officials would have
the flood control they requested.
· Instead, headline-seeking
Washington bureaucrats, pre-

sumably from INS, took it upon
themselves to leak the story,
charging it with emotion by portraying the ditch only as a barrier against aliens and drugs. By so
doing, the INS leakers effectively
were making policy outside of official channels. This, predictably,
so embarrassed and angered
Mexican officials that the government denied making the
drainage request.
The hearing last week, arranged by state Sen. Wadie Deddeb, D-Bonita, showed bow the
controversy and ill feelings have
escalated.
If the drainage ditch was seen
as a good thing by both U.S. and
Mexican representatives on the
International Boundary Commission, that is the best forum to attempt to resurrect the idea. We
cannot expect to take unilateral
action along the border without a
Mexican reaction.
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INS releases environmental
report favorable to border ditch
By Benjamin Shore
Copley News Servlee

and Nancy Cleeland
Staff Wriler

favorable environmental-impact
statement yesterday.
Despite protests from the Mexican
government as well as city, county
and state elected officials from San
Diego, the federal service appears
determined to go ahead with the sensitive $2 million project.

WASHINGTON - The Immigration and Naturalization Service took
an important step toward building a
controversial ~ti-smuggling border
ditch at Otay Mesa by releasing a See Dlt,.:h on Page B-4

Ditch: EIR is released by INS
Continued from B-1

Entry have noted a surge in illegal

drive-throughs during the past few
years.
In one six-month period last year,
agents counted 1,555 vehicles making
the short dash between Tijuana and
San Diego highways. Most were vans
or trucks carrying undocumented
aliens.
Resulting chases endanger Border
Patrol agents, passengers of the illegal vehicles, and motorists on the
California highway to which they
lead, said agent Ken Stitt, a supervisor in the Otay Mesa area.
Although the rate has dropped
since last year, Stitt said the crossn ue. e JUS a wo come
through in the last half hour," he said
yesterday afternoon.
The ditch, which would be augmented by mountains on the eastern
May 26.
Border Patrol agents working the end and deep canyons on the western
flatlands near the Otay Mesa Port of end, would stop vehicular traffic or
INS spokesman Verne Jervis said
the four-mile-long, . five-foot-deep
ditch should be completed on schedule, by late summer or early fall
The statement, required by law for
all federal construction projects, said
"no endangered or threatened species [of plants or animala] or critical
habitat areas are expected to be af.
fected."
The INS report went beyond environmental issues to note that U.S.
and Mexican officials have met to
ensure the project "will not negatively affect the good relations between
the two countries."
·
optes o e repo w c was
sued for public comment, will be
available Monday at local public libraries. The deadline for comment is

at least divert it to more controllable
areas, agents said.
The environmental report noted a
possible "indirect" adverse impact
on some plants and animals at both
ends of the ditch, where there are
"important wildlife habitats, including coastal sage scrub and vernal
pools."

Plans for the 14-foot-wide ditch
caused a furor when they became
known in January, with some critics
saying the barrier would be viewed
as a symbol of bad relatioDS between
the United States and Mezico.
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Ecology Report Backs
Planned Border Ditch
By LEE MAY, Times Staff Writer

WASHINGTON -A federal environmental report strongly endorsed a planned
ditch to thwart smuggling along a fourmile stretch of the U.S.-Mexico border
Thursday, removing a potentially significant obstacle to the project and also setting
off a new round of protests against it.
In its most detailed explanation of the
plan to date, the Immigration and Naturalization Service declared that the construction would not harm air, water, wildlife or
vegetation in the Otay Mesa area of San
Diego.
''All construction activity would be conducted to minimize destruction" of plant
life as well as to minimize "degradation of
air and water quality," the environmental
Impact assessment said.
"We're pleased that the environment
will be safe for natural resources," said
Arnoldo Torres, executive director of the
League of United Latin American Citizens,
"but the environment is not going to be
made safe for human resources."
Foreseea CbUd Trap
Torres predicted that the proposed ditch,
14 feet wide and 5 feet deep, would turn
into a trap for children at play and ensnare
automobiles attempting to cross illegally at
that point, dooming their occupants.
"That's the history of the border." Torres
said.
The INS ro ed the controversial
proJect n anuary as a way of combatting
smugglers who drive across the border
from Mexico carrying drugs and illegal
immigrants and as a way of solving
drainage problems afflicting the area.
The report said that U.S. border officials
have counted "as many as 369 unauthorIzed vehicle entries" in the area in a single

month. Many, the report said, "necessitated
hot pursuits" that "resulted in accidents
with multiple serious injuries to undocumented aliens and at least one accidental
death."
Some critics had thought that the environmental impact assessment, conducted
by the INS in consultation with other
federal agencies, would give the govemment a grace{ul way to abandon the project
in the face of opposition but the document
expresses no aipificant objections to the
ditch on environmental grounds.
Making a case for the ditch, the 28-page
report said that it "will curtail increasing
unauthorized vehicle entries and increasing violence" at the border. "To take no
action would aggravate the unauthorized
vehicle crossinss in the area" and leave
drainage problems intact, the study asserted.
Advertlsemeat. Plaaaed
Anticipating an outpouring of protests,
however, the INS also plans to advertise
the impact assessment in West Coast
newspapers this weekend, advising the
public on how to comment on the project
during a 30-day period.
The INS will evaluate the comments and
"make an ~ssment on how to go forward" with construction. INS officials do
not envision any comments that could
rs
some opponents have threatened to protest
at the construction site and to file suit
against the project
An INS spokesman said construction
"could start this spring." Officials have said
they expect the project to be completed by
late summer. The Intemational Boundary
Pleaeeee DITCH, Pap31
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DITCH: Ecology Study

aeooped out of an area dellpated
u "dllturbecllfUI)ancl'' bicauae of
tralftc and development. the report
llkl. The area II home to Rlllllan
dilltle, yellow sweet dover, wUd
niUNrd. llde-blotdled IlArdi, goPher IDIIket, wlltern meadowlarb. red-'Winpd blacikbirdl and
blact-tatledja~ "rabbit&

Contlnaetl from Pare 3
ltOp drup. niesal ~tl and
and Water Commission ta achedpoor dralnap. In February, btl
uled to construct the ditch at a cost aovemment made that point" in a ·
of about $2 million.
communique, aJin8 tbat "in the
Several Immigrant rights advolpltlt of c:ooperatiall and frlendlbjp
cates assailed the plan Thursday, as
that cbaractemee the relatkma
dld the Mexican government,
between the two. natfoiUI that apwhich already has filed a formal . Uon (the cllteh) must be diiM!arded."
protest with the United States.
Before that protelt. INS Com"lt's preposterous; It's ludicrous
mialloiler Alan C. Nelson bad lllcL
to thtn)c a ditch will stop people,"
"We obvtoully don't uk Mexico'•
said Marlo Moreno, associate counpermiallon to build a ditch on our
set for the Mexican American Legal stde to stop vehicles."
Thursday, Berrusa acknowlDefense and Educational Fund. "If
the INS thinks the ditch will have a
edsed that there ta no legal restrtcmarked effect on the number or Uon apinlt eonatructfon of the
pP.opte coming across·the border, it ditch, wblch would ~P.t 4 feet
has another thought coming. Peolnltde U.S. territory. "The United
pte have endured more dangerous States can PI'Ve all of CaUfornta If it
condttion11 than that tQ get to the wants," be Bald, "but it II il Uttle
border."
puzzltnl because it II not lOmeMoreno and others likened the
thing that was qreed .upon," he
earthen channel to the Berlin Wall, said.
,
calling it a symbol of oppression
In its uaeument. the INS said it
and calling on U.S. officials to work
had considered several opUons bewith governments in Mexico and
fore ~ettllng-on the four-mile-lons
Central America to help remove
earthen ditch that would cover an
the causes of tllegal lmmlgraUon,
area ·extendin& mpre than a mile
such as poverty and war.
east of the~ Mesa pOrt of entry
At the Mexican Embusy here,
to about t.bri!e milet west of the
Press Secretary Enrique Berruga
port.
called the ditch '!a bad symbol" to
The ageney i'ejected partly conthe people of Mexico, who, he said,
crete versions, as well as the
have nicknamed it "the Berlin
installation of conorete "Jersey
ditch."
barriers" Uke those that divide
A drainage ditch to dispose of
hlshways.
rainwater was what Mexico had
The preferred dltcb-trapezoibargalned for, Berruga asserted,
dal, 14 feet wide at the top and 4
--------------------rnrr~rb~le~-upmmrn~~e~pr~o~~~et~"~~
~~~~ee~t~~ftd~e~a~t~t~~ -----------------------------------------------------------------
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THE SAN DIEGO UNION
Friday, April 21 , 1989

Decis·on not yet
made on border
.
ditch, 2 declare
.

By Michael Abrams
Staff Writer

In an apparent softening of the
government's position, two federal
officials yesterday said a decision
will not be made until summer on
whether to build an anti-smuggling
ditch on San Diego's side of the U.S.Mexican border.
The officials also said consultations with Mexico have begun over
the proposal Mexico filed diplomatic
protests when U.S. plans for the 4mile-long, 5-foot-deep ditch were
published in January.
"No decision has been taken ... because at the moment we are in the
negotiation stage with the Republic
of Mexico through my office with my
counterpart in Mexico," said Narendra N. Gunaji, the U.S. representative on the joint Mexico-U.S. International Boundary and Water Commission. The commission handles
transborder issues such as territorial
disputes and sewage.
"Until those negotiations and deliberations are complete and consultations are reviewed, then there will
come a time for a decision," Gunaji
said while addressing the Rules Committee of the San Diego City Council.
The remarks by Gunaji and James
A. Kennedy, assistant commissioner
for the Immigration and Naturalization Service, contrasted with earlier
y
comm 1oner
s men
Alan C. Nelson and other INS officials.
At a meeting of U.S. and Mexican
border-state governors Feb. 17, Nelson said be saw no reason why work
on the ditch could not begin within 60
days, and that it could be completed
by this summer.

Gunaji and Keunedy took pains to
cla.ify those statements, taking
some responsibility for what they
called "misinformation" about the
ditch, including the notion that a
final decision to build it had been
made.
"If members of the United States
government might have represented
us in a different manner and it was
interpreted differently, then I would
like to apologize for those statements," Gunaji told Mayor Maureen
O'Connor and four of her council colleagues on the Rules Committee.
Kennedy. said Nelson probably indicated that work on the ditch could
go foward this spring "without realizing what would happen."
Kennedy said the ccmsultations
with Mexico and u aviroDmental
assessment, which wu released last
week, took lo11ger tban anticipated.
However, K~ said that even
if the ditch is n.ot approved, the INS
does plan to build some kind of banier along Otay Mesa to prevent veblcles carrying drugs and undocumented migrants from crossing the border.
To underline that commitment,
Dale Cozart, head of the San Diego
sector of the U.S. Border Patro~ said
a barrier is needed to stop what he
called "the public problem" of drivethrough drug and allen smuggling.

Continued from B-1

The proposal for the ditch bad its
origins two years ago in a plan by the
Boundary and Water Commission to
build a pipeline to keep runoff from
the newly developing industrial area
on San Diego's Otay Mesa out of
Mexico.
Meanwhile, Congress in 1986 bad
appropriated $4 million to be divided
equally between El Paso and San
Diego Border Patrol sectors for enhanced border security.
Gunaji said be contacted the INS,
the parent agency of the Border Patrol, about teaming up oa the project
Instead of a pipeline, a drainage
ditch would be built to control the
runoff as well as to stop smugglers'
vehicles.
·
\l'ien news of ditch was leaked to
the press it caused a furor, with opponents comparing it to the Berlin
Wall. Mexico filed angry protests
with the United States, complaining
that the issue should be the subject of
bilateral consultations.
Hermilo Lopez Bassols, the Menco consul general based in San Diego,
reiterated that position.
However, after the council committee bearing, he said Mexico is
now satisfied with the level of consultation over the issue.
Gunaji noted that Mexico has no
veto power over the ditch, which has
a $2 million price tag. But he said the
United States is obligated to consult
with Mexico over the issue.
· Council reaction to the government's new position wu favorable.

See Border ditch on Page 8-6
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CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE-1989-90 REGULAR SESSION

Assembly Joint Resolution

No. 37

Introduced by Assembly Member Farr
(Principal Assembly coauthor: Assembly Member Polanco)
(Principal Senate coauthor: Senator Torres)
(Coauthors: Assembly Members Bates, Chacon, Eastin,
Katz, Killea, Roybal-Allard, Speier, and Vasconcellos)
(Coauthors: Senators Bergeson and Deddeh)
March 10, 1989

Assembly Joint Resolution No. 37-Relative to United States
and Mexico relations.
LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL·s DIGEST

AJR 37, as introduced, Farr. United States and Mexico
relations: the border ditch.
This measure would memorialize the President, Congress,
Attorney General, and Department of Justice of the United
States, and the Commissioner of the United States
Immigration and Naturalization Service, to postpone action
on the construction of the border ditch along the
California-Mexico border and begin negotiations immediately
with Mexico to resolve this disagreement.
Fiscal committee: no.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

WHEREAS, California and Mexico have a unique
relationship, joined by a common border, history, and
culture; and
WHEREAS, The maintenance and improvement of
this relationshi is evidenced b the recent o enin of a
California trade and investment office in Mexico; and
WHEREAS, The resolution of common problems is
best accomplished by bilateral agreement and joint
cooperation; and
99 60
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AJR 37

-2-

WHEREAS, California's relations with Mexico are
often affected by actions taken by the federal
government of the United States of America; and
WHEREAS, The recent announcement of the
Immigration and Naturalization Service to construct a
four-mile long ditch ldong the California-Mexico border
in the region known as Otay Mesa to control the entry of illegal aliens and to provide some degree of flood control
has engendered controversy both here and in Mexico;
and
WHEREAS, The original concept worked out by
members of the United States-Mexico International
Boundary and Water Commission was for the
construction only of a drainage system for storm water
runoff; and
WHEREAS, The government of Mexico has recently
protested the construction of a four-mile long, east-west
concrete barrier on the California side of the
international border noting that it had never agreed to
10 such a proposal in negotiations with the United States on
21 flood control issues; and
22
WHEREAS, California has actively sought to
23 strengthen its relationship with Mexico, recognizing that
24 n~arly a quarter of its residents trace their heritage to
i5 MeXico and that two way trade with Mexico now totals $4 ~
26 billion annually; and ·
27
WHEREAS, It is ii1 the best interest of California and·
28 the United States to work cooperatively with the
29 govermilent of Mexico to resolve disagreements which
30 affect the lives 6f the people on both sides of the
31 international border; now, therefore, be it
32
Resolved by the Assembly and Senate of the State of
33 1• C8lifo~a, jointly, That the Legislature of the State of
34 California respectfully memorializes the President of the
35 United States, the Attorney General of the United States,
36 the Uriited States Department of Justice, the
37 Commissioner of the United States lnimigration and
38 Naturalization Service, and the Congress of the United
39 States, in particular the Foreign Relations Committees of
4t) the United States Senate and the United States House of
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
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AJR 37

Representatives, to postpone action on the construction
of the border ditch and begin negotiations immediately
with Mexico to resolve this disagreement; and be it
further
Resolved, That the Chief Clerk of the Assembly
transmit copies of this resolution to the President and
Vice President of the United States, to the Attorney
General of the United States, to the United States
Department of Justice, to the Commissioner of the
United States Immigration and Naturalization Service, to
the Speaker of the United States House of
Representatives, to each member of the Foreign
Relations Committees of the United States Senate and
the United States House of Representatives, and to each
Senator and Representative from California in the
Congress of the United States.
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No. 24

Senate Joint Resolution

Introduced by Senator Montoya
March 10, 1989

Senate
Joint
Resolution
No.
California-Mexico border relations.

24-Relative

to

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

SJR 24, as introduced, Montoya. Construction of drainage
ditch: "la zanja."
This measure would request the United States Attorney
General to direct the Commissioner of the Immigration and
Naturalization Service to halt construction of a drainage
ditch, known as "la zanja," in San Diego County.
This measure also would urge the President to direct the
Attorney General to enter into discussions with the Attorney
General of Mexico in order to explore avenues for bilateral
resolution of issues which inspired the construction of this
drainage ditch.
Fiscal committee: no.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

WHEREAS, Mexico is the United States' fourth largest
trading partner with more than $4.6 billion in two way
trade which is growing at about 15 percent per year; and
WHEREAS, Mexico has opened up its trade markets by
reducing tariffs, granting import licenses, and allowing
joint venture investments with California business; and
WHEREAS, California, joined with Mexico by a
common border and culture, with one-fourth of the
state's population being Hispanic, is expanding its
relations with Mexico through the opening of a trade
office in Mexico City; and
WHEREAS, A twin industry exists in the maquiladoras
program, in which American companies set up
component-manufacturing plants on the California side
99 60
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-2-

of the border and assembly plants on the Mexican side,
and the finished goods are shipped to United States
markets; and
WHEREAS, Global production sharing through the
maquiladoras program is particularly beneficial to the
8,000,000 people residing on both sides of the United
States-Mexico border as Mexico assumes its economic
place in the Pacific Rim; and
WHEREAS, The industrial integration of the
California-Mexico border requires new infrastructures to
accommodate further development of twin industries
and increased populations, including construction of a
north-south flood control pipeline; and
WHEREAS, Controversy has developed over the
proposal by the Immigration and Naturalization Service
(INS) to construct a 14 foot wide by four mile long
drainage ditch running east-west on the San Diego
County side of the Mexican border in place of the
pipeline, and
WHEREAS, The INS proposal for construction of this
ditch has strained ·border relations, disrupted the
Gbvemor's opening of the California Trade Office in
Mexico City, is protested by the Mexican government as
a concrete border barrier, and has been referred to as a
subterranean Berlin Wall, and
WHEREAS, California's efforts to open up markets and
ensure the industrial integration of the California-Mexico
border necessitates improved relations through bilateral
agreement on issues such as the construction of concrete
border barriers; and
WHEREAS, To establish the foundation for cordi~ and
impr6ved relations with Mexico, the efforts of both the
United States and California should be to ..build bridges
instead of ditches"; now, therefore, be it
Resolved by the Senate and Assembly of the State of
California; jOintly~ That the Legislature of the State of
California, earnestly requests the Attorney General of the
United States to direct the Commissioner of the
Immigration and Naturalization Service to halt
construction of the drainage ditch, known as ..la zanja,"

99 80
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in San Diego County; and be it further
Resolved, That the Legislature respectfully urges the
President of the United States to direct the Attorney
General of the United States to enter into discussions with
the Attorney General of Mexico, and other appropriate
officials, in order to explore avenues for bilatera]
resolution of the issues which inspired the construction of
a drainage ditch in California and turned it into a matter
of international controversy, and the construction of
which, if allowed to proceed, would create severe
repercussions on California's relations with Mexico; and
be it further
Resolved, That the Secretary of the Senate transmit
copies of this resolution to the President and Vice
President of the United States, to the Speaker of the
House of Representatives, the Foreign Relations
Committee of the United States Senate, to eaph Senator
and Representative from California in he Congress of
the United States, to the Attorney General of the Umted
States, and to the Commissioner of the Immigration and
Naturalization Service; and be it further
Resolved, That the Secretary of the Senate transmit
copies of this resolution to the President of Mexico, the
Attorney General of Mexico, and the Governor of Baja
California Norte.
J
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